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F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V. 
(incorporated in the Netherlands with its statutory seat in 's-Hertogenbosch) 

 

EUR 2,000,000,000 Structured Note Programme for the issuance of 
Index and/or Equity Linked Notes 

 
Under the EUR 2,000,000,000 Structured Note Programme described in this Level 2 Base Prospectus (the "Programme"), F. van Lanschot 
Bankiers N.V. (the "Issuer", or the "Bank") may from time to time issue notes denominated in any currency agreed between the Issuer and the 
relevant Dealer (as defined below) (the "Notes"). The maximum aggregate nominal amount of all Notes from time to time outstanding will not 
exceed EUR 2,000,000,000 (or its equivalent in any other currency calculated as described herein). The Notes will be issued on a continuing 
basis through intermediation of one or more Dealers (including any additional Dealer appointed under the Programme) from time to time, which 
appointment may be for a specific issue or on an ongoing basis (each a "Dealer" and together the "Dealers"). The Dealer or Dealers with whom 
the Issuer agrees or proposes to agree on the issue of any Notes is or are referred to as the "relevant Dealer" in respect of those Notes. 
 
This Base Prospectus (the "Level 2 Base Prospectus") should be read and construed in conjunction with the Base Prospectus for the issuance of 
notes in respect of the Euro 5,000,000,000 Debt Issuance Programme of the Issuer dated 17 April 2015 (the ''Level 1 Base Prospectus''). Certain 
sections of the Level 1 Base Prospectus are incorporated by reference into this Level 2 Base Prospectus, together with the other documents listed 
in the section headed "Documents Incorporated by Reference". Any reference to the Level 2 Base Prospectus should be read as reference to this 
document, including the documents incorporated into it by reference. 
 
Relevant rating information in relation to the Issuer is stated in the chapters "F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V. - Risk Policy and Credit Ratings" 
and "General Information" of the Level 1 Base Prospectus. As of the date of this Level 2 Base Prospectus, each of Fitch Ratings Ltd. ("Fitch") 
and Standard & Poor's Credit Market Services Europe Limited ("S&P") is established in the European Union and is registered under Regulation 
(EC) No 1060/2009 of 16 September 2009 on credit rating agencies, as amended (the "CRA Regulation"). The rating of a certain Series or 
Tranches of Notes may be specified in the applicable Final Terms. Whether a credit rating applied for in relation to a relevant Series or Tranche 
of Notes will be issued by a credit rating agency established in the European Union and registered or certified under the CRA Regulation or by a 
credit rating agency operating in the European Union before 7 June 2010 which has submitted an application for registration in accordance with 
the CRA Regulation will be disclosed clearly and prominently in the applicable Final Terms. Where a tranche of Notes is to be rated, such rating 
will not necessarily be the same as the rating assigned to the Notes already issued. None of such ratings is a recommendation to buy, sell or hold 
securities and any of them may be subject to suspension, reduction or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating agency without prior notice. 
 
This Level 2 Base Prospectus has been approved by the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (Stichting Autoriteit Financiële 
Markten) (the "AFM"), which is the Netherlands competent authority for the purpose of Directive 2003/71/EC (the "Prospectus Directive") and 
relevant implementing measures in the Netherlands or any other relevant member state of the European Economic Area) as a Level 2 Base 
Prospectus issued in compliance with the Prospectus Directive. The AFM has been requested to provide the competent authorities in Belgium, 
Ireland, Luxembourg and Sweden with a certificate of approval (a "Notification") attesting that the Level 2 Base Prospectus has been drawn up 
in accordance with the Prospectus Directive. Notes issued under the Programme may be listed on Euronext in Amsterdam, the regulated market 
of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, the regulated market of NASDAQ OMX Stockholm AB ("NASDAQ Stockholm") and the Nordic 
Derivatives Exchange ("NDX"), which constitutes a regulated market or any other exchange. The Programme also permits Notes to be issued on 
the basis that they will not be admitted to listing, trading and/or quotation by any listing authority, stock exchange and/or quotation system. The 
Issuer may agree with the relevant Dealer that Notes may be issued in a form not contemplated by the Terms and Conditions of the Notes herein, 
in which case a supplement to this Level 2 Base Prospectus for Notes listed on a regulated market (as defined in Directive 2004/39/EC) and/or 
offered to the public in any Member State of the European Economic Area which has implemented the Prospectus Directive (each, a "Relevant 
Member State"), if required or deemed desirable, will be made available which will describe the effect of the agreement reached in relation to 
such Notes. This Level 2 Base Prospectus (as supplemented as at the relevant time, if applicable) is valid for one (1) year as of the date hereof. 
 
The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act") and the 
Notes are subject to U.S. tax law requirements. The Notes may not be offered, sold or delivered within the United States or to U.S. persons, 
except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. 
 
This Level 2 Base Prospectus will be published in electronic form on the website of the AFM and on the website of the Issuer at 
https://corporate.vanlanschot.nl/snip. This Level 2 Base Prospectus is issued in replacement of the level 2 base prospectus of the Issuer 
dated 5 August 2014.    
 

Issuer and Arranger for the Programme 
F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V. 

Dealer 
Kempen & Co N.V. 
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SUMMARY 
 

Summaries are made up of disclosure requirements known as "Elements". These Elements are numbered in 
Sections A – E (A.1 – E.7). This Summary contains all the Elements required to be included in a summary for 
the Notes and the Issuer. Because some Elements are not required to be addressed, there may be gaps in the 
numbering sequence of the Elements. Even though an Element may be required to be inserted in a summary 
because of the type of securities and issuer, it is possible that no relevant information can be given regarding the 
Element. In this case a short description of the Element should be included in the Summary with the mention of 
"Not Applicable". 
 

 
Section A – Introduction and Warnings 

 
A.1 Introduction and 

warnings: 
This summary should be read as an introduction to the Level 2 Base Prospectus. 
Any decision to invest in the Notes by the investor should be based on 
consideration of the Level 2 Base Prospectus as a whole including any documents 
incorporated into the Level 2 Base Prospectus by reference. Where a claim relating 
to the information contained in the Level 2 Base Prospectus is brought before a 
court, the plaintiff investor might, under the national legislation of the Member 
State, have to bear the costs of translating the Level 2 Base Prospectus before the 
legal proceedings are initiated. Civil liability attaches only to those persons who 
have tabled the summary including any translation thereof, but only if the 
summary is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent when read together with the 
other parts of the Level 2 Base Prospectus or it does not provide, when read 
together with the other parts of the Level 2 Base Prospectus, key information in 
order to aid investors when considering whether to invest in the Notes. 

A.2 Consent to use of 
this Level 2 Base 
Prospectus: 

Certain Tranches of Notes with a denomination of less than €100,000 (or its 
equivalent in any other currency) may be offered in circumstances where there is 
no exemption from the obligation under the Prospectus Directive to publish a 
prospectus. Any such offer is referred to as a Public Offer. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[Not Applicable. No Public Offer of the Notes will be made.] [Not Applicable. 
The Notes are issued in denominations of at least €100,000 (or its equivalent in 
any other currency).] 
 
[Consent: Subject to the conditions set out below, the Issuer consents to the use of 
the Level 2 Base Prospectus in connection with a Public Offer of Notes in a Public 
Offer Jurisdiction by the Dealer[s][,][and] [names of specific financial 
intermediaries listed in final terms] [and] [each financial intermediary whose name 
is published on the Dealer's website (http://www.kempenvaluations.com) and 
identified as an Authorised Offeror (as defined below) in respect of the relevant 
Public Offer] [and any financial intermediary which is authorised to make such 
offers under the applicable legislation implementing the Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive (Directive 2004/39/EC)] and publishes on its website the 
following statement (with the information in square brackets completed with the 
relevant information): 
 
"We [insert legal name of financial intermediary], refer to the [insert title of 
relevant Public Offer Notes] (the "Notes") described in the Final Terms dated 
[insert date] (the "Final Terms") published by F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V. (the 
"Issuer"). We hereby accept the offer by the Issuer of its consent to our use of the 
Level 2 Base Prospectus (as defined in the Final Terms) in connection with the 
offer of the Notes in [Belgium][,][Ireland] [Luxembourg] [the Netherlands] 
[and][Sweden] (the "Public Offer") in accordance with and subject to the 
conditions to such consent, each as specified in the Level 2 Base Prospectus, and 
we are using the Level 2 Base Prospectus accordingly. " 
 
In connection with this Public Offer, the Issuer accepts responsibility for the 
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content of the Level 2 Base Prospectus in relation to any investor to whom an offer 
of any Notes in this Public Offer is made by any financial intermediary to whom 
the Issuer has given its consent to use the Level 2 Base Prospectus (an 
"Authorised Offeror"), provided that such Public Offer has been made in 
accordance with all the conditions as described under 'Consent' above and 
'Conditions to consent' below. 
 
Offer period: The Issuer's consent referred to above is given for Public Offers of 
Notes during [offer period for the issue to be specified here] (the "Offer Period"). 
 
Conditions to consent: The conditions to the Issuer's consent [(in addition to the 
conditions referred to above)] are such that such consent (a) is only valid in respect 
of the relevant Tranche of Notes; (b) is only valid during the Offer Period; [and] 
(c) only extends to the use of the Base Prospectus to make Public Offers of the 
relevant Tranche of Notes in [Belgium][,] [Ireland] [Luxembourg] [the 
Netherlands] [and] [Sweden] [and (d) [specify any other conditions applicable to 
the Public Offer of the particular Tranche, as set out in the Final Terms]]. 
 
AN INVESTOR INTENDING TO ACQUIRE OR ACQUIRING ANY 
PUBLIC OFFER NOTES IN A PUBLIC OFFER FROM AN AUTHORISED 
OFFEROR OTHER THAN THE ISSUER WILL DO SO, AND OFFERS 
AND SALES OF SUCH PUBLIC OFFER NOTES TO AN INVESTOR BY 
SUCH AUTHORISED OFFEROR WILL BE MADE, IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH ANY TERMS AND OTHER ARRANGEMENTS IN PLACE 
BETWEEN SUCH AUTHORISED OFFEROR AND SUCH INVESTOR 
INCLUDING AS TO PRICE, ALLOCATIONS, EXPENSES AND 
SETTLEMENT ARRANGEMENTS. THE ISSUER WILL NOT BE A 
PARTY TO ANY SUCH ARRANGEMENTS WITH SUCH INVESTORS IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE PUBLIC OFFER OR SALE OF THE PUBLIC 
OFFER NOTES CONCERNED AND, ACCORDINGLY, THE BASE 
PROSPECTUS AND ANY FINAL TERMS WILL NOT CONTAIN SUCH 
INFORMATION. THE INVESTOR MUST LOOK AT THE RELEVANT 
AUTHORISED OFFEROR AT THE TIME OF SUCH OFFER FOR THE 
PROVISION OF SUCH INFORMATION. NEITHER THE ISSUER NOR 
ANY DEALER (EXCEPT WHERE SUCH DEALER IS THE RELEVANT 
AUTHORISED OFFEROR) HAS ANY RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY 
TO AN INVESTOR IN RESPECT OF SUCH INFORMATION. 

 
Section B – The Issuer 

 
B.1 The legal and 

commercial 
name of the 
Issuer: 

The legal name of the Issuer is F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V. The Issuer trades 
under the name Van Lanschot Bankiers. 

B.2 The domicile 
and legal form of 
the Issuer, the 
legislation under 
which the Issuer 
operates and 
its country of 
incorporation: 

The Issuer is a public company with limited liability (naamloze vennootschap) 
incorporated under Dutch law, having its statutory seat at 's-Hertogenbosch, the 
Netherlands. The Issuer is registered in the Chamber of Commerce under file 
number 16038212. 

B.4b A description of 
any known 
trends affecting 
the Issuer and 
the industries in 
which it 
operates: 

The results of Van Lanschot N.V., also indirectly through its subsidiaries 
(including the Issuer and Kempen & Co N.V. ("Kempen & Co") (see Element B.5 
below) are affected by general economic and other business conditions, including 
regulatory conditions. These conditions include changing economic cycles that 
affect demand for investment and banking products, fluctuations in interest rates, 
monetary policy, consumer and business spending and demographics. Such cycles 
are also influenced by global political events, such as terrorist acts, war and other 
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hostilities as well as by market specific events, such as shifts in consumer 
confidence, industrial output, labour or social unrest and political uncertainty. The 
Issuer operates almost entirely in the Netherlands and, to a lesser extent, in 
Belgium and its success is therefore closely tied to general economic conditions in 
those markets, which, in turn, are part of the European economy. 
 
The overall decrease in investor confidence due to the financial crisis and 
economic downturn has resulted in, and may continue to result in, clients 
switching to more conservative, lower margin products and services as well as a 
decline in the volume of transactions that the Issuer executes for its clients and 
hence may lead to reduced commission income and to a decrease in profit.   
  
Weakness in the European economies, in particular, the Dutch and/or Belgian 
economies, has had and, if such economic weakness generally or in particular in 
the Netherlands and/or Belgium, persists, may continue to have a direct negative 
impact on the demand for products and services of the Issuer. The weakness of 
these economies could materially adversely affect the investment behaviour of the 
Issuer's core client group, i.e. high-net-worth individuals. As a result, the Issuer, 
similar to other financial institutions, could be confronted with net outflows of 
assets under management or deposits, and could experience difficulties attracting 
new clients or deposits and retaining existing clients, resulting in a material 
adverse impact on the Issuer's business, financial condition, results of operations 
and prospects. 

B.5 Description of 
the Issuer's 
group and the 
Issuer's position 
within the 
group: 

The authorised share capital of the Issuer consists of 400,000 shares of € 100 each. 
All shares are nominative shares. Share certificates have not been issued. All 
400,000 shares of the Issuer are held by Van Lanschot N.V. and have been fully 
paid up. Van Lanschot N.V.'s only asset, besides a small amount of liquidities 
placed with the Bank or intragroup debts, is 100 per cent. of the shares of the 
Bank. There are no other activities within Van Lanschot N.V. other than the 100 
per cent. holding and aforementioned liquidities/debts. There is no intention to 
change this situation. In addition, it does not sell products and/or provide services 
of any kind. Van Lanschot N.V. only operates under Dutch law. 
 
The Issuer's subsidiary Kempen & Co, which has been a subsidiary of the Bank 
since 2007, is active in the areas of asset management and merchant banking. 
Kempen & Co offers specialist financial services to institutional investors, 
companies, financial institutions, government agencies and government-controlled 
bodies, foundations and associations and wealthy individuals.  

B.9 Profit forecast or 
estimate:  

Not applicable. Neither the Issuer nor Van Lanschot N.V. has made any public 
profit forecasts or profit estimates. 

B.10 Qualifications in 
the Auditors' 
report: 

Not applicable. The independent auditor's reports with respect to the Van Lanschot 
N.V.'s audited financial statements as of and for the financial years ended 31 
December 2014 and 31 December 2013 incorporated by reference in this Level 2 
Base Prospectus are unqualified. 

B.12 Selected 
Financial 
Information - 
Material/Signific
ant Change: 

 

(x € million)     

 30/06/2015 31/12/2014 30/06/2014 31/12/2013 

     

Statement of income     

Income from operating 
activities 

276.8 566.2 305.0 551.2 

Operating expenses 197.4 337.1 210.3 408.6 
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Impairments  34.7 95.5 40.2 105.1 

Operating result before tax 44.7 133.5 54.6 37.4 

Net result 34.0 108.7 49.4 33.5 

Efficiency ratio (%) 71.3 59.5 68.9 74.1 

     

(x € million)     

 30/06/2015 31/12/2014 30/06/2014 31/12/2013 

     

Balance sheet and capital 
management 

    

Equity attributable to 
shareholders 

1,299 1,292 1,268 1,283 

Equity attributable to non-
controlling interests 

48 58 55 55 

Savings and deposits 9,832 10,499 10,480 10,161 

Loans and advances to 
customers  

10,432 11,021 11,929 12,491 

Total assets            16,470 17,259 17,694 17,670 

Funding ratio (%) 94.3 95.3 87.9 81.4 

Risk-weighted assets1 7,313 7,356 8,137 9,003 

Common Equity Tier I-ratio 
(phase-in)1 

14,6 14.6 13.8 13.1 

Tier I ratio (%)1 14,6 14.6 13.8 13.1 

BIS total capital ratio (%)1 15,3 15.2 14.5 13.9 

     

 (x € billion)     

 30/06/2015 31/12/2014 30/06/2014 31/12/2013 

     

Client assets     

Client assets                58.5 57.4 56.0 53.4 

- Assets under 
management 

48.7 46.9 45.5 43.2 

- Savings and deposits 9.8 10.5 10.5 10.2 

Assets under management 48.7 46.9 45.5 43.2 

- Discretionary  37.0 35.7 34.1 31.8 
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- Non-discretionary  11.7 11.2 11.4 11.4 

     

     

 30/06/2015 31/12/2014 30/06/2014 31/12/2013 

     

Key figures     

Weighted average number 
of outstanding ordinary 
shares (x 1,000) 

40,879 40,919 40,951 40,918 

Earnings per share based on 
average number of ordinary 
shares (€) 

         0.75 2.42 1.14 0.71 

Return on average Common 
Equity Tier 1 capital (%)2 

           5.7 8.8 8.1 2.5 

Number of staff (FTEs) 1,757 1,772 1,871 1,992 

 
1

 Per 30 June 2014 in line with Basel III on a phase-in basis. The comparative figures relate to Basel II. 
2

 Per 30 June 2014 Common Equity Tier I capital. The comparative figures Core Tier I capital. 
 
These figures have been derived from the audited consolidated financial statements as of 
and for the financial years ended 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2013 of Van 
Lanschot N.V. and from the unaudited consolidated interim (semi-annual) financial 
statements of Van Lanschot N.V. as of and for the periods ended 30 June 2015 and 30 June 
2014. The figures have been prepared under IFRS as adopted by the European Union and 
comply with Part 9 of Book 2 Netherlands Civil Code and the interim financial statements 
have been prepared in accordance with IAS 34. 

Material/Significant Change 
There has been no significant change in the financial position of the Issuer or of 
Van Lanschot N.V. (taken as a whole) which has occurred since 30 June 2015. 

B.13 Recent material 
events particular 
to the Issuer's 
solvency: 

Not applicable. There are no recent events particular to the Issuer which are to a 
material extent relevant to the evaluation of the solvency of the Issuer or Van 
Lanschot N.V. 

B.14 Extent to which 
the Issuer is 
dependent upon 
other entities 
within the 
group: 

For its income, Van Lanschot N.V. is dependent upon the Issuer and, through the 
Issuer, Kempen & Co, and, as its intermediate holding company, the Issuer is in 
part dependent on the income from its subsidiary Kempen & Co. The Issuer has a 
subsidiary that has two branches in Switzerland to serve its private clients. 

B.15 Principal 
activities of the 
Issuer: 

The Issuer is a specialist, independent wealth manager dedicated to the 
preservation and creation of wealth for its private and institutional clients. Private 
banking, asset management and merchant banking are its core activities. The 
Issuer aims to be the preferred wealth manager for its domestic and international 
client base by providing top-quality advice and service, and superior risk-adjusted 
returns. And in doing so attract, develop and retain the best available talent in the 
market and provide an exciting, entrepreneurial working environment. 
 
Within private banking, the Issuer focuses on wealthy private individuals, 
entrepreneurs and family businesses, while also targeting business professionals 
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and executives, healthcare professionals, and foundations and associations. With a 
network of 36 offices and client reception venues in the Netherlands, Belgium and 
Switzerland, the Bank differentiates itself, either direct or through its subsidiaries, 
by building a clearly defined local presence. The Issuer experiences an increasing 
demand in private banking for online services combined with personal attention 
and service by advisers. The Bank responded by launching a new service model 
with the brand name Evi: Personal Banking, a leading online offering of 
discretionary asset management, investment advice and savings. Personal Banking 
also opens the doors to clients starting out in wealth management and seeking 
expert advice and support in wealth creation. The Bank offers two other service 
models for clients with more complex financial requests and needs that 
increasingly require specialist knowledge: Private Banking and Private Office. 
 
Business Segmentation 
The Bank uses the following segmentation: Private Banking, Asset Management, 
Merchant Banking, Other Activities and Corporate Banking. 
 
Private Banking 
Within Private Banking, the Issuer focuses on wealthy private individuals, 
entrepreneurs and family businesses, while also targeting business professionals 
(accountants, lawyers, public notaries and attorneys) and executives of listed 
companies, healthcare professionals, and foundations and associations. 
 
The Bank provides a full range of financial services to its clients, which includes 
financial planning, wealth planning, asset management and investment advice. 
Through Evi, the Bank offers an online investment and savings coach targeting 
starters in the wealth management segment. Furthermore, the Bank offers 
international private banking solutions through its offices in Switzerland. 
Preservation and creation of wealth form the basis of the services provided by the 
Bank. 
 
Asset Management 
The Asset Management business segment comprises the asset management 
activities of the Bank. Preservation and creation of wealth is the key competence 
of the Bank. This business segment's target group consists of institutional 
investors, pension funds, insurance companies, financial institutions, government-
controlled bodies, foundations and associations and wealthy individuals. The Bank 
offers institutional and fiduciary asset management, management of investment 
funds and development of investment products and solutions. The Bank has 
specialised strategies in global, European and Dutch small caps, listed real estate, 
high income equities, fixed income and fund of hedge funds. 
 
Merchant Banking 
The Merchant Banking business segment focuses its operations on a specific client 
target group: listed and unlisted companies and corporate clients of the Bank. 
Merchant Banking offers independent advice and support in mergers, acquisitions, 
capital market transactions and financial restructurings. The services mostly 
concern separate assignments for which one-off fees and commissions are 
received. The Merchant Banking segment also offers securities research, 
brokerage and investment products to professional investors, clients of Private 
Banking and listed companies. 
 
Other activities 
This segment comprises the other activities in the field of interest rate, market and 
liquidity risk management. This segment also includes the one-off charges under 
the investment and cost reduction programme. 
 
Corporate Banking 
Within Corporate Banking a team of specialists is engaged in managing and 
scaling down the real estate financing and SME loan portfolio for non-Private 
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Banking clients. 
B.16 Extent to which 

the Issuer is 
directly or 
indirectly owned 
or controlled: 

All outstanding shares in the capital of the Issuer are held by the holding company 
Van Lanschot N.V. and accordingly, Van Lanschot N.V. has complete control 
over the Issuer. 
 
The authorised share capital of Van Lanschot N.V. consists of 135,000,000 shares 
of €1 nominal value each, and is divided into ordinary shares A ("Class A 
Shares") and ordinary shares B ("Class B Shares") and preference shares C 
("Class C Shares"). Class B Shares and Class C Shares have not been issued. The 
outstanding ordinary share capital of Van Lanschot N.V. on 31 December 2014 
amounts to EUR 41,016,668. The Class A Shares are held by Stichting 
Administratiekantoor van gewone aandelen A Van Lanschot N.V., which has 
issued depositary receipts for these shares. These depositary receipts for Van 
Lanschot N.V. shares, representing 100 per cent. of the ordinary share capital, are 
listed and traded on Euronext in Amsterdam. 

B.17 Credit ratings 
assigned to the 
Issuer or its debt 
securities:    

Tranches of Notes may be rated or unrated. A security rating is not a 
recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and may be subject to suspension, 
reduction or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating agency. The Issuer has 
been rated "BBB+" (stable outlook) by S&P and "A-" (negative outlook) by Fitch. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[Not Applicable. The Notes to be issued have not been rated.][The Notes to be 
issued[have been]/[are expected to be] specifically rated [specify rating(s) of 
Tranche being issued] by [specify rating agency]] 

B.18 Description of 
the Guarantee: 
 

Van Lanschot N.V. has issued a written undertaking of joint and several liability 
for all debts arising from any legal act of the Bank under Section 2:403 of the 
Netherlands Civil Code (the "403-Declaration"). As a consequence, the Issuer is 
exempt from the publication of financial statements and its financial data are 
consolidated into Van Lanschot N.V.'s financial statements.  
 
On the basis of the 403-Declaration, Van Lanschot N.V. will be jointly and 
severally liable with the Bank for the debts resulting from legal acts of the Bank. 
Van Lanschot N.V. has the right to withdraw the 403-Declaration at any time by 
depositing a declaration to this effect with the Chamber of Commerce. 
Nevertheless, the liability shall continue in respect of obligations which arise from 
legal acts performed before the withdrawal could be invoked against a creditor. 
Van Lanschot N.V. can also file a notice of its intention to terminate its remaining 
liability after withdrawal of the 403-Declaration. Such remaining liability will 
terminate if certain conditions are met, inter alia, that (i) the Bank no longer 
belongs to the same group of companies as Van Lanschot N.V. and (ii) a two 
month notice period has expired and the relevant creditor has not opposed the 
intention to terminate in time or such opposition was dismissed by the court. 

B.19 Information 
about the 
Guarantor: 
 

The legal and commercial name of Van Lanschot N.V. is Van Lanschot N.V. Van 
Lanschot N.V. is a public company with limited liability (naamloze vennootschap) 
incorporated under Dutch law, having its statutory seat at 's-Hertogenbosch, the 
Netherlands. Van Lanschot N.V. is registered in the Chamber of Commerce under 
file number 16014051. 
 
There are no recent events particular to Van Lanschot N.V. which are to a material 
extent relevant to the evaluation of Van Lanschot N.V.'s solvency. 
 
In addition, as Van Lanschot N.V. is solely a holding company, please see the 
information as set out in Elements B.4b up to and including B.12 and B.14 up to 
and including B.16 above, which Elements cover information on both the Issuer 
and Van Lanschot N.V., as specified in such Elements. No ratings have been 
assigned to Van Lanschot N.V.  

 
Section C – Securities 
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C.1 Type and class of 
the Notes and 
Security 
Identification 
Number(s): 

The Notes described in this section are debt securities with one or more derivative 
components and with a denomination of less than €100,000 (or its equivalent in 
any other currency). 
 
Index Linked Notes and/or Equity Linked Notes 
The Notes are linked to indices, shares or funds or a combination thereof. This 
means that, depending on the type of Notes described below, such features as the 
coupon amount, redemption date and/or redemption amount depend on indices, 
shares or funds. In other words, these features are a function of the level or price of 
the underlying indices, shares or funds. The various functions are commonly 
referred to as "payouts". It should be noted, however, that a payout does not 
necessarily result in any amount being payable. Rather it determines if, when 
and/or to what extent an amount will be payable. 
 
Type of underlying 
A Note is either linked to a single underlying or a basket of underlyings. If linked 
to a single underlying, the level or price of that underlying is the level by reference 
to which coupon and/or redemption function or "pay out". If linked to a basket of 
underlyings, the reference level or price is either a weighted average or that of the 
worst performer in the basket. These three types of reference levels are referred to 
as "Single Reference Asset Level", "Average Basket Level" or "Worst 
Performer of Basket" respectively.  
 
The volatility of the underlying may be controlled by applying a volatility control 
overlay strategy ("Volatility Control Overlay") to the Single Reference Asset 
Level, the Average Basket Level or the Worst Performer of Basket and, depending 
on the measured volatility, reduces or increases the exposure to the level of the 
particular index, share, fund (including an exchange traded fund, ''ETF'') or the 
levels of indices, shares, funds in a basket of indices, shares or funds or a 
combination thereof respectively (each a ''Reference Asset''). This type of 
reference level is referred to as "Strategy Reference Asset Level". The table 
below represents the Volatility Control Overlay technique in summary form: 

 
See Element C.18 below for a further description on how the return on the Notes 
takes place. 
 
Type of payouts 
The three types of payouts which may apply to Notes are briefly summarised here 
and described in more detail under Elements C.9 and C.18 below. 
 
Redemption amount payouts 
Reverse Exchangeable, Participation, Premium Knock-Out, Booster Knock-Out, 
Booster or Click-In are payouts which affect the amount payable at the scheduled 
maturity date. Depending on the reference level or price of the underlying(s), such 
amount may be equal to, lower or, except in the case of Reverse Exchangeable, 
higher than the denomination of the Note. The redemption amount payouts under 
this Programme cannot be combined with each other but can be combined with the 
payouts described in the following paragraphs, Conditional Coupon and Automatic 
Redemption. 
 
Payout affecting coupon 
If Conditional Coupon applies to a Note, the amount and payment date of coupon 
varies with the reference level or price of the underlying(s). This payout can be 
combined with all other payouts. 
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Redemption date payout 
If Automatic Early Redemption applies to a Note, the Note may be redeemed at its 
denomination prior to its scheduled maturity date. Like Conditional Coupon, this 
payout can be combined with all the other payouts. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[The Notes are [Fixed Rate[s]] Notes] 
 
The Notes are [Conditional Coupon] [Automatic Early Redemption] [Reverse 
Exchangeable Notes]/[Participation Notes]/[Premium Knock-Out Notes]/[Booster 
Knock-Out Notes]/[Booster Notes]/[Click-In Notes] and are in [bearer/registered] 
form. 
 
The Notes are issued as Series Number [   ][, Tranche Number [   ]]. The 
Aggregate Nominal Amount of the Notes is [   ]. [ISIN: [    ]][Common code: [    
]][Other relevant code: [    ]] 

C.2 Currencies: Notes may be denominated in any currency as agreed between the Issuer and the 
(relevant) Dealer(s), in each case subject to compliance with all applicable legal or 
regulatory requirements. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
The Specified Currency of the Notes is [   ]. 

C.5 A description of 
any restrictions 
on the free 
transferability of 
the Notes: 

The Notes are freely transferrable. Selling and offer restrictions do not render the 
Notes legally incapable of being transferred. 

C.8 Description of 
the rights 
attached to the 
Notes: 

Ranking (status) 
The Notes will constitute unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer 
and will rank pari passu without any preference among themselves and with all 
other present and future unsecured and unsubordinated obligations of the Issuer 
save for those preferred by mandatory provisions of law.  
 
Issue specific summary: 
The Notes are Senior Notes. 
 
Taxation 
All payments of principal and interest in respect of the Notes, Receipts and 
Coupons by the Issuer will be made free and clear of, and without withholding or 
deduction for or on account of any present or future taxes or duties, assessments or 
governmental charges of whatever nature imposed or levied by or on behalf of the 
Netherlands or any political subdivision or any authority thereof or therein having 
power to tax, unless such withholding or deduction is required by law. In such 
event, the Issuer will, depending on which provision is specified in the applicable 
Final Terms, either make the required withholding or deduction of such taxes, 
duties, assessments or governmental charges for the account of the holders of the 
Notes, Receipts or Coupons, as the case may be, and shall not pay any additional 
amounts to the holders of the Notes, Receipts or Coupons or, subject to certain 
exceptions, pay such additional amounts as shall be necessary in order that the net 
amounts received by the holders of the Notes, Receipts or Coupons after such 
withholding or deduction shall equal the respective amounts of principal and 
interest which would otherwise have been receivable in respect of the Notes, 
Receipts or Coupons, as the case may be, in the absence of such withholding or 
deduction. 
 
Events of Default 
The terms and conditions of the Notes contain each of the following events of 
default: 
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(i) if default is made for more than 14 days in the payment of interest or 
principal in respect of the Notes; or 

(ii) if the Issuer fails to perform or observe any of its other obligations under 
the Notes and such failure has continued for the period of 30 days next 
following the service on the Issuer of notice requiring the same to be 
remedied; or  

(iii) the Issuer fails in the due repayment of borrowed money in excess of 
€15,000,000 and such failure continues for a period of 14 days after notice 
of such failure has been received by the Issuer, provided that no event of 
default shall be deemed to have occurred if the Issuer shall contest its 
liability in good faith or shall have been ordered not to make such a 
payment by a competent court; or  

(iv) an order is made or an effective resolution is passed for the winding up or 
liquidation of the Issuer unless this is done in connection with a merger, 
consolidation or other form of combination with another company and 
such company assumes all obligations contracted by the Issuer in 
connection with the Notes; or  

(v) the Issuer is declared bankrupt or a declaration is made in respect of the 
Issuer under Article 3:163(1)(b) of the Netherlands Act on Financial 
Supervision (Wet op het financieel toezicht, "NAFS") in respect of the 
Issuer; or 

(vi) emergency measures in respect of the Issuer as referred to under Article 
3:160(1)(a) or (c) of the NAFS are declared. 

 
Meetings 
Meetings of Noteholders may be convened to consider any matter affecting their 
interests including the sanctioning by Extraordinary Resolution of a modification 
of the Notes, the Receipts, the Coupons or certain provisions of the Agency 
Agreement. Such a meeting may be convened by the Issuer or Noteholders of each 
Series holding not less than five per cent. in nominal amount of the Notes. There 
are quorum requirements for passing an Extraordinary Resolution. An 
Extraordinary Resolution passed at any meeting of the Noteholders of each Series 
shall be binding on all the Noteholders of such class of Notes, whether or not they 
are present at the meeting, and on all Receiptholders and Couponholders. The 
Issuer may not vote on any Notes held by it, whether directly or indirectly, and 
such Notes shall not be taken into account in establishing the total amount 
outstanding. The Agency Agreement also provides that (i) a resolution in writing 
signed by or on behalf of the holders of not less than two-thirds in nominal amount 
of such Notes for the time being outstanding or (ii) consents given by way of 
electronic consents communicated through the electronic communications systems 
of the relevant clearing system(s) in accordance with their operating rules and 
procedures by or on behalf of the holders of not less than two-thirds in nominal 
amount of such Notes for the time being outstanding, shall, in either case, for all 
purposes be as valid and effective as an Extraordinary Resolution passed at a 
meeting of Noteholders duly convened and held.  
 
Governing Law 
The laws of the Netherlands. 

C.9 Interest, 
maturity and 
redemption 
provisions, yield 
and 
representative of 
the Noteholders: 

Interest 
Notes may or may not bear interest. Interest bearing Notes will be Fixed Rate 
Notes. Fixed interest will be payable on the date or dates specified in the 
applicable Final Terms and on redemption, and will be calculated on the basis as 
may be agreed between the Issuer and the relevant Dealer as indicated in the 
applicable Final Terms. 
 
Conditional Coupon 
Interest on Fixed Rate Notes may be conditional to the occurrence of a Conditional 
Coupon Event, in which case the interest shall be zero for the entire Fixed Interest 
Period during which the Conditional Coupon Event occurred, unless Memory is 
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specified as being applicable in the applicable Final Terms and a Conditional 
Coupon Event has not occurred during any subsequent Fixed Interest Period, in 
which case on the Interest Payment Date of such Fixed Interest Period, the amount 
of interest to be paid shall be increased by the sum of the amounts of interest that 
would, but for the occurrence of a Conditional Coupon Event, have been payable 
during any and all prior Fixed Interest Periods unless such amounts had become 
due and payable thereafter. 
 
Maturities 
The Notes will have such maturities as may be agreed between the Issuer and the 
relevant Dealer, subject to such minimum or maximum maturities as may be 
allowed or required from time to time by the relevant central bank (or equivalent 
body) or any laws or regulations applicable to the Issuer or the relevant specified 
currency, specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
 
Unless previously redeemed or purchased and cancelled earlier, each Note will be 
redeemed by the Issuer at its Final Redemption Amount specified in the applicable 
Final Terms in the relevant Specified Currency on the Maturity Date. 
 
Automatic Early Redemption 
If specified in the applicable Final Terms, Notes will be redeemed automatically 
on a specified date prior to their scheduled maturity date at their denomination if 
the reference level or price of the underlying(s) is equal to or exceeds the specified 
trigger level. 
 
Early Redemption for other reasons 
The applicable Final Terms will indicate whether the relevant Notes can be 
redeemed prior to their stated maturity for reasons of taxation or illegality and 
Notes may be redeemed early following an Event of Default. 
 
Minimum Redemption Amount 
The redemption amount for the Participation payout may be subject to a minimum. 
The redemption amount for the Click-In payout will be subject to a minimum.  
 
Maximum Redemption Amount 
The redemption amount for the Participation, Premium Knock-Out, Booster 
Knock-Out and Booster payouts may be subject to a maximum.  
 
Representative of Noteholders 
Not applicable. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
Interest 
[Fixed Rate Notes: The Notes are Fixed Rate Notes. The Notes bear interest from [  
] at a rate of [  ] per cent. per annum [in period [   ] and at a rate of [   ]  in period 
[   ] [etc.]] [payable [annually/semi-annually/quarterly/monthly] in arrear on [  ] in 
each year. Indication of yield: [[       ]/Not applicable]/[  ] per cent. per annum.] 
 
[The Notes are Conditional Coupon Notes]/[Memory: [Applicable/Not 
Applicable]] [insert details of Memory] 
 
Maturity 
The Maturity Date of the Notes is [[  ]/Interest Payment Date falling in or nearest 
to the relevant month and year: [  ]]. Unless previously redeemed or purchased and 
cancelled, the Issuer will redeem the Notes [at [  ] per Calculation Amount/as per 
the pay-out described below] in [insert specified currency] on [  ]. 
 
Early Redemption 
The Issuer may redeem the Notes prior to their stated maturity (i) for taxation 
reasons, (ii) for illegality reasons or (iii) following an Event of Default. 
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[Automatic Early Redemption 
A Note will be redeemed automatically if an Automatic Early Redemption Event 
has occurred at its Specified Denomination in the relevant Specified Currency on 
the Interest Payment Date immediately following the occurrence of such 
Automatic Early Redemption Event, unless such event occurred during the last 
Fixed Interest Period. Trigger Level: [   ]] 
 
[Minimum Redemption Amount [  ]] 
 
[Maximum Redemption Amount[  ]] 

C.10 Derivative 
component in 
interest 
payments: 

The interest payment on, and redemption of, the Notes may be linked to the 
reference level or price of the underlying(s). Please see Element C.9 above and 
Element C.l8 below for a more detailed summary of the relationship between such 
level or price with coupon, early redemption and the redemption amount. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
The interest payment on, and redemption of, the Notes is linked to [specify 
Reference Asset]. 

C.11 Listing and 
admission to 
trading: 

The Notes may be admitted to listing on Euronext in Amsterdam, the Luxembourg 
Stock Exchange, NASDAQ Stockholm, NDX and any other exchange provided a 
notification to relevant competent authority of this base prospectus, as 
supplemented, has been made, if required, or may be issued on an unlisted basis. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[Application has been made]/[Application is expected to be made] by the Issuer 
(or on its behalf) for the Notes to be admitted to trading on [    ] with effect from [     
]/[Not applicable. The Notes are not intended to be admitted to trading.] 

C.15 Description of 
how the value of 
the investment is 
affected by the 
value of the 
underlying 
instrument(s): 

See Element C1 above for a brief introductory summary of the functions by which 
the underlying may affect the value of the investment and please see Element C.9 
above and Element C.l8 below for a more detailed summary of such functions as 
to coupon, early redemption and the redemption amount. 

C.16 Maturity Date of 
the derivative 
securities: 

Subject to early redemption as set out in Element C.9 above, the Notes are 
scheduled to redeem on the Maturity Date specified in the Final Terms. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
Subject to early redemption as set out in Element C.9 above, the redemption date 
of the Notes is [ ]. 

C.17 Description of 
the settlement 
procedure of the 
derivative 
securities: 

Settlement procedures will vary depending on the settlement system for the Notes 
and local practices in the jurisdiction of the investor. The Notes will be delivered 
on the issue date either against payment of the issue price or free of payment of the 
issue price as specified in the Final Terms. The Notes may be cleared and settled 
through, amongst others, Euroclear Nederland, Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V. or 
Clearstream Banking, société anonyme. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
The Notes will be delivered on [ ] [against payment of the issue price of the 
Notes/free of payment of the issue price of the Notes]. Settlement procedures will 
vary depending on the clearing system/settlement system for the Notes and local 
practices in the jurisdiction of the investor. 
 
[The Notes are cleared through [Euroclear/Clearstream, Luxembourg/Euroclear 
Netherlands/Euroclear Sweden/specify other].] 
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C.18 Description of 
how the return 
of derivative 
securities takes 
place: 

Return on the Notes may be linked to the level of a specified underlying (Single 
Reference Asset Level) or basket of underlyings. In case of a basket of 
underlyings, the combined level or price of the underlyings in the basket will, 
depending on what is specified in the applicable Final Terms, be computed either 
as (i) the average of the reference levels or prices of the underlying(s) determined 
in accordance with their respective weightings specified in the applicable Final 
Terms (Average Index Level), or (ii) the reference level or price of the worst 
performing underlying(s) relative to its initial reference level (Worst Performer of 
Basket). 
 
The reference level or price to which the Notes are linked will, depending on what 
is specified in the applicable Final Terms, determine (i) whether coupon is to be 
paid and, if it is, the size of the coupon amount, and/or (ii) whether (a) the Notes 
redeem early at their denomination or (b) at their the scheduled maturity date, and, 
if at their scheduled maturity date, (iii) the final redemption amount. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[Conditional Coupon 
The payment of [insert Fixed Rate(s) of Interest] on the Notes is dependent on the 
occurrence of a Conditional Coupon Event, which shall mean that the Reference 
Level is lower than [insert level], the Coupon Barrier. The Reference Level is the 
[Single Reference Asset Level][Average Basket Level][Worst Performer of 
Basket] [weighted per [Index][Share][Unit] as follows [    ]]. If the Reference 
Level is lower than the Coupon Barrier, then the Fixed Rate(s) of Interest shall be 
zero (meaning that investors would not receive payment of interest for the entire 
relevant Fixed Interest Period). The payment of interest will therefore have a direct 
relationship with the [level][price] of the [Index][Share][Unit][Basket 
Components]. If the Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Coupon Barrier 
the Fixed Rate(s) of Interest for the Fixed Interest Period(s) shall be the Fixed 
Rate(s) of Interest as specified in the applicable Final Terms.] 
 
[Because "Memory" is specified as being applicable in the Final Terms, if a 
Conditional Coupon Event has not occurred during any Fixed Interest Period 
which is not the first Fixed Interest Period, the amount of interest to be paid shall 
be increased by the sum of the amounts of interest that would, but for the 
occurrence of a Conditional Coupon Event, have been payable during any and all 
prior Fixed Interest Periods unless, to prevent duplication, such amounts had 
become due and payable thereafter.] 
 
[Automatic Early Redemption 
If an Automatic Early Redemption Event occurs, each Note will be redeemed at 
[insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency] on the Interest Payment 
Date immediately following the occurrence of such Automatic Early Redemption 
Event, unless the Automatic Early Redemption Event occurred during the last 
Fixed Interest Period, in which case Automatic Early Redemption does not take 
effect and the Note will be redeemed at [insert Maturity Date], the scheduled 
Maturity Date. An Automatic Early Redemption Event shall mean that the 
Reference Level is equal to or higher than [insert level], the Trigger Level. 
Whether the Notes redeems early will therefore have a direct relationship with the 
[level][price] of the [Index][Share][Unit][Basket Components]. 
 
[Because "Asian-Out" is specified as being applicable in the Final Terms, the Final 
Reference Level shall be the arithmetic mean of the Reference Levels determined 
by the Calculation Agent at the Scheduled Closing Time on each of the Asian-Out 
Observation Dates.] 
 
[Reverse Exchangeable Note 
Each Note will be redeemed by the Issuer on [insert Maturity Date], the scheduled 
Maturity Date, at [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency] if a 
Reverse Exchange Event has not occurred. If a Reverse Exchange Event has 
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occurred each Note will be redeemed at an amount which is equal to the lowest of 
(a) [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency] and (b) the product of 
(i) [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency] and (ii) the Final 
Reference Level divided by the Initial Reference Level. Reverse Exchange Event 
shall mean that the Reference Level is lower than [insert level], the Redemption 
Barrier. The Reference Level is the [Single Reference Asset Level][Average 
Basket Level][Worst Performer of Basket] [weighted per [Index][Share][Unit] as 
follows [    ]]. The Final Redemption Amount of a Reverse Exchangeable Note 
will therefore have a direct relationship with the [level][price] of the 
[Index][Share][Unit][Basket Components] and can be lower (even zero) but not 
higher than the Specified Denomination.] 
 
[Because "Asian-Out" is specified as being applicable in the Final Terms, the Final 
Reference Level shall be the arithmetic mean of the Reference Levels determined 
by the Calculation Agent at the Scheduled Closing Time on each of the Asian-Out 
Observation Dates.] 
 
[Participation Note 
Each Note will be redeemed on [insert Maturity Date], the scheduled Maturity 
Date, at [the lowest of (a)] (i) [specify amount], the Minimum Redemption 
Amount, plus (ii) the product of [specify amount] (i.e. the Specified 
Denomination), [specify gearing] (i.e. the Gearing[*]) and a fraction the numerator 
of which is equal to the Final Reference Level minus (iii) [specify strike level], the 
Strike Level, and the denominator of which is the Initial Reference Level [and (b) 
[specify amount], the Maximum Redemption Amount,] if on the Final Valuation 
Date the Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than [specify strike level], 
[specify strike level], the Strike Level. If on the Final Valuation Date the Final 
Reference Level is lower than [specify strike level], the Strike Level, a 
Participation Note will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at [specify amount], the 
Minimum Redemption Amount. The Reference Level is the [Single Reference 
Asset Level][Average Basket Level][Worst Performer of Basket] [weighted per 
[Index][Share][Unit] as follows [    ]]. The Final Redemption Amount of a 
Participation Note will therefore have a direct relationship with the [level][price] 
of the [Index][Share][Unit][Basket Components] and can be lower or higher than 
[insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency], the Specified 
Denomination, but not lower than [specify amount], the Minimum Redemption 
Amount [or higher than [specify amount], the Maximum Redemption Amount].] 
 
[Because "Asian-Out" is specified as being applicable in the Final Terms, the Final 
Reference Level shall be the arithmetic mean of the Reference Levels determined 
by the Calculation Agent at the Scheduled Closing Time on each of the Asian-Out 
Observation Dates.] 
 
[* Since the gearing is [1 (one)][100%] there will effectively be no gearing.] 
 
[Premium Knock-Out Note 
Each Note will be redeemed on [insert Maturity Date], the Maturity Date, at [the 
lowest of (a) a [specify amount], the Maximum Redemption Amount, [and (b)]] 
the highest of (i) [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency], the 
Specified Denomination, plus [specify amount], the Premium Amount, and (ii) the 
product of [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency] (i.e. the 
Specified Denomination) and the Final Reference Level divided by the Initial 
Reference Level, if a Premium Knock-Out Event has not occurred. If a Premium 
Knock-Out Event has occurred a Premium Knock-Out Note will be redeemed on 
the Maturity Date at [the lowest of (a) [specify amount], the Maximum 
Redemption Amount, and (b)] the product of (i) [insert Specified Denomination in 
Specified Currency], the Specified Denomination, and (ii) the Final Reference 
Level divided by the Initial Reference Level. Premium Knock-Out Event shall 
mean that the Reference Level is lower than [specify level], the Premium Knock-
Out Barrier. The Reference Level is the [Single Reference Asset Level][Average 
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Basket Level][Worst Performer of Basket] [weighted per [Index][Share][Unit] as 
follows [    ]]. The Final Redemption Amount of a Premium Knock-Out Note will 
therefore have a direct relationship with the [level][price] of the 
[Index][Share][Unit][Basket Components] and can be lower (even zero) or higher 
than [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency], the Specified 
Denomination, [but not higher than [specify amount], the Maximum Redemption 
Amount].] 
 
[Because "Asian-Out" is specified as being applicable in the Final Terms, the Final 
Reference Level shall be the arithmetic mean of the Reference Levels determined 
by the Calculation Agent at the Scheduled Closing Time on each of the Asian-Out 
Observation Dates.] 
 
[Booster Knock-Out Note 
Each Note will be redeemed on [insert Maturity Date], the Maturity Date, at the 
lowest of (a) (i) [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency], the 
Specified Denomination, plus (ii) the product of [insert Specified Denomination in 
Specified Currency] (i.e. the Specified Denomination), [specify gearing] (i.e. the 
Gearing[*]) and a fraction the numerator of which is equal to the Final Reference 
Level minus [specify strike level], the Strike Level, and the denominator of which 
is the Initial Reference Level [and (b) a Maximum Redemption Amount], if on the 
Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than 
[specify strike level], the Strike Level. If on the Final Valuation Date the Final 
Reference Level is lower than [specify strike level], the Strike Level, each Note 
will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at the product of (i) [insert Specified 
Denomination in Specified Currency], the Specified Denomination, and (ii) the 
Final Reference Level divided by the Initial Reference Level if a Booster Knock-
Out Event has occurred. If a Booster Knock-Out Event has not occurred each 
Note will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at [insert Specified Denomination in 
Specified Currency], the Specified Denomination. A Booster Knock-Out Event 
shall mean that the Reference Level is lower than [specify level], the Redemption 
Barrier. The Reference Level is the [Single Reference Asset Level][Average 
Basket Level][Worst Performer of Basket] [weighted per [Index][Share][Unit] as 
follows [    ]]. The Final Redemption Amount of each Note will therefore have a 
direct relationship with the [level][price] of the [Index][Share][Unit][Basket 
Components] and can be lower (even zero) or higher than [insert Specified 
Denomination in Specified Currency], the Specified Denomination, [but not higher 
than [specify amount], the Maximum Redemption Amount].] 
 
[Because "Asian-Out" is specified as being applicable in the Final Terms, the Final 
Reference Level shall be the arithmetic mean of the Reference Levels determined 
by the Calculation Agent at the Scheduled Closing Time on each of the Asian-Out 
Observation Dates.] 
 
[* Since the gearing is [1 (one)][100%] there will effectively be no gearing.] 
 
[Booster Notes 
Each Note will be redeemed on [insert Maturity Date], the Maturity Date, at [the 
lowest of (a)] (i) [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency], the 
Specified Denomination, plus (ii) the product of [insert Specified Denomination in 
Specified Currency] (i.e. the Specified Denomination), [specify gearing] (i.e. the 
Gearing[*]) and a fraction the numerator of which is equal to the Final Reference 
Level minus [specify level], the Strike Level, and the denominator of which is the 
Initial Reference Level[ and (b) [specify amount], the Maximum Redemption 
Amount], if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal to or 
higher than the Strike Level. If on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference 
Level is lower than [specify level], the Strike Level, each Note will be redeemed 
on the Maturity Date at the product of (i) [insert Specified Denomination in 
Specified Currency], the Specified Denomination, and (ii) the Final Reference 
Level divided by the Initial Reference Level. The Reference Level is the [Single 
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Reference Asset Level][Average Basket Level][Worst Performer of Basket] 
[weighted per [Index][Share][Unit] as follows [    ]]. The Final Redemption 
Amount of each Note will therefore have a direct relationship with the 
[level][price] of the [Index][Share][Unit][Basket Components] and can be lower 
(even zero) or higher than [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency], 
the Specified Denomination [but not higher than [specify amount], the Maximum 
Redemption Amount].] 
 
[Because "Asian-Out" is specified as being applicable in the Final Terms, the Final 
Reference Level shall be the arithmetic mean of the Reference Levels determined 
by the Calculation Agent at the Scheduled Closing Time on each of the Asian-Out 
Observation Dates.] 
 
[* Since the gearing is [1 (one)][100%] there will effectively be no gearing.] 
 
[Click-In Notes 
Each Note will be redeemed on [insert Maturity Date], the Maturity Date at the 
lowest of (a) [specify amount], the Maximum Redemption Amount and (b) the 
highest of (i) [specify amount], the Minimum Redemption Amount, (ii) [insert 
Specified Denomination in Specified Currency], the Specified Denomination plus 
the product of [insert Specified Denomination in Specified Currency] (i.e. the 
Specified Denomination) and a fraction the numerator of which is equal to the 
Final Reference Level and the denominator of which is the Initial Reference Level 
and, if a Click-In Event(i) has occurred, (iii) the product of [insert Specified 
Denomination in Specified Currency] (i.e. the Specified Denomination) and the 
Maximum Click-In Level. The Reference Level is the [Single Reference Asset 
Level][Average Basket Level][Worst Performer of Basket] [weighted per 
[Index][Share][Unit] as follows [    ]]. The Final Redemption Amount of each 
Note will therefore have a direct relationship with the [level][price] of the 
[Index][Share][Unit][Basket Components] and can be lower or higher than [insert 
Specified Denomination in Specified Currency], the Specified Denomination but 
not [higher than [specify amount], the Maximum Redemption Amount or] lower 
than [specify amount], the Minimum Redemption Amount.] 

C.19 Final reference 
price of the 
underlying: 

The amount (if any) payable on redemption of a Note may or may not be linked to 
the level or price of any one or more underlying(s) as specified in the Final Terms. 
The Final Reference Level will be either (i) the Reference Level determined by the 
Calculation Agent on the Final Valuation Date or (ii) if "Asian-Out" is applicable, 
the arithmetic mean of the Reference Levels determined by the Calculation Agent 
on each of the Asian-Out Observation Dates. In each case, the level or price of the 
relevant underlying(s) shall be measured at the Scheduled Closing Time of the 
relevant Exchange. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
The amount (if any) payable on redemption of a Note [is][is not] linked to the 
[level][price] of the [Index][Share][Unit][Basket Components] as specified in the 
Final Terms. [The Final Reference Level determining the redemption amount is 
determined by the Calculation Agent on [specify date(s)], the Final Valuation 
Date[s] [as the arithmetic mean of the Reference Levels determined by the 
Calculation Agent on each of the Asian-Out Observation Dates]. In each case, the 
level of the relevant index or indices shall be measured at the Scheduled Closing 
Time of the relevant Exchange.] 
 
Whether a [Conditional Coupon Event], [Automatic Early Redemption Event], 
[Reverse Exchange Event], [Premium Knock-Out Event] or [Booster Knock-Out 
Event] has occurred, shall be determined by the Calculation Agent by reference to 
the [Conditional Coupon Observation Date(s)], [Conditional Coupon Observation 
Period(s)], [Automatic Early Redemption Observation Date(s)], [Automatic Early 
Redemption Observation Period(s)], [Reverse Exchange Observation Date(s)] 
[Reverse Exchange Observation Period(s)] [Premium Knock-Out Observation 
Date(s)] [Premium Knock-Out Observation Period(s)] [Booster Knock-Out 
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Observation Date(s)] [Booster Knock-Out Observation Period(s)] [at the end of the 
trading day (End of Day)][during the trading day (Intra-Day)].  
 
[The amount (if any) payable on redemption of the Notes is linked to the 
[level][price] of the [Index][Share][Unit][Basket Components]. The Final 
Reference Level will be:  
 
[the Single Reference Asset Level]/[the Average Basket Level]/[the Worst 
Performer of Basket] determined by the Calculation Agent on the [insert Final 
Valuation Date] in accordance with [insert details of Final Reference Level 
Determination]. 
 
[Asian-Out: the arithmetic mean of [the Single Reference Asset Level]/[the 
Average Basket Level]/[the Worst Performer of Basket] determined by the 
Calculation Agent on each of [insert Asian-Out Observation Dates] in accordance 
with [insert details of Final Reference Level Determination], and at [insert time]. 

C.20 Description of 
the type of 
underlying and 
where 
information on 
the 
underlying can 
be found: 

Type of Underlying 
A Note is either linked to a single underlying or a basket of underlyings. If linked 
to a single underlying, the level or price of that underlying is the Reference Level. 
If linked to a basket of underlyings, the Reference Level is either a weighted 
average or the worst performing of the underlyings. These three types of reference 
levels are referred to as "Single Reference Asset Level", "Average Basket Level" 
or "Worst Performer of Basket" respectively. See Element C.18 above for a further 
description. 
 
Information on the Underlying 
Information on the underlying may be found at the information source specified in 
the Final Terms. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[The interest payment on][,] [and] [redemption of, the Notes] may be linked to the 
[level][price] of the [Index][Share][Unit][Basket Components]. Information on the 
underlying may be found at [insert source]. 

C.21 Indication of the 
market where 
the securities 
will be traded 
and for which 
prospectus has 
been published: 

The Notes may be admitted to listing on Euronext in Amsterdam, the Luxembourg 
Stock Exchange, NASDAQ Stockholm, NDX, any other exchange or may be 
issued on an unlisted basis. 
 
At the date of this Level 2 Base Prospectus the Issuer has published the Level 2 
Base Prospectus with a view to offering Notes in Belgium, Ireland, Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands and/or Sweden. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
The Notes may be admitted to listing on [Euronext in Amsterdam][the 
Luxembourg Stock Exchange][NASDAQ Stockholm][NDX][other] or may be 
issued on an unlisted basis. 

 
Section D – Risks 

 
D.2 Key information 

on the key risks 
that are specific 
to the Issuer: 

By investing in Notes, investors assume the risk that the Issuer may become 
insolvent or otherwise unable to make all payments due under the Notes. There is 
a wide range of factors which individually or together could result in the Issuer 
becoming unable to make all payments due under the Notes. It is not possible to 
identify all such factors or to determine which factors are most likely to occur. The 
inability of the Issuer to pay interest, principal or other amounts on or in 
connection with any Notes may occur for various reasons. Additional risks and 
uncertainties not presently known to the Issuer or that it currently believes to be 
immaterial could also have a material impact on its ability to make all payments 
due under the Notes. The Issuer has identified a number of factors which could 
materially adversely affect its business and ability to make all payments due under 
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the Notes. 
  
These factors include: 
 volatility and strength of the economic, business and capital markets 

environments specific to the geographical regions in which the Issuer 
conducts business; 

 adverse capital and credit market conditions; 
 default of a major market participant, which could disrupt the markets; 
 operational risks relating to personnel, internal control processes, human 

errors, regulatory breaches; 
 unpredictable catastrophic events; 
 general economic conditions and other business conditions; 
 fluctuations in the financial markets; 
 client concentration or inability to sufficiently diversify its client base; 
 substantial competitive pressures; 
 changes in the financial services laws and/or regulations governing the 

Issuer's business, including changes in tax law; 
 minimum regulatory capital and liquidity requirements; 
 failure of IT and other systems; 
 reputation damage; 
 possible impairment of goodwill and intangible assets; 
 litigation, other proceedings or actions; 
 additional powers of regulatory authorities; 
 financial transaction tax; 
 interest rate volatility and other interest rate changes; 
 risks associated with deposit guarantee schemes and similar funds; 
 inability by the Issuer to manage its risks succesfully through derivatives; 
 inability to retain key personnel; 
 inadequate management policies; 
 mis-selling claims made by clients; 
 inability of counterparties to meet their financial obligations; 
 ratings downgrades; 
 sustained increase in inflation; and 
 adverse publicity to financial services industry in general. 

D.3 Key information 
on the key risks 
that are specific 
to the Notes: 

There are also risks associated with the Notes. These include: 
 
Risks related to the market generally: 

 limited liquidity in the secondary market; 
 exchange rate risks and exchange controls; 
 interest rate risks; and 
 credit rating risks. 

 
Risk related to the structure of a particular issue of Notes: 

 potential conflicts of interest between the Calculation Agent and the 
Noteholders. 

 
Risks related to Notes generally: 

 modification, adjustments, waivers and substitution; 
 tax consequences; 
 risks related to Notes held in global form; 
 risks related to Notes held in new global note form; 
 implemented and proposed banking legislation for ailing banks;  
 change of law; 
 risks related to the Netherlands as jurisdiction; and 
 FATCA to an investment in the Notes. 

 
Issue specific summary: 
In addition to the above, there are risks specific to the particular structure of the 
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Notes. Principal and/or interest on the Notes will be determined by reference to the 
level of a particular index, share, fund or the levels of indices, shares, funds in a 
basket of indices, shares or funds respectively (each a ''Reference Asset''). Notes 
with principal or interest determined by such Reference Asset may be particularly 
vulnerable to risks which may include, changes in the method of calculating the 
level of the relevant Reference Asset from time to time, changes to the 
composition of the relevant Reference Asset and market expectations regarding its 
future performance. Potential investors should be aware of the following risks: 
 
In addition to the above, there are risks specific to the particular structure of the 
Notes. Principal and/or interest on the Notes will be determined by reference to the 
[level of a particular index][share][fund][ETF] [the levels of 
[indices][shares][funds][ETF's] in a basket of [indices][shares][funds][ETF's]. 
Notes with principal or interest determined by the Reference Asset may be 
particularly vulnerable to risks which may include, changes in the method of 
calculating the level of the Reference Asset from time to time, changes to the 
composition of the Reference Asset and market expectations regarding its future 
performance. Potential investors should be aware of the following risks: 
 

 impossibility to predict how the level or price of the Reference Assets 
will vary over time or what factors which influence its variation; 

 possibility of receiving no interest; 
 payment of principal or interest may occur at a different time than 

expected; 
 possibility of losing principal; 
 non-correlation of the level or price of a Reference Asset with changes in 

the level or price of any one or more shares, indices or funds in a basket 
or fluctuations in the specified currency; 

 risks related to Reference Assets connected to emerging markets, the 
capital markets in emerging market countries have substantially less 
volume, and are generally less liquid and more volatile, than those in 
more developed markets; 

 gearing and leverage factors which will contribute to magnified effects; 
 impact of changes in yield-to-maturity: in general, if Conditional Coupon 

or Automatic Early Redemption applies, the earlier the change in the 
level or price of a Reference Asset and the return on the Note prior to 
maturity, the greater the effect on yield-to-maturity will be due to interest, 
time value of money effects; 

 limited maturity; 
 discount to market value; 
 market risks; 
 conflicts of interest between the interests of the Issuer and/or the 

(relevant) Dealer(s) because they may for their own account or otherwise 
invest in the constituents of an index, a share or fund which is linked to 
any Note, without regard to the interests of any investor in the Notes. 

 factors affecting the performance of Reference Assets may adversely 
affect the value of the Notes; 

 [actions by the sponsor of an index may adversely affect the Notes] [only 
include when the Reference Asset is an index or basket of indices]; 

 actions by the issuer of a share may adversely affect the Notes [only 
include when the Reference Asset is a share or basket of shares]; 

 no rights to dividends on a share [only include when the Reference Asset 
is a share or basket of shares]; 

 returns on Notes will not be the same as a direct investment in futures or 
options on the Index or in the underlying components of the index [only 
include when the Reference Asset is an index or basket of indices]; 

 loss of return of dividends in connection with Notes linked to an index 
[only include when the Reference Asset is an index or basket of indices]; 

 a change in the composition or discontinuance of an index could have a 
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negative impact on the value of the Notes [only include when the 
Reference Asset is an index or basket of indices]; and 

 the occurrence of adjustment events. 
 
[Only include the following risks if the Reference Asset is a fund] 

 [risks related to asset performance]; 
 [risks related to asset allocation policies]; 
 [credit quality and the risk of default of one of the hedge funds or of the 

assets held in the fund]; 
 [material changes to investment objectives of the fund]; 
 [the method of calculating the net asset value may change]; 
 [risks related to insolvency]; 
 [risks related to fraudulent events]; 
 [risks related to the use of estimates]; and 
 [prospective investors of the Notes have no rights with respect to a Fund 

or underlying fund shares or fund interests]. 
 
[Only include the following risks if the Reference Asset is an ETF] 

 [no accurately tracking of the ETF's underlying share or index]; 
 [action or non-performance by the Fund Manager, fund administrator or 

sponsor];  
 [ETF's are not actively managed]; 
 [ETF's may engage in securities lending]; and 
 [ETF's are subject to market trading risks.] 

 
[Only include the following risks if a Basket comprising various components as 
Reference Assets] 

 [exposure to performance of basket and its underlying components]; 
 [the negative performance of a single basket component may outweigh a 

positive performance of one or more other basket components]; 
 [a small basket, an unequally weighted basket or a "worst of" basket will 

generally leave the basket more vulnerable to changes in the value of any 
particular basket component]; and 

 [a change in composition of a basket may have an adverse effect on 
Basket return]. 

 
[Only include the following risks if the Notes have a volatility control overlay 
feature] 

 [volatility control overlay does not protect against loss if volatility 
remains on target]; 

 [volatility control overlay may not achieve the target volatility level]; and 
 [volatility control overlay could limit possible returns]. 

 
There are risks associated with conflicts of interest relating to parties acting as 
market maker. 

D.6 Risk warning to 
the effect that 
investors may 
lose the value of 
their entire 
investment or 
part of it, as the 
case may be: 

Investors may lose all or a substantial portion of their principal. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[The capital invested in the Notes may be at risk due to a change in the level or 
price of the Reference Assets. Consequently, the amount a prospective investor 
may receive on redemption of its Notes may be less than the amount invested by it 
and may be zero if there is no Minimum Redemption Amount (if applicable) 
specified in the applicable Final Terms.]  
 
[In addition to the risk due to a change in the level or price of the Reference 
Assets, investors may lose up to the entire value of their investment if: (a) the 
investor sells their Notes prior to the scheduled redemption in the secondary 
market at an amount that is less than the initial purchase price; (b) the Issuer is 
subject to insolvency or bankruptcy proceedings or some other event which 
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negatively affects the Issuer's ability to repay all or part of the amounts due under 
the Notes; (c) the Notes are redeemed early for reasons beyond the control of the 
Issuer (such as a change of applicable law or market event in relation to the 
underlying asset(s)), and the amount paid or delivered may be less than the initial 
purchase price or even zero; and/or (d) the Notes are subject to certain adjustments 
or alternative valuations following certain disruptive market events that result in 
the amount to be paid or delivered being reduced to an amount that is less than the 
initial purchase price or even zero.] 

 
Section E – Offer 

 
E.2b Reasons for the 

offer and use of 
proceeds:  
 

The net proceeds from each issue of Notes will be applied by the Issuer for its 
general corporate purposes. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[include particular identified use of proceed (if any)] 

E.3 Terms and 
Conditions of the 
Offer: 

The terms and conditions of each offer of Notes, if applicable, will be determined 
by agreement between the Issuer and the (relevant) Dealer(s) at the time of issue 
and specified in the applicable Final Terms.  
 
Issue specific summary: 
[Not Applicable. The Notes are not being offered to the public as part of a Public 
Offer.] 
 
[Conditions to which the offer is subject: [Offers of the Notes are conditional on 
their issue. As between the Authorised Offerors and their customers, offers of the 
Notes are further subject to conditions as may be agreed between them and/or as 
specified in the arrangements in place between them.] 
 
Total amount of the offer; if the amount is not fixed, description of the 
arrangements and time for announcing the definitive amount to the public: [       ] 
 
Description of the application process, including offer period, including any 
possible amendments, during which the offer will be open: [A prospective 
Noteholder should contact the applicable Authorised Offeror in the applicable 
Public Offer Jurisdiction prior to the end of the Offer Period. A prospective 
Noteholder will subscribe for the Notes in accordance with the arrangements 
existing between such Authorised Offeror and its customers relating to the 
subscription of securities generally. Noteholders will not be required to enter into 
any contractual arrangements directly with the Issuer in connection with the 
subscription of the Notes.][        ] 
 
Description of possibility to reduce subscriptions: [Not Applicable/give details] 
 
Description of manner for refunding excess amount paid by applicants: [Not 
Applicable/give details] 
 
Details of the minimum and/or maximum amount of application: [There are no 
pre-identified allotment criteria. The Authorised Offeror will adopt allotment 
criteria in accordance with customary market practices and applicable laws and 
regulations.] [give details] 
 
Details of the method and time limits for paying up and delivering the Notes: 
[Investors will be notified by the relevant Authorised Offeror of their allocations 
of Notes and the settlement arrangements in respect thereof.] [give details]  
  
Manner in and date on which results of the offer are to be made public: [Investors 
will be notified by the applicable Authorised Offeror of their allocations of Notes 
and the settlement procedures in respect thereof on or around [date]. [give details]  
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Procedure for exercise of any right of pre-emption, negotiability of subscription 
rights and treatment of subscription rights not exercised: [Not Applicable/give 
details] 
 
Categories of potential investors to which the Notes are offered and whether 
Tranche(s) have been reserved for certain countries: [Offers may be made by the 
Authorised Offerors in each of the Public Offer Jurisdictions to any person during 
the Offer Period. In other EEA countries and in all jurisdictions (including the 
Public Offer Jurisdictions) outside of the Offer Period, offers will only be made by 
the [Dealers] pursuant to an exemption under the Prospectus Directive, as 
implemented in such countries. All offers of the Notes will be made in compliance 
with all applicable laws and regulations.] [give details] 
 
Process for notification to applicants of the amount allotted and the indication 
whether dealing may begin before notification is made: [Prospective Noteholders 
will be notified by the relevant Authorised Offeror in accordance with the 
arrangements in place between such Authorised Offeror and the prospective 
Noteholders.] [No dealing in the Notes may begin before such notification is 
made] 
 
Name(s) and address(es), to the extent known to the Issuer, of the placers in the 
various countries where the offer takes place: The Initial Authorised Offerors 
identified in item 41 of Part A of the Final Terms [and any additional Authorised 
Offerors who have or obtain the Issuer's consent to use the Prospectus in 
connection with the Public Offer and who are identified on the Issuer's website as 
an Authorised Offeror] (together, the "Authorised Offerors"). 
 
Amount of any expenses and taxes specifically charged to the subscriber or 
purchaser: [Not Applicable/give details]] 

E.4 Interests of 
natural and legal 
persons involved 
in the issue of 
the Notes: 

The (relevant) Dealer(s) may be paid fees (if applicable) in relation to any issue of 
Notes. Any such Dealer and its affiliates may also have engaged, and may in the 
future engage, in investment banking and/or commercial banking transactions 
with, and may perform other services for, the Issuer and its affiliates in the 
ordinary course of business. In addition, in a dealer agreement, the Issuer has 
agreed to reimburse the Dealers for certain of their expenses in connection with 
the maintenance of the Programme and to indemnify the Dealers against certain 
liabilities incurred by them in connection therewith. 
 
A description of any interest, including conflicting ones, that is material to the 
issue/offer, detailing the persons involved and the nature of the interest will, if 
required under the Prospectus Directive, be specified in the applicable Final 
Terms. This description may be satisfied by disclosure that, except for the 
commissions payable to the Dealers, so far as the Issuer is aware, no person 
involved in the offer of the Notes has an interest material to the offer. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[Except for the commissions payable to the Dealers, investment banking, 
commercial banking transactions and other services, so far as the Issuer is aware, 
no person involved in the offer of the Notes has an interest material to the offer.]/[       
] 

E.7 Estimated 
expenses 
charged by the 
Issuer or any 
Authorised 
Offeror:  

There are no expenses charged to the investor by the Issuer or any Authorised 
Offeror; however, such expenses may be charged to investors in connection with a 
specific issue of Notes. If so, details will be specified in the applicable Final 
Terms. 
 
Issue specific summary: 
[There are no expenses charged to the investor by the Issuer or any Authorised 
Offeror]/[The following expenses are to be charged to the investor by the Issuer or 
any Authorised Offeror: [    ]]. 
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RISK FACTORS 
 
Each prospective investor in Notes should refer to the section headed "Risk Factors" in the Level 1 Base 
Prospectus for a description of (i) those factors which could affect the financial performance of the Issuer 
and thereby affect the Issuer's ability to fulfil its obligations in respect of Notes issued under this Level 2 
Base Prospectus, (ii) risks related to the market generally, (iii) factors which are material for the purpose of 
assessing the market risks associated with Notes issued under the Programme, (iv) risks related to the 
structure of a particular issue of Notes and (v) risks related to Notes generally and to their derivative features 
in particular. 
 
Prospective investors should read the entire Level 2 Base Prospectus, including, for the avoidance of doubt, the 
Level 1 Base Prospectus to the extent incorporated by reference herein. The Issuer believes that the factors 
described in the section headed "Risk Factors" in the Level 1 Base Prospectus and below represent the material 
risks inherent in investing in Notes issued under the Programme, but the inability of the Issuer to pay interest, 
principal or other amounts on or in connection with any Notes may occur for other reasons. The risks described 
in the section headed "Risk Factors" in the Level 1 Base Prospectus and below are not the only risks the Issuer 
faces. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to the Issuer or that it currently believes to be 
immaterial could also have a material impact on its business operations. Prospective investors should also read 
the detailed information set out elsewhere in this Level 2 Base Prospectus including any documents 
incorporated by reference herein and form their own opinion prior to making any investment decision. Words 
and expressions defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Notes below or elsewhere in this Level 2 Base 
Prospectus have the same meanings in this section, unless otherwise stated. Prospective investors should 
consider, among other things, the following. 
 
General risks related to the structure of Index Linked Notes and/or Equity Linked Notes 
 
Notes issued under the Programme may have features which contain particular risks for potential investors. The 
Notes are complex financial instruments. Sophisticated institutional investors generally do not purchase 
complex financial instruments as stand-alone investments, but as a way to reduce risk or enhance yield with an 
understood, measured and appropriate addition of risk to their overall portfolios. A potential investor should not 
invest in Notes which are complex financial instruments unless it has the expertise (either alone or with an 
authorised financial adviser) to evaluate how the Notes will perform under changing conditions, the resulting 
effects on the value of the Notes and the impact this investment will have on the potential investor’s overall 
investment portfolio. 
 
Principal and/or interest on the Notes will be determined by reference to the level or price of a particular index, 
share, fund (including an exchange traded fund, ''ETF'') or the levels or prices of indices, shares, funds in a 
basket of indices, shares or funds or a combination thereof respectively (each a ''Reference Asset''). Notes with 
principal or interest determined by such Reference Asset may be particularly vulnerable to risks which may 
include changes in the method of calculating the level of the relevant Reference Asset from time to time, 
changes to the composition of the relevant Reference Asset and market expectations regarding its future 
performance. The historical performance of the relevant shares, indices or funds should not be taken as an 
indication of future performance of such shares, indices or funds during the term of any Note. Before making an 
investment decision with respect to any Notes, prospective investors should consult their own stockbroker, bank 
manager, lawyer, accountant or other financial, legal and tax advisers and carefully review the risks entailed by 
an investment in the Notes and consider such an investment decision in the light of the prospective investor's 
personal circumstances. Potential investors should be aware of the following risks: 
 
Volatility 
The market price of the Notes may be very volatile. The market price of the Notes at any time is likely to be 
affected primarily by changes in the level or price of the Reference Asset to which the Notes are linked. It is 
impossible to predict how the level or price of the Reference Assets will vary over time or what factors which 
influence its variation. 
 
Interest rate risks 
The interest payment on the Notes may be subject to certain conditions and involve the risk of Noteholders not 
becoming entitled to interest under the terms of the Notes or not receiving interest due thereunder. 
 
Time expectation 
Payment of principal or interest may occur at a different time than expected. 
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Loss of principal 
Investors may lose all or a substantial portion of their principal. 
 
Non-correlation 
The level or price of a share, index or fund may be subject to significant fluctuations that may not correlate with 
fluctuations in the level or price of any one or more other shares, indices or funds in a basket or fluctuations in 
the specified currency resulting in principal or interest payable that also may not correlate with the first 
mentioned significant fluctuations. In this respect, investors should be aware that not only the performance of 
the underlying affects the value of their investment. For example, if the level of an index in the basket increases 
such that an investor would expect to receive a higher value of the redemption amount this may not be the case 
if the specified currency devaluated or if the level of any one or more other indices in the basket decreases. 
 
Emerging markets 
A Reference Asset connected to emerging markets may be subject to significant fluctuations attributable to, 
among other things, nationalisation, expropriation or taxation, currency devaluation, foreign exchange control, 
political, social or diplomatic instability or governmental restrictions. The capital markets in emerging market 
countries have substantially less volume, and are generally less liquid and more volatile, than those in more 
developed markets. As a result, an investor in Notes with a Reference Asset connected to emerging markets 
should be prepared to hold such Notes for an indefinite period and to experience potentially sharp changes in the 
value of such Notes throughout that period. Disclosure and regulatory requirements could be less stringent than 
in other markets, with a low level of monitoring and limited and uneven enforcement of existing regulations. An 
investor in Notes with a Reference Asset connected to emerging markets may therefore experience a decrease in 
the value of such Notes as a result of market or other developments that are less likely in more stringently 
regulated markets. 
 
Gearing and leverage factors 
If the level of a Reference Asset is applied to Notes in conjunction with a gearing greater than one or contains 
some other leverage factor, the effect of changes in the level or price of a Reference Asset on principal or 
interest payable likely will be magnified. 
 
Impact of changes in yield to maturity  
The timing of changes in the level or price of a Reference Asset may affect the actual yield-to-maturity to 
investors, even if the average level or price is consistent with their expectations. The level(s) or price(s) at the 
relevant observation date(s) and/or final valuation date(s) determines the yield-to-maturity and such level(s) or 
price(s) are not necessarily equal to the average level(s) or price(s) expected by investors. In general, if 
Conditional Coupon or Automatic Early Redemption applies, the earlier the change in the level or price of a 
Reference Asset and the return on the Note prior to maturity, the greater the effect on yield-to-maturity will be 
due to interest, time value of money effects. 
 
Limited maturity 
Notes are of limited maturity and, unlike direct investments in the securities comprised in an index, a share or 
fund, investors are not able to hold them beyond the Maturity Date in the expectation of a recovery in the level 
or price of the Reference Asset. 
 
Discount to market value 
The price at which an investor will be able to sell Notes prior to the Maturity Date may be at a substantial 
discount to the market value of the Notes at the time they are issued depending on the performance of the 
Reference Asset. 
 
Factors affecting the performance of Reference Assets may adversely affect the value of the Notes 
The performance of a Reference Asset is dependent upon macroeconomic factors relating to the underlying 
Reference Asset, such as interest and price levels on the capital markets, currency developments, political 
factors and (in the case of shares) company-specific factors such as earnings position, market position, risk 
situation, ability to innovate, ability to retain key personnel, shareholder structure and dividend distribution 
policy. 
 
Market risks 
There are market risks associated with an actual investment in the constituents of an index, in a share or in a 
fund and though the Notes do not create an actual interest in such constituents or share, the return on the Notes 
generally involve many of the same associated risks as an actual investment in such constituents, share or fund. 
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Potential investors in the Notes should understand that the Issuer nor the (relevant) Dealer(s) has (or have) not 
purported and does (or do) not purport to be a source of information concerning the market risks associated with 
such constituents, share or fund. 
 
Conflicts of interest 
The Issuer and/or the (relevant) Dealer(s) may for its own account or otherwise invest in the constituents of an 
index, a share or fund which is linked to any Note, and may exercise its (or their) discretion in respect of matters 
concerning its holdings of such interests as it sees fit, without regard to the interests of any investor in the Notes. 
 
Actions by the sponsor of an index may adversely affect the Notes 
The sponsor of an index will have no involvement in the offer and sale of the Notes and will have no obligation 
to any purchaser of such Notes. The sponsor of an index may take any actions in respect of such index without 
regard to the interests of the purchasers of the Notes, and any of these actions could adversely affect the market 
value of the Notes. 
 
Actions by the issuer of a share may adversely affect the Notes 
The issuer of a share will have no involvement in the offer and sale of the Notes and will have no obligation to 
any purchaser of such Notes. The issuer of such share may take any actions in respect of such share without 
regard to the interests of the purchasers of the Notes, and any of these actions could adversely affect the market 
value of the Notes. 
 
Determinations made by the Issuer in respect of Potential Adjustment Events and Other Events in relation to a 
share may have an adverse effect on the value of the Notes  
"Potential Adjustment Events" include (i) a sub-division, consolidation or re-classification of a share, (ii) a 
distribution, issue or dividend to existing holders of a share of any securities, right, warrant or any other asset 
for payment (in cash or other consideration) at less than the prevailing market price, (iii) an extraordinary 
dividend, (iv) a call in respect of a share that is not a fully paid share, (v) a repurchase by the issuer of a share, 
or a subsidiary thereof, of such share, (vi) a separation of rights from a share, or (vii) any event having a dilutive 
or concentrative effect on the value of a share or substitution of such underlying share. 
 
''Other Events'' include (I) a delisting of a share on an exchange, (II) an insolvency or bankruptcy of the issuer of 
a share, (III) a merger event entailing the consolidation of a share with those of another entity, (IV) a 
nationalisation of the issuer of a share or transfer of a share to a governmental entity, or (V) a tender offer or 
takeover offer that results in transfer of a share to another entity. 
 
Upon determining that a Potential Adjustment Event or an Other Event has occurred in relation to a share or the 
issuer of such share, the Calculation Agent or the Issuer may have discretion to make certain determinations to 
account for such event including to (1) make adjustments to the terms of the Notes, and/or (2) (in the case of an 
Other Event) cause an early termination of the Notes, any of which determinations may have an adverse effect 
on the value of the Notes. 
 
No rights to dividends 
Unless the terms and conditions of the Notes specify otherwise, Noteholders in respect of a share will not 
participate in dividends or other distributions paid on such share. Therefore, the return on such Notes will not 
reflect the return a Noteholder would have realised had it actually owned such share and received the dividends 
on it. 
 
Returns on Notes will not be the same as a direct investment in futures or options on the Reference Asset or in 
the underlying components of the index 
An investment in the Notes is not the same as a direct investment in futures or option contracts on the Reference 
Asset nor any or all of the constituents included in each index. In particular, investors may not benefit directly 
from any positive movements in a Reference Asset nor will investors benefit from any profits made as a direct 
result of an investment in the components of an index. Accordingly, changes in the performance of a Reference 
Asset may not result in comparable changes in the market value of the Notes. Furthermore, Noteholders will in 
principle not receive dividends issued by companies included in an index. 
 
Loss of return of dividends in connection with Notes linked to an index 
The rules of an index might stipulate that dividends distributed on its components do not lead to a rise in the 
index level, for example, if it is a "price" index. As a result, Noteholders of Notes linked to such index would 
lose the benefit of any dividends paid by the components of the Index and would underperform a position where 
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they invested directly in such components or where they invested in a "total return" version of such index. Even 
if the rules of the relevant underlying index provide that distributed dividends or other distributions of the 
components are reinvested in the index and therefore result in raising its level, in some circumstances the 
dividends or other distributions may not be fully reinvested in such index (for example, where the relevant index 
is calculated based on the maximum withholding tax rates applicable to dividends received by institutional 
investors who are not resident in the same country as the remitting company and who do not benefit from double 
taxation treaties). 
 
A change in the composition or discontinuance of an index could have a negative impact on the value of the 
Notes 
The sponsor of an index can add, delete or substitute the components of such index or make other 
methodological changes that could change the level of one or more components. The changing of the 
components of an index may affect the level of such index as a newly added component may perform 
significantly worse or better than the component it replaces, which in turn may adversely affect the value of the 
Notes. The sponsor of an index may also alter, discontinue or suspend calculation or dissemination of such 
index. 
 
Occurrence of adjustment events 
Upon the Calculation Agent determining that one or more adjustment events has occurred in relation to a 
Reference Asset, the Issuer has the discretion to make certain determinations and adjustments to account for 
such event including to (a) make adjustments to the terms and conditions of the Notes, and/or (b) cause an early 
termination of the Notes, any of which determinations may have an adverse effect on the value of the Notes. 
Relevant disruptions could be caused for example, without limitation, by changes in calculation or 
dissemination of index levels, changes in (or in the interpretation, administration or application of or 
categorizations under) law or factors affecting hedging arrangements of the Issuer, functioning of relevant 
exchanges, trading on relevant exchanges in related futures or options contracts relating to the index, 
functioning of relevant markets and/or changes in the ability to effect transactions in, or obtain market values 
for, related futures or options contracts relating to the index, insolvency filings, fund disruptions or disruptions 
affecting the index tracked by a fund. Disruptions may also under the terms and conditions of the Notes trigger 
extension of reference level valuation times, reference level observation dates, reference level observation 
periods, interest payment dates and/or maturity dates. 
 
Additional risks associated with Notes linked to a fund 
 
General 
The Issuer may issue Notes where principal and/or interest on the Notes will be determined by reference to the 
price of a particular fund. Potential Investors in any such Notes should be aware that the Issuer has not the 
ability to control or predict the actions of the Fund Manager, fund administrator or other fund service provider.  
 
The Fund Manager, fund administrator or other fund service provider will have no involvement in the offer and 
sale of the Notes and will have no obligation to any purchaser of such Notes. The Fund Manager, fund 
administrator or other fund service provider may take any actions in respect of such fund without regard to the 
interests of the purchasers of the Notes, and any of these actions could adversely affect the market value of the 
Notes. In its day-to-day operations and its investment strategy, a fund will rely on the fund advisor, the 
investment advisor, the Fund Manager and/or on third parties providing services such as safekeeping of assets or 
acting as counterparty to derivatives or other instruments used by such fund to employ its investment strategy. 
The insolvency or non-performance of services of any such persons or institutions may expose a fund to 
financial loss. Failure of procedures or systems, as well as human error or external events associated with a 
fund’s management and/or administration may cause losses to a fund and affect the market value of the Notes. 
 
The Issuer will have no role in the relevant fund. The Fund Manager is responsible for making strategic, 
investment and other trading decisions with respect to the management of the fund, consistent with its 
investment objectives and/or investment restrictions as set out in its constitutive documents. The manner in 
which a fund is managed and the timing of such decisions will have a significant impact on the performance of 
the fund. Hence, the price which is used to calculate the performance of the fund is also subject to these risks. 
Set out below are risks common to any fund or funds and are not specific to the fund. These risks include: 
 
(i) the risk that the share price of one or more of the assets in the fund’s portfolio will fall, or will fail to rise. 
Many factors can adversely affect an asset’s performance, including both general financial market conditions 
and factors related to a specific asset or asset class; 
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(ii) general macro-economic or asset class specific factors, including interest rates, rates of inflation, financial 
instability, lack of timely or reliable financial information or unfavourable political or legal developments; 
 
(iii) asset allocation policies of the Fund Manager; 
 
(iv) credit quality and the risk of default of one of the hedge funds or of assets generally held in the fund; 
 
(v) the risk that the fund’s investment objectives and/or investment restrictions as set out in its constitutive 
documents are materially changed, not complied with or the method of calculating the net asset value is 
materially changed;  
 
(vi) the risk that the fund is liquidated, dissolved or otherwise ceases to exist or it or its Fund Manager is subject 
to a proceeding under any applicable bankruptcy, insolvency or other similar law; and 
 
(vii) the risk that the fund is subject to a fraudulent event. 
 
Prospective Investors in the Notes should be aware that the Fund Manager will manage the fund in accordance 
with the investment objectives of and guidelines applicable to the fund. 
 
Furthermore, the arrangements between the Fund Manager and the fund have, in most cases, not been negotiated 
at arm’s length and it is unlikely that the Fund Manager will be replaced or that additional fund managers and/or 
fund advisers will be retained. 
 
Use of estimates 
Potential Investors should understand that for certain determinations, the Calculation Agent or the Issuer may be 
required to rely on (a) values that at the time they are required are only estimated values, and (b) information 
provided by third parties, such as the Fund Manager, fund administrator or other fund service provider, on the 
basis of their models, market anticipation and assumptions, the accuracy of which neither the Issuer nor the 
Calculation Agent has any control, and as such, they may rely on this information without any obligation to 
verify or otherwise corroborate it. 
 
Prospective investors of the Notes have no rights with respect to a fund or underlying fund shares or fund 
interests 
A prospective investor in Notes has no rights with respect to fund shares or fund interests including, without 
limitation, the right to receive dividends or other distributions. None of the Issuer, any Dealers or the Agents or 
any of their respective affiliates has performed or will perform any investigation or review of any entities that 
manage a fund for the purpose of forming a view as to the merit of an investment linked to such fund. None of 
the Issuer, any Dealers or the Agents or any of their respective affiliates have performed or will perform any 
investigation or review of any entities that manage a fund from time to time, including any investigation of 
public filings of such entities, for the purpose of forming a view as to the suitability of an investment linked to 
the net asset value per underlying fund interest or fund share and they make no guarantee or express or implied 
warranties in respect of a fund, a Fund Manager or any other entity. Accordingly, investors should not conclude 
that the issue by the Issuer of the Notes is any form of investment recommendation or advice by any of the 
Issuer, any Dealers or the Agents or any of their respective affiliates. 
 
Additional risks associated with Notes linked to ETF's 
 
Where the Reference Asset is an ETF, there is a risk that such ETF will not accurately track its underlying share 
or index  
Where the Notes are linked to an ETF and the investment objective of such ETF is to track the performance of a 
share or an index, the investors of such Notes are exposed to the performance of such ETF rather than the 
underlying share or index such ETF tracks. For certain reasons, including to comply with certain tax and 
regulatory constraints, an ETF may not be able to track or replicate the underlying share or constituent securities 
of the underlying index, which could give rise to a difference between the performance of the underlying share 
or index and such ETF. Accordingly, investors who purchase Notes that are linked to an ETF may receive a 
lower return than if such investors had invested in the share or the index underlying such ETF directly. 
 
Action or non-performance by the Fund Manager, fund administrator or sponsor of an ETF may adversely 
affect the Notes 
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The Fund Manager, fund administrator or sponsor of an ETF will have no involvement in the offer and sale of 
the Notes and will have no obligation to any purchaser of such Notes. The Fund Manager, fund administrator or 
sponsor of an ETF may take any actions in respect of such ETF without regard to the interests of the purchasers 
of the Notes, and any of these actions could adversely affect the market value of the Notes. In its day-to-day 
operations and its investment strategy, an ETF will rely on the fund advisor, the investment advisor, the Fund 
Manager and/or on third parties providing services such as safekeeping of assets or acting as counterparty to 
derivatives or other instruments used by such ETF to employ its investment strategy. The insolvency or non-
performance of services of any such persons or institutions may expose an ETF to financial loss. Failure of 
procedures or systems, as well as human error or external events associated with an ETF's management and/or 
administration may cause losses to an ETF and affect the market value of the Notes. 
 
ETF's are not actively managed 
An ETF is not actively managed and may be affected by general movements in market segments related to the 
index or other asset it is tracking. An ETF invests in instruments included in, or that are representative of, the 
index or other asset it is tracking regardless of their investment merits. 
 
ETF's may engage in securities lending 
Securities lending involves the risk that the ETF may lose money because the borrower of the ETF's loaned 
securities fails to return the securities in a timely manner or at all. 
 
ETF's are subject to market trading risks 
An ETF faces numerous market trading risks, including but not limited to the potential lack of an active market 
for its shares, losses from trading in secondary markets, periods of high volatility, limited liquidity and 
disruption in the creation or redemption process of such ETF. If any of these risks materialises, this may lead to 
the ETF shares trading at a premium or discount to the net asset value. 

 
Additional risks associated with a Basket comprising various components as Reference Assets 
 
Exposure to performance of basket and its underlying components 
Where the Notes reference a basket of assets as Reference Assets, the investors in such Notes are exposed to the 
performance of such basket. The investors will bear the risk of the performance of each of the basket 
components. 
 
 A high correlation of basket components may have a significant effect on amounts payable  
Correlation of basket components indicates the level of interdependence among the individual basket 
components with respect to their performance. If, for example, all of the basket components originate from the 
same sector and the same country, a high positive correlation may generally be assumed. Past rates of 
correlation may not be determinative of future rates of correlation: investors should be aware that, though basket 
components may not appear to be correlated based on past performance, it may be that they suffer the same 
adverse performance following a general downturn or other economic or political event. Where the basket 
components are subject to high correlation, any move in the performance of the basket components will 
exaggerate the performance of the Notes. 
 
The negative performance of a single basket component may outweigh a positive performance of one or more 
other basket components 
Investors in Notes must be aware that, even in the case of a positive performance of one or more basket 
components, the performance of the basket as a whole may be negative if the performance of one or more of the 
other basket components is negative to a greater extent, subject to the terms and conditions of the relevant 
Notes. 
 
A small basket, an unequally weighted basket or a "worst of" basket will generally leave the basket more 
vulnerable to changes in the value of any particular basket component 
The performance of a basket that includes a fewer number of basket components will generally, subject to the 
terms and conditions of the relevant Notes, be more affected by changes in the value of any particular basket 
component included therein than a basket that includes a greater number of basket components. The 
performance of a basket that gives greater weight to some basket components or bases the level of the entire 
basket only on the value of one of the basket components will generally, subject to the terms and conditions of 
the relevant Notes, be more affected by changes in the value of any such particular basket component included 
therein than a basket that gives relatively equal weight to each basket component. 
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A change in composition of a basket may have an adverse effect on Basket return 
Where the Notes grant the Issuer or the Calculation Agent the right, in certain circumstances, to adjust the 
composition of the basket, investors should be aware that any replacement basket component may perform 
differently from the anticipated performance of the original basket component, which may have an adverse 
effect on the performance of the basket.  
 
Additional risks associated with Notes which have a volatility control overlay feature 
 
General 
The term "volatility" refers to the actual and anticipated frequency and magnitude of changes of the market price 
with respect to an underlying. Volatility is affected by a number of factors such as macro-economic factors, 
speculative trading and supply and demand in the options, futures and other derivatives markets. Volatility of an 
underlying will move up and down over time (sometimes more sharply than others) and different underlyings 
will most likely have separate volatilities at any particular time.  
 
Volatility control overlay does not protect against loss if volatility remains on target 
Volatility control overlay affords a measure of protection to investors where historic volatility of the underlying 
rises above the target volatility. It is however possible that the value of the underlying declines over a period of 
time but without volatility increasing or not increasing above the target volatility. In these cases the volatility 
control overlay does not kick in and the exposure is not adjusted. This is most likely to occur if the value of the 
underlying declines gradually over a prolonged period of time. Recent history in equity markets suggests that 
significant falls are associated with increased volatility, but this will not necessarily be the case for all 
underlyings over all time periods. If volatility remains the same or on target while the underlying's value 
declines, volatility control will be ineffective and offer no advantage against conventional allocation, and may 
not prevent you from losing your investment in whole or up to the minimum redemption amount, if applicable. 
 
Volatility control overlay may not achieve the target volatility level  
Volatility control overlay is a dynamic allocation strategy which attempts to control realised volatility around a 
Volatility Target (as specified in the applicable Final Terms) by rebalancing the allocation to the underlying of 
the Note. The allocation is rebalanced on specified rebalancing dates by employing a volatility controlled 
formula. Realised volatility is calculated by a formula over a preceding period, and therefore on a historical 
basis, and compares the realised volatility to the Volatility Target. If the realised volatility is higher or lower 
than the Volatility Target, the allocation is adjusted. However, there can be no assurance that historical trends of 
volatility will continue. Accordingly, there is no assurance that volatility control overlay will be the most 
effective way to assess or predict patterns of volatility. As a result, if volatility control overlay fails to assess or 
to predict trends of volatility accurately, then volatility control overlay allocation strategy may not be optimal, 
and may not prevent you from losing your investment in whole or up to the minimum redemption amount, if 
applicable. 
 
Volatility control overlay could limit possible returns 
The volatility control overlay feature is meant as a volatility risk reducing mechanism. Application of this 
mechanism could however limit the exposure of the Notes to high upward volatility of the underlying and 
therefor limit upward return on the Notes. 
 
Conflicts of interest relating to parties acting as market maker 
 
It is intended that under normal market conditions, a market-maker (if any is appointed) will continuously quote 
bid and offer prices for a Series of Notes. The market-maker, however and unless otherwise required by law or 
regulation, assumes no legal obligation with respect to the amount or the manner of making such quotations. 
Accordingly, the Notes may not be sold at a specific time or at a specific price during their term. Investors 
should note that the quotation of bid and offer prices may occasionally be subject to certain delays that, for 
instance, may result from market disruptions or system malfunctions. Following a transaction, the market-maker 
will promptly assume a position vis-à-vis an investor that is opposite and either set-off, hedge or hold that 
position. 
 
The course of action in detail is as follows. If a transaction is contracted at a bid or offer price provided by the 
market-maker, in general immediately after the transactions a risk position arises with the market-maker that 
opposes the position the investor has taken in the trading transaction. The market-maker will bundle the risk 
positions arising from this trading transaction and – as the case may be – set-off such trading positions that 
balance each other. As to exceeding positions the market-maker will either hedge itself by way of suitable 
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countertrades in the market of the underlying index, share or fund (including in the case of an index or fund, the 
constituent elements of the index itself or the index tracked by the fund) or basket thereof or any one or more 
basket components or other product (together, the “Underlying”) or other markets or decide to sustain the risk 
position. Investors should note that the market-maker may also assume positions in the Underlying and that this 
may cause movements in the markets. 
 
Furthermore, it should be noted that the bid and offer prices provided by the market-maker are based on price 
calculation models usually used in the market, which are applied by the market-maker and other market 
participants and which calculate the fair value of the Notes in due consideration of several factors that affect the 
value of the Notes. Circumstances taken into account by the market-maker when setting the quoted bid and offer 
prices in the secondary market notably include the Notes' fair value, which, among other things, depends on the 
market price or value of the Underlying, as well as a certain bid-offer spread targeted by the market-maker. The 
market-maker will in addition regularly take into account costs which at maturity of the Notes are to be 
deducted from the cash amount. Furthermore, the prices quoted in the secondary market will be influenced, for 
example, by a margin on the Notes included in their issue price, and by dividends paid or expected to be paid 
under the Underlying or its constituents, or other proceeds which, due to the Notes' design, are economically 
attributable to the Issuer. The bid-offer spread for the Notes will be set by the market-maker based on supply 
and demand for the Notes and certain revenue considerations. Certain costs, like for example management fees, 
are in many cases not taken into account in the quoted prices on a consistent basis over the term of the Notes, 
but are deducted from the Notes' fair value at an earlier point in time, as determined by the market-maker in its 
discretion. The same applies for a margin contained in the issue price and for dividends and other proceeds of 
the Underlying which, due to the Notes' design, are economically attributable to the Issuer, which often are not 
deducted when the Underlying or its constituents, are traded "ex dividend", but at an early stage of the Notes' 
term based on expected dividends for the entire term or a certain time span. The rate at which such costs are 
deducted depends, inter alia, on the net return of money under the Notes to the market-maker. Subsequently, the 
prices quoted by the market-maker can substantially differ from the fair value of the Notes, or the value to be 
expected economically on the basis of the factors mentioned above, at the relevant time. In addition, the market-
maker can at any time alter the methodology used to determine the quoted prices, e.g. increase or decrease the 
bid-offer spread. Such difference from the fair price of the Notes may result in a significant deviation between 
the bid and offer prices of other distributors of Notes (both downward and upward) and the bid and offer prices 
provided by the market-maker. 
 
A party acting as market-maker may also acts as the Issuer’s hedging counterparty in respect of the Issuer’s 
exposure to the Underlying and/or as the Issuer’s calculation agent. The Calculation Agent will make such 
determinations and adjustments as it deems appropriate, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 
relevant Series of Notes. Although, such Calculation Agent is obligated to carry out its duty and function as 
calculation agent in good faith and using its reasonable judgment, in making its determinations and adjustments, 
the Calculation Agent will be entitled to exercise substantial discretion and may be subject to conflicts of 
interest in exercising this discretion if and when such party is also the Issuer’s hedging counterparty or market-
maker in respect of a Series of Notes. The interests of such a party, acting in any of such capacities may not 
necessarily be equal to the interests of Noteholders. 
 
Financial transaction tax 
 
On 14 February 2013, the European Commission adopted a proposal setting out the details of the financial 
transaction tax ("FTT"), which mirrors the scope of its original proposal of September 2011, to be levied on 
transactions in financial instruments by financial institutions if at least one of the parties to the transaction is 
located in the 'FTT-zone', currently limited to 11 participating Member States (Austria, Belgium, Estonia, 
France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain). The actual implementation date of the 
FTT remains unclear and depends on the future agreement of the participating Member States and consultation 
of EU institutions, and the subsequent transposition into local law. In addition, the FTT proposal may be the 
subject to continuing legal challenge. It may therefore be altered prior to any implementation, although it has 
been indicated the first steps will be implemented by 1 January 2016 at the latest. Given the lack of certainty 
surrounding the FTT proposal and its implementation, it is not possible to predict what effect the proposed FTT 
might have. Prospective holders of the Notes are therefore strongly advised to seek their own professional 
advice in relation to the FTT. 
 
In certain circumstances, the Issuer and the Noteholders may be subject to US withholding tax under 
FATCA  
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Sections 1471 through 1474 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986 ("FATCA") impose a new reporting 
regime and, potentially, a 30% withholding tax with respect to certain payments made to persons that fail to 
meet certain certification or reporting requirements, including certain investors that do not provide information 
sufficient to determine whether the investor is a U.S. person or should otherwise be treated as holding a 
"reportable account" (a "Recalcitrant Holder") of the relevant non-U.S. financial institution ("FFI"). 
 
Under FATCA, withholding is required with respect to withholdable payments to persons that are not compliant 
with FATCA or that do not provide the necessary information, consents or documentation made on or after (i) 1 
July 2014 in respect of certain U.S. source payments, (ii) 1 January 2017, in respect of payments of gross 
proceeds (including principal repayments) on certain assets that produce U.S. source interest or dividends and 
(iii) 1 January 2017 (at the earliest) in respect of "foreign pass-through payments" and then, for "obligations" 
that are not treated as equity for U.S. federal income tax purposes, only on such obligations that are issued or 
materially modified after the date that is six months after the date on which the final regulations defining the 
term "foreign pass thru payments" are filed with the federal register. 
 
The application of FATCA to interest, principal or other amounts paid with respect to the Notes and the 
information reporting obligations of the Issuer and other entities in the payment chain is still developing. In 
particular, The Netherlands entered into an intergovernmental agreement (an "IGA") with the United States on 
18 December 2013 (the "U.S.-Netherlands IGA"), which modifies the way in which FATCA applies to certain 
entities organized in The Netherlands. The U.S.-Netherlands IGA is based on the "Model 1" IGA. Pursuant to 
FATCA and the "Model 1" and "Model 2" IGAs released by the United States, an FFI in an IGA signatory 
country could be treated as a "Reporting FI" not subject to withholding under FATCA on any payments it 
receives. Further, an FFI in a Model 1 IGA jurisdiction would generally not be required to withhold under 
FATCA or an IGA (or any law implementing an IGA) (any such withholding being "FATCA Withholding") 
from payments it makes. The Model 1 IGA leaves open the possibility that a Reporting FI might in the future be 
required to withhold on foreign pass thru payments and payments that it makes to Recalcitrant Holders. Under 
each Model IGA, a Reporting FI would still be required to report certain information in respect of its account 
holders and investors to its home government or to the internal revenue service, as applicable.  
 
The obligations of the Issuer under the IGA include obtaining information from its account holders, which may 
include investors in the Notes. Certain investors that do not provide to the Issuer the information required under 
FATCA to establish that the investor is eligible to receive payments free of FATCA withholding may be subject 
to 30% U.S. withholding on certain payments it receives in respect of the Notes.  
 
If an amount in respect of U.S. withholding tax were to be deducted or withheld either from amounts due to the 
Issuer or from interest, principal or other payments made in respect of the Notes, neither the Issuer nor any 
paying agent nor any other person would, pursuant to the conditions of the Notes, be required to pay additional 
amounts as a result of the deduction or withholding. As a result, investors may receive less interest or principal 
than expected. 
 
An investor may be able to obtain a credit for or refund of any amounts withheld under these rules, provided the 
required information is timely furnished to the IRS. An investor that is an FFI generally will be able to obtain a 
refund only to the extent an applicable income tax treaty with the United States entitles such institution to a 
reduced rate of tax on the payment that was subject to withholding under these rules. Investors generally will not 
be entitled to interest from the IRS for the period prior to the refund. It is not entirely clear how income tax 
treaty exemptions apply to withholding on payments of principal or gross proceeds recognised on the sale or 
other disposition of Notes. 
 
FATCA is particularly complex and its application is uncertain at this time. The above description is based in 
part on regulations, official guidance and model IGAs, all of which are subject to change or may be 
implemented in a materially different form. Prospective investors should consult their tax advisers on how these 
rules may apply to the Issuer and to payments they may receive in connection with the Notes. 
 
EACH TAXPAYER IS HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT: (A) ANY TAX DISCUSSION HEREIN IS NOT 
INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED BY THE TAXPAYER FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF AVOIDING U.S. FEDERAL INCOME TAX PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED 
ON THE TAXPAYER; (B) ANY SUCH TAX DISCUSSION WAS WRITTEN TO SUPPORT THE 
PROMOTION OR MARKETING OF THE TRANSACTIONS OR MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN; 
AND (C) THE TAXPAYER SHOULD SEEK ADVICE BASED ON THE TAXPAYER'S PARTICULAR 
CIRCUMSTANCES FROM AN INDEPENDENT TAX ADVISER. 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
 
The Issuer accepts responsibility for the information contained in this Level 2 Base Prospectus. To the best of 
the knowledge and belief of the Issuer (which has taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case) the 
information contained in this Level 2 Base Prospectus is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything 
likely to affect the import of such information. Any information from third parties, as specified in the applicable 
Final Terms, has been accurately reproduced and does not omit anything likely which would render the 
reproduced information inaccurate or misleading. The Issuer accepts responsibility accordingly.  
 
Application may be made for certain series of Notes to be issued under the Programme to be listed on Euronext 
in Amsterdam, the regulated market of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, NASDAQ Stockholm and NDX. 
 
Notice of the aggregate nominal amount of Notes, interest (if any) payable in respect of Notes, the issue price of 
Notes and any other terms and conditions not contained herein which are applicable to any Tranche (as defined 
below) of Notes will be set forth in the final terms (the "Final Terms") relating to such Tranche which will be 
filed with the AFM if required by the Prospective Directive and its applicable implementing measures in the 
Netherlands and, if applicable, will be delivered to Euronext, the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, NASDAQ 
Stockholm, NDX or any other exchange, and filed with the relevant competent authorities, together with an 
issue specific summary, on or before the date of issue of the Notes of such Tranche. 
 
The AFM has approved this Level 2 Base Prospectus in connection with the issue by the lssuer of Notes which 
are:  
 

a) offered to the public in the European Economic Area in circumstances which require the publication of 
a prospectus under the Prospectus Directive, whether or not such Notes are listed and admitted to 
trading on any market; or 

b) admitted to trading on any one or more regulated markets as defined under Directive 2004/39/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council on markets in financial instruments,  

 
such Notes hereinafter referred to as "PD Notes". PD Notes may be issued in any denominations as agreed 
between the Issuer and the relevant Dealer(s). 
 
The Issuer may also issue unlisted Notes and/or Notes not admitted to trading on any regulated market in the 
European Economic Area and, where such Notes are, in addition, issued with a minimum denomination of at 
least EUR 100,000 (or its equivalent in any other currency) or otherwise fall within an exemption from the 
requirement to publish a prospectus under the Prospectus Directive. The AFM has neither approved nor 
reviewed information contained in this Level 2 Base Prospectus in connection with the issue of any such exempt 
Notes. 
 
The Programme provides that Notes may be listed on such other or further stock exchange or stock exchanges as 
may be agreed between the Issuer and the relevant Dealer.  
 
If between the date of this Level 2 Base Prospectus and the final closing of the relevant Public Offer or, as the 
case may be, the time when trading of the Notes begins on Euronext in Amsterdam, the regulated market of the 
Luxembourg Stock Exchange, NASDAQ Stockholm, NDX (after a Notification has been made) or any other 
regulated market, a significant new factor, material mistake or inaccuracy relating to information included in 
this Level 2 Base Prospectus which is capable of affecting the assessment of the Notes arises or is noticed, the 
Issuer will prepare a supplement to this Level 2 Base Prospectus or publish a new Level 2 Base Prospectus for 
use in connection with any subsequent issue of Notes subject to such Public Offer or, as the case may be, such 
admission to trading. Such a supplement will be approved by the AFM and published in accordance with 
applicable law. A Notification will be provided to the competent authorities and the European Securities Market 
Authority. The summary, and any translations thereof required for the purpose of such Public Offer or, as the 
case may be, such admission to trading, will also be supplemented, if necessary, to take into account the new 
information included in the supplement. 
 
This Level 2 Base Prospectus is to be read in conjunction with all documents which are deemed to be 
incorporated herein by reference (see the section headed 'Documents Incorporated by Reference' below). This 
Level 2 Base Prospectus shall be read and construed on the basis that such documents are incorporated in and 
form part of this Level 2 Base Prospectus. 
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Any reference herein to "Bank" shall mean the Issuer and any reference herein to "Van Lanschot" shall mean 
the Issuer and Van Lanschot N.V. unless the context requires otherwise. 
 
No person has been authorised to give any information or to make any representation not contained in or not 
consistent with this Level 2 Base Prospectus or any Final Terms or any other information supplied in connection 
with the Programme or the Notes and, if given or made, such information or representation must not be relied 
upon as having been authorised by the Issuer or any of the Dealers.  
 
Neither this Level 2 Base Prospectus nor any Final Terms nor any other information supplied in connection with 
the Programme should be considered as a recommendation by the Issuer, the Arranger or any of the Dealers that 
any recipient of this Level 2 Base Prospectus or any other information supplied in connection with the 
Programme should purchase any Notes. Accordingly, no representation, warranty or undertaking, expressly or 
implied, is made and no responsibility is accepted by the Arranger or by the Dealers or any of their respective 
affiliates in their capacity as such, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this Level 
2 Base Prospectus or any other information provided by the Issuer or Van Lanschot N.V., the sole shareholder 
of the Issuer.  
 
Each investor contemplating purchasing any Notes should make its own independent investigation of the 
financial condition and affairs, and its own appraisal of the creditworthiness, of the Issuer and Van Lanschot 
N.V. Neither this Level 2 Base Prospectus nor any other information supplied in connection with the 
Programme constitutes an offer or invitation by or on behalf of the Issuer, the Arranger or any of the Dealers to 
any person to subscribe for or to purchase any Notes.  
 
Neither the delivery of this Level 2 Base Prospectus nor the offering, sale or delivery of any Notes shall at any 
time imply that the information contained herein concerning the Issuer and Van Lanschot N.V. is correct at any 
time subsequent to the date hereof or, as the case may be, the date upon which the Level 2 Base Prospectus has 
been most recently amended or supplemented or the balance sheet date of the most recent financial statements 
deemed to be incorporated by reference into this Level 2 Base Prospectus or that any other information supplied 
in connection with the Programme is correct as of any time subsequent to the date indicated in the document 
containing the same. The Arranger and the Dealers expressly do not undertake to review the financial condition 
or affairs of the Issuer and Van Lanschot N.V. during the life of the Programme. Investors should review, inter 
alia, the most recent company financial statements of the Issuer, the most recent consolidated financial 
statements of Van Lanschot N.V. and any other relevant publicly available information when deciding whether 
to purchase any Notes.  
 
Van Lanschot N.V. has assumed joint and several liability for the debts arising from the legal acts of the Issuer 
in accordance with Section 403, Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code. Van Lanschot N.V. is established in 's-
Hertogenbosch and is entered in the Trade Register of the 's-Hertogenbosch Chamber of Commerce under no. 
16014051. The Issuer complies with the requirements as set out in Section 403(1) of Book 2 of the Netherlands 
Civil Code and is therefore not obliged to prepare an annual report in accordance with Section 391 of Book 2 of 
the Netherlands Civil Code. The financial data of the Issuer are included in the consolidated financial statements 
of Van Lanschot N.V. 
 
Neither this Level 2 Base Prospectus nor any part hereof constitutes an offer or an invitation to sell or the 
solicitation of an offer to buy any Notes in any jurisdiction to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such 
an offer or solicitation in such jurisdiction. The distribution of this Level 2 Base Prospectus and any Final Terms 
and the offer or sale of Notes in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. The Issuer, the Arranger and the 
Dealers do not represent that this Level 2 Base Prospectus may be lawfully distributed, or that any Notes may be 
lawfully offered, in compliance with any applicable registration or other requirements in any such jurisdiction, 
or pursuant to an exemption available thereunder, or assume any responsibility for facilitating any such 
distribution or offering. In particular, no action has been taken by the Issuer, the Arranger or the Dealers which 
would permit a public offering of any Notes or distribution of this Level 2 Base Prospectus in any jurisdiction 
where action for that purpose is required. Accordingly, no Notes may be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, 
and neither this Level 2 Base Prospectus nor any advertisement or other offering material may be distributed or 
published in any jurisdiction, except under circumstances that will result in compliance with any applicable laws 
and regulations. Persons into whose possession this Level 2 Base Prospectus (or any part thereof) or any Notes 
come must inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. In particular, there are restrictions on 
the distribution of this Level 2 Base Prospectus and the offer or sale of Notes in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, the Netherlands and Japan (see the section headed 'Subscription and Sale' below).  
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The Notes have not been approved or disapproved by the US Securities and Exchange Commission, any State 
Securities Commission or any other regulatory authority, nor have any of the foregoing authorities passed upon 
or endorsed the merits of this offering or the accuracy or adequacy of this Level 2 Base Prospectus. Any 
representation to the contrary is unlawful.  
 
In connection with the issue and distribution of Notes under the Programme, the Dealer who is specified in the 
applicable Final Terms as the Stabilising Manager (if applicable) (or any duly appointed person acting for the 
Stabilising Manager) in relation to the relevant series of Notes may over-allot Notes or effect transactions with a 
view to supporting the market price of the Notes of such series at a level higher than that which might otherwise 
prevail for a limited period. However, there is no assurance that the Stabilising Manager (or any agent of the 
Stabilising Manager) will undertake stabilising action. Any stabilisation action may begin on or after the date on 
which adequate public disclosure of the terms of the offer of the relevant Series of Notes is made and, if begun, 
may be ended at any time, but it must end no later than the earlier of 30 days after the relevant issue date and 60 
days after the date of the allotment of the Notes of such series. Any stabilisation action or over-allotment must 
be conducted by the Stabilising Manager (or persons acting on behalf of the Stabilising Manager) in accordance 
with all applicable laws and regulations amended from time to time. 
 
The Issuer may, in its absolute discretion, perform market making activities as a liquidity provider in respect of 
certain series or tranches of Notes, provided, however, that the Issuer always undertakes to provide market 
making activities should any such activities be required under any applicable law or exchange regulation.  
 
All figures in this Level 2 Base Prospectus have not been audited, unless explicitly stated otherwise. These 
figures are internal figures of Van Lanschot. 
 
The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended 
(the "Securities Act"), and the Notes are subject to U.S. tax law requirements. The Notes may not be offered, 
sold or delivered within the United States or to U.S. persons, except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a 
transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act (see the section headed 
'Subscription and Sale' below). 
 
This Level 2 Base Prospectus has been prepared on the basis that, except to the extent sub-paragraph (ii) below 
may apply, any offer of Notes in any Member State of the European Economic Area which has implemented the 
Prospectus Directive (each, a "Relevant Member State") will be made pursuant to an exemption under the 
Prospectus Directive, as implemented in that Relevant Member State, from the requirement to publish a 
prospectus for offers of Notes. Accordingly any person making or intending to make an offer in that Relevant 
Member State of Notes which are the subject of an offering contemplated in this Level 2 Base Prospectus as 
completed by Final Terms in relation to the offer of those Notes may only do so: 
 

i. in circumstances in which no obligation arises for the Issuer or any Dealer to publish a prospectus 
pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive or supplement a prospectus pursuant to Article 16 of 
the Prospectus Directive, in each case, in relation to such offer, or  

ii. in the circumstances described under 'Public Offers of Public Offer Notes in the European Economic 
Area' below. 

 
See the section headed 'Subscription and Sale' below for further information. 
 
All references in this document to 'U.S. dollars', 'USD', 'U.S.$' and '$' refer to the currency of the United States 
of America, those to 'sterling', 'Stg£', 'GBP' or '£' refer to British pounds sterling, those to 'SEK' are to Swedish 
Krona and those to 'Euro', 'euro', 'EUR' and '€' refer to the currency introduced on the 1st of January, 1999 at the 
start of the third stage of European Economic and Monetary Union pursuant to the Treaty establishing the 
European Communities, as amended (the "Treaty"). All references in this document to 'CHF' and 'Swiss franc' 
to the currency of Switzerland. 
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PUBLIC OFFERS OF PUBLIC OFFER NOTES IN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
AREA 

 
Certain Tranches of Notes with a denomination of less than EUR 100,000 (or its equivalent in any other 
currency) ("Public Offer Notes") may, subject as provided below, be offered in a Relevant Member State in 
circumstances where there is no exemption from the obligation under Article 3.2 of the Prospectus Directive to 
publish a prospectus. Any such offer is referred to in this Level 2 Base Prospectus as a "Public Offer". 
 
This Level 2 Base Prospectus has been prepared on a basis that permits Public Offers of Public Offer Notes in 
Belgium, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Sweden (together, the "Public Offer Jurisdictions"). Any 
person making or intending to make a Public Offer of Public Offer Notes in a Public Offer Jurisdiction on the 
basis of this Level 2 Base Prospectus may do so only with the Issuer's consent - see "Consent given in 
accordance with Article 3.2 of the Prospectus Directive (Retail Cascades)" below. 
 
If the Issuer intends to make or authorise any Public Offer of Public Offer Notes to be made in one or more 
Relevant Member States other than in a Public Offer Jurisdiction, it will prepare a supplement to this Level 2 
Base Prospectus specifying such Relevant Member State(s) and any additional information required by the 
Prospectus Directive in respect thereof. Such supplement will also set out provisions relating to the Issuer's 
consent to use this Level 2 Base Prospectus in connection with any such Public Offer. 
 
Save as provided above, neither the Issuer nor any Dealer has authorised, nor do they authorise, the making of 
any Public Offer of Notes in circumstances in which an obligation arises for either the Issuer or any Dealer to 
publish or supplement a prospectus for such offer. 
 
Consent given in accordance with Article 3.2 of the Prospectus Directive (Retail Cascades) 
 
In the context of any Public Offer of Public Offer Notes in a Public Offer Jurisdiction, the Issuer accepts 
responsibility, in each of the Public Offer Jurisdictions, for the content of this Level 2 Base Prospectus in 
relation to any person (an  "Investor") who purchases any Public Offer Notes by a Dealer and also with respect 
to subsequent resale or final placement of securities by any financial intermediary which was given consent by 
the Issuer to use this Level 2 Base Prospectus (an "Authorised Offeror"), where the offer is made in 
compliance with all conditions attached to the giving of the consent. Such consent and conditions are described 
below under "Consent" and "Common conditions to consent". Neither the Issuer, the Arranger nor any Dealer 
has any responsibility for any of the actions of any Authorised Offeror, including compliance by an Authorised 
Offeror with applicable conduct of business rules or other local regulatory requirements or other securities law 
requirements in relation to such Public Offer. 
 
Save as provided below, neither the Issuer, the Arranger nor any Dealer has authorised the making of 
any Public Offer and the Issuer has not consented to the use of this Level 2 Base Prospectus by any other 
person in connection with any Public Offer of Public Offer Notes in any jurisdiction. Any Public Offer 
made without the consent of the Issuer is unauthorised and neither the Issuer, the Arranger nor any 
Dealer accepts any responsibility or liability for the actions of the persons making any such unauthorised 
offer. If, in the context of a Public Offer, an Investor to whom an offer of any Public Offer Notes is made is 
offered Public Offer Notes by a person which is not an Authorised Offeror, the Investor should check with such 
person whether anyone is responsible for this Level 2 Base Prospectus for the purpose of Article 6 of the 
Prospectus Directive in the context of the Public Offer and, if so, who that person is. If the Investor is in any 
doubt about whether it can rely on this Level 2 Base Prospectus and/or who is responsible for its contents it 
should take legal advice. 
 
The Issuer will publish information with respect to Authorised Offerors unknown at the time of the approval of 
the Level 2 Base Prospectus or the filing of the applicable Final Terms, as the case may be, on 
http://www.kempenvaluations.com. 
 
Consent 
Subject to the conditions set out below under "Common conditions to consent": 
 
A. the Issuer consents to the use of this Level 2 Base Prospectus (as supplemented as at the relevant time, 

if applicable) in connection with a Public Offer of Public Offer Notes in any of the Public Offer 
Jurisdictions by: 
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(i) the Dealer(s) specified in the applicable Final Terms; 
(ii) any financial intermediary named as an Initial Authorised Offeror in the applicable Final Terms; 

and 
(iii) any financial intermediary appointed after the date of the applicable Final Terms and whose name 

and address is published on the Issuer's website and identified as an Authorised Offeror in respect 
of the relevant Public Offer; and 
 

B. if (and only if) Part A of the relevant Final Terms specifies "General Consent" as "Applicable", the 
Issuer hereby offers to grant its consent to the use of this Level 2 Base Prospectus (as supplemented as 
at the relevant time, if applicable) in connection with a Public Offer of Public Offer Notes in a Public 
Offer Jurisdiction by any financial intermediary which satisfies the following conditions: 
 
(i) it is authorised to make such offers under the in each relevant jurisdiction applicable legislation 

implementing the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (Directive 2004/39/EC); and 
(ii) it accepts such offer by publishing on its website the following statement (with the information in 

square brackets duly completed with the relevant information): 
 
"We, [insert legal name of financial intermediary], refer to the [insert title of relevant Public 
Offer Notes] (the "Notes") described in the Final Terms dated [insert date] (the "Final Terms") 
published by F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V. (the "Issuer"). We hereby accept the offer by the 
Issuer of its consent to our use of the Level 2 Base Prospectus (as defined in the Final Terms) in 
connection with the offer of the Notes in [Belgium] [Ireland] [Luxembourg] [the Netherlands] 
[Sweden] (the "Public Offer") in accordance with the Authorised Offeror Terms and subject to the 
conditions to such consent, each as specified in the Level 2 Base Prospectus, and we are using the 
Level 2 Base Prospectus in connection with the Public Offer accordingly." 
 

The "Authorised Offeror Terms" are that the relevant financial intermediary: 
 
(I) will, and it agrees, represents, warrants and undertakes for the benefit of the Issuer and the 

relevant Dealer(s) that it will, at all times in connection with the relevant Public Offer: 
 
(a) act in accordance with, and be solely responsible for complying with, all applicable laws, 

rules, regulations and guidance of any applicable regulatory bodies (the "Rules") from time 
to time including, without limitation, Rules relating to both the appropriateness or suitability 
of any investment in the Public Offer Notes by any person and disclosure to any potential 
Investor, and will immediately inform the Issuer and the relevant Dealer(s) if at any time 
such financial intermediary becomes aware or suspects that it is or may be in violation of any 
Rules and take all appropriate steps to remedy such violation and comply with such Rules in 
all respects; 

(b) comply with the restrictions set out under "Subscription and Sale" in this Level 2 Base 
Prospectus which would apply as if it were a Dealer; 

(c) ensure that any fee (and any other commissions or benefits of any kind) received or paid by 
that financial intermediary in relation to the offer or sale of the Public Offer Notes does not 
violate the Rules and, to the extent required by the Rules, is fully and clearly disclosed to 
Investors or potential Investors; 

(d) hold all licenses, consents, approvals and permissions required in connection with 
solicitation of interest in, or offers or sales of, the Public Offer Notes under the Rules; 

(e) comply with and take appropriate steps in relation to applicable anti-money laundering, anti-
bribery, anti-corruption and "know your client" Rules (including, without limitation, taking 
appropriate steps, in compliance with such Rules, to establish and document the identity of 
each potential Investor prior to initial investment in any Public Offer Notes by the Investor), 
and will not permit any application for Public Offer Notes in circumstances where the 
financial intermediary has any suspicions as to the source of the application moneys; 

(f) retain Investor identification records for at least the minimum period required under 
applicable Rules, and shall, if so required and permitted, make such records available to the 
relevant Dealer(s) and the Issuer or directly to the appropriate authorities with jurisdiction 
over the Issuer and/or the relevant Dealer(s) in order to enable the Issuer and/or the relevant 
Dealer(s) to comply with anti-money laundering, anti-bribery, anti-corruption and "know 
your client" Rules applying to the Issuer and/or the relevant Dealer(s); 
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(g) ensure that no holder of Public Offer Notes or potential Investor in Public Offer Notes shall 
become an indirect or direct client of the Issuer or the relevant Dealer(s) for the purposes of 
any applicable Rules from time to time, and, to the extent that any client obligations are 
created by the relevant financial intermediary under any applicable Rules, then such 
financial intermediary shall perform any such obligations so arising; 

(h) cooperate with the Issuer and the relevant Dealer(s) in providing such information 
(including, without limitation, documents and records maintained pursuant to paragraph (f) 
above) upon written request from the Issuer or the relevant Dealer(s) as is available to such 
financial intermediary or which is within its power and control from time to time, together 
with such further assistance as is reasonably requested by the Issuer or the relevant 
Dealer(s): 
(i) in connection with any request or investigation by the AFM and/or any relevant 

regulator of competent jurisdiction in relation to the Public Offer Notes, the Issuer or 
the relevant Dealer(s); and/or 

(ii) in connection with any complaints received by the Issuer and/or the relevant Dealer(s) 
relating to the Issuer and/or the relevant Dealer(s) or another Authorised Offeror, 
including, without limitation, complaints as defined in rules published by the AFM 
and/or any relevant regulator of competent jurisdiction from time to time: and/or 

(iii) which the Issuer or the relevant Dealer(s) may reasonably require from time to time in 
relation to the Public Offer Notes and/or as to allow the Issuer or the relevant Dealer(s) 
fully to comply within its own legal, tax and regulatory requirements, 

in each case, as soon as is reasonably practicable and, in any event, within any timeframe set 
by any such regulator or regulatory process; 

(i) during the primary distribution period of the Public Offer Notes: (i) not sell the Public Offer 
Notes at any price other than the Issue Price specified in the applicable Final Terms (unless 
otherwise agreed with the relevant Dealer(s)); (ii) not sell the Public Offer Notes otherwise 
than for the settlement on the Issue Date specified in the applicable Final Terms; (iii) not 
appoint any sub-distributors (unless otherwise agreed with the relevant Dealer(s) and the 
Issuer); (iv) not pay any fee or remuneration or commissions or benefits to any third parties 
in relation to the offering or sale of the Public Offer Notes (unless otherwise agreed with the 
relevant Dealer(s)); and (v) comply with such other rules of conduct as may be reasonably 
required and specified by the relevant Dealer(s) and the Issuer; 

(j) either (i) obtain from each potential Investor an executed application for the Public Offer 
Notes, or (ii) keep a record of all requests such financial intermediary (x) makes for its 
discretionary management clients, (y) receives from its advisory clients and (z) receives 
from its execution-only clients, in each case, prior to making any order for the Public Offer 
Notes on their behalf, and, in each case, maintain the same on its files for so long as is 
required by any applicable Rules; 

(k) ensure that it does not, directly or indirectly, cause the Issuer or the relevant Dealer(s) to 
breach any Rule or subject the Issuer or the relevant Dealer(s) to any requirement to obtain 
or make any filing, authorisation or consent in any jurisdiction; 

(l) comply with the conditions to the consent referred to under ''Common conditions to consent'' 
below and any further requirements relevant to the Public Offer as specified in the applicable 
Final Terms; 

(m) make available to each potential Investor in the Public Offer Notes the Level 2 Base 
Prospectus (as supplemented as at the relevant time, if applicable), the applicable Final 
Terms and any applicable information booklet provided by the Issuer for such purpose, and 
not convey or publish any information that is not contained in or entirely consistent with this 
Level 2 Base Prospectus; and 

(n) if it conveys or publishes any communication (other than the Level 2 Base Prospectus or any 
other materials provided to such financial intermediary by or on behalf of the Issuer for the 
purpose of the relevant Public Offer) in connection with the relevant Public Offer, it will 
ensure that such communication (i) is fair, clear and not misleading and complies with the 
Rules, (ii) states that such financial intermediary has provided such communication 
independently of the Issuer, that such financial intermediary is solely responsible for such 
communication and that none of the Issuer nor the relevant Dealer(s) accept any 
responsibility for such communication and (iii) does not, without the prior written consent of 
the Issuer or the relevant Dealer(s) (as applicable), use the legal or publicity names of the 
Issuer or, respectively, the relevant Dealer(s) or any other name, brand or logo registered by 
an entity within their respective groups or any material over which any such entity retains a 
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proprietary interest, except to describe the Issuer as issuer of the relevant Public Offer Notes 
on the basis set out in this Level 2 Base Prospectus; 
 

(II) agrees and undertakes to indemnify each of the Issuer and the relevant Dealer(s) (in each case, on 
behalf of such entity and its respective directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates and 
controlling persons) against any losses, liabilities, costs, claims, charges, expenses, actions or 
demands (including reasonable costs of investigation and any defence raised thereto and counsel's 
fees and disbursements associated with any such investigation of defence) which any of them may 
incur or which may be made against any of them arising out of or in relation to, or in connection 
with, any breach of any of the foregoing agreements, representations, warranties or undertakings 
by such financial intermediary, including (without limitation) any unauthorised action by such 
financial intermediary or failure by such financial intermediary to observe an of the above 
restrictions or requirements or the making by such financial intermediary of any unauthorised 
representation or the giving or use by it or any information which has not been authorised for such 
purposes by the Issuer or the relevant Dealer(s); and 
 

(III) agrees and accepts that; 
 
(a) the contract between the Issuer and the financial intermediary formed upon acceptance by 

the financial intermediary of the Issuer's offer to use the Level 2 Base Prospectus with its 
consent in connection with the relevant Public Offer (the ''Authorised Offeror Contract ''), 
and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with the Authorised 
Offeror Contract, shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the 
Netherlands; and 

(b) the competent courts of Amsterdam, the Netherlands are to have exclusive jurisdiction to 
settle any disputes which may arise out of or in connection with the Authorised Offeror 
Contract (including a dispute relating to any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in 
connection with the Authorised Offeror Contract) and accordingly submits to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of such courts. 

 
Any financial intermediary falling within sub-paragraph (B) above who wishes to use this Level 2 Base 
Prospectus in connection with a Public Offer is required, for the duration of the relevant Offer Period, to 
publish on its website the statement (duly completed) specified at paragraph (B)(ii) above. 
 
Common conditions to consent 
  
The conditions to the Issuer's consent are (in addition to the conditions described in paragraph (B) above if Part 
B of the applicable Final Terms specifies ''General Consent'' as ''Applicable'') that such consent: 
 

(a) is only valid in respect of the relevant Tranche of Public Offer Notes; 
(b) is only valid during the Offer Period specified in the relevant Final Terms; and 
(c) only extends to the use of this Level 2 Base Prospectus to make Public Offers of the relevant 

Tranche of Public Offer Notes in one or more of Belgium, Ireland, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands and Sweden, as specified in the applicable Final Terms.  

 
ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN INVESTORS AND AUTHORISED OFFERORS 
 
AN INVESTOR INTENDING TO ACQUIRE OR ACQUIRING ANY PUBLIC OFFER NOTES IN A 
PUBLIC OFFER FROM AN AUTHORISED OFFEROR OTHER THAN THE ISSUER WILL DO SO, 
AND OFFERS AND SALES OF SUCH PUBLIC OFFER NOTES TO AN INVESTOR BY SUCH 
AUTHORISED OFFEROR WILL BE MADE, IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANY TERMS AND OTHER 
ARRANGEMENTS IN PLACE BETWEEN SUCH AUTHORISED OFFEROR AND SUCH INVESTOR 
INCLUDING AS TO PRICE, ALLOCATIONS, EXPENSES AND SETTLEMENT ARRANGEMENTS. 
THE ISSUER WILL NOT BE A PARTY TO ANY SUCH ARRANGEMENTS WITH SUCH 
INVESTORS IN CONNECTION WITH THE PUBLIC OFFER OR SALE OF THE PUBLIC OFFER 
NOTES CONCERNED AND, ACCORDINGLY, THIS LEVEL 2 BASE PROSPECTUS AND ANY 
FINAL TERMS WILL NOT CONTAIN SUCH INFORMATION. THE INVESTOR MUST LOOK AT 
THE RELEVANT AUTHORISED OFFEROR AT THE TIME OF SUCH OFFER FOR THE 
PROVISION OF SUCH INFORMATION. NEITHER THE ISSUER NOR ANY DEALER (EXCEPT 
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WHERE SUCH DEALER IS THE RELEVANT AUTHORISED OFFEROR) HAS ANY 
RESPONSIBILITY OF LIABILITY TO AN INVESTOR IN RESPECT OF SUCH INFORMATION. 
 
Public Offers: Issue Price and Offer Price 

Public Offer Notes to be offered pursuant to a Public Offer will be issued by the Issuer at the Issue Price 
specified in the applicable Final Terms. The Issue Price will be determined by the Issuer in consultation with the 
relevant Dealer(s) at the time of the relevant Public Offer and will depend, amongst other things, on the interest 
rate applicable to the Public Offer Notes and prevailing market conditions at any time. The offer price of such 
Public Offer Notes will be the Issue Price or such other price as may be agreed between an Investor and the 
Authorised Offeror making the offer of the Public Offer Notes to such Investor. The Issuer will not be party to 
arrangements between an Investor and an Authorised Offeror, and the Investor will need to look to the relevant 
Authorised Offeror to confirm the price at which such Authorised Offeror is offering the Public Offer Notes to 
such Investor. 
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DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE 
 
The following documents shall be deemed to be incorporated in, and to form part of, this Level 2 Base 
Prospectus: 
 
(a) The following sections of the Level 1 Base Prospectus: 

 
i. ''Risk Factors''; 

ii. ''Terms and Conditions'' excluding the second paragraph of Condition 2 constituting a 
negative pledge and excluding Condition 3 on the status and characteristics relating 
to subordinated notes; 

iii. ''F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V.''; and 
iv. ''Financial Statements of Van Lanschot N.V.'' 

 
(b) an English translation of the Articles of Association (statuten) of the Issuer and Van Lanschot N.V.; 
(c) an English translation of the publicly available audited consolidated financial statements as of and for 

the financial year ended 31 December 2014 and an English translation of the publicly available audited 
consolidated financial statements as of and for the financial year ended 31 December 2013 of Van 
Lanschot N.V. (including the respective auditor's reports hereon) as included in Van Lanschot N.V.'s 
annual reports over 2014 on page 69 to 211 and 216 and 2013 on page 71 to 208 and 213 respectively; 

(d) an English translation of the publicly available unaudited consolidated interim (semi-annual) financial 
statements of Van Lanschot N.V. as of and for the period ended 30 June 2015 as set forth in the semi-
annual report over that period; 

(e) the press release of Van Lanschot N.V. relating to the first quarter 2015 trading update dated 13 May 
2015 (the ''2015 Q1 Trading Update Press Release''); and 

(f) the terms and conditions as set forth on the following pages of the following Programme prospectuses 
of the Issuer: 

 
 page 37 up to and including 65 of the level 2 base prospectus dated 4 March 2014; and 
 page 42 up to and including 72 of the level 2 base prospectus dated 5 August 2014. 

 
 

Copies of the Level 2 Base Prospectus 
 
The Issuer will provide, without charge, to each person to whom a copy of this Level 2 Base Prospectus has 
been delivered, upon the oral or written request of such person, a copy of any or all of the documents which are 
incorporated herein by reference. Written or oral requests for such documents should be directed to the Issuer at 
its office set out at the end of this Level 2 Base Prospectus. In addition, such documents will be available free of 
charge from the office in Amsterdam of Kempen & Co N.V. in its capacity as Amsterdam listing agent (the 
"Amsterdam Listing Agent") for Notes listed on Euronext in Amsterdam, from the principal office in 
Luxembourg of Deutsche Bank Luxembourg S.A. in its capacity as Luxembourg listing agent (the 
"Luxembourg Listing Agent") for Notes which may in future be listed on the regulated market of the 
Luxembourg Stock Exchange, from the principal office in Sweden of Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB 
(publ) in its capacity as Swedish listing agent (the "Swedish Listing Agent") for Notes which may in future be 
listed on NASDAQ Stockholm or NDX, and from the website of the Issuer 
(https://corporate.vanlanschot.nl/snip). 
 
Supplements to the Level 2 Base Prospectus 
 
If between the date of this Level 2 Base Prospectus and the final closing of the relevant Public Offer or, as the 
case may be, the time when trading of the Notes begins on Euronext in Amsterdam, the regulated market of the 
Luxembourg Stock Exchange, NASDAQ Stockholm, NDX or any other regulated market, a significant new 
factor, material mistake or inaccuracy relating to information included in this Level 2 Base Prospectus which is 
capable of affecting the assessment of the Notes arises or is noticed, the Issuer will prepare a supplement to this 
Level 2 Base Prospectus or publish a new Level 2 Base Prospectus for use in connection with any subsequent 
issue of Notes subject to such Public Offer or, as the case may be, such admission to trading. Such a supplement 
will be approved by the AFM and published in the same way as this Level 2 Base Prospectus. A Notification 
will be provided to the competent authorities and the European Securities Market Authority. The summary, and 
any translations thereof required for the purpose of such Public Offer or, as the case may be, such admission to 
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trading, will also be supplemented, if necessary, to take into account the new information included in the 
supplement. 
 
Term of validity of the Level 2 Base Prospectus 
 
This Level 2 Base Prospectus and any supplement will only be valid for issuing Notes in an aggregate nominal 
amount which, when added to the aggregate nominal amount then outstanding of all Notes previously or 
simultaneously issued under the Programme, does not exceed EUR 2,000,000,000 or its equivalent in other 
currencies.  
 
Programme amount 
 
For the purpose of calculating the aggregate amount of Notes issued under the Programme from time to time: 
  
(a) the Euro equivalent of Notes denominated in another Specified Currency (as specified in the applicable 

Final Terms) shall be determined, at the discretion of the Issuer, as of as of the date of agreement to 
issue such Notes (the "Agreement Date") or on the preceding day on which commercial banks and 
foreign exchange markets are open for business in Amsterdam, in each case on the basis of the spot rate 
for the sale of the Euro against the purchase of such Specified Currency in the Amsterdam foreign 
exchange market quoted by any leading bank selected by the Issuer on such date; and 

(b) the amount (or, where applicable, the Euro equivalent) of Notes issued at a discount or premium shall 
be calculated (in the case of Notes not denominated in Euro, in the manner specified above) by 
reference to the net proceeds received by the Issuer for the relevant issue. 
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING 
STATEMENTS 

 
Some statements in this Level 2 Base Prospectus (including the documents incorporated by reference herein 
such as the Level 1 Base Prospectus) may be deemed to be "forward-looking statements". Forward-looking 
statements include all statements other than historical statements of fact included in this Level 2 Base 
Prospectus, including, without limitation, those concerning the Issuer's or Van Lanschot N.V.'s financial 
position, business strategy, plans, goals and objectives of management for future operations (including 
development plans and objectives relating to the Issuer's or Van Lanschot N.V.'s products) and the assumptions 
underlying these forward-looking statements. When used in this Level 2 Base Prospectus (or any supplement 
hereto), the words 'anticipates', 'estimates', 'expects', 'believes', 'intends', 'plans', 'aims', 'seeks', 'may', 'will', 
'should' and any similar expressions generally identify forward-looking statements.  
 
Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause 
the actual results, performance or achievements of the Issuer or Van Lanschot N.V., or industry results to be 
materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-
looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Issuer's 
or Van Lanschot N.V.'s present and future business strategies and the environment in which the Issuer or Van 
Lanschot N.V. will operate in the future. The Issuer's and Van Lanschot N.V's risks are more specifically 
described in the section 'Risk Factors'. 
 
Important factors that could cause the Issuer's or Van Lanschot N.V.'s actual results, performance or 
achievements to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include, among others, changes 
or downturns in the Dutch economy or the economies in other countries in which the Issuer or Van Lanschot 
N.V. conducts business, the impact of fluctuations in foreign exchange rates and interest rates and the impact of 
future regulatory requirements. 
 
These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Level 2 Base Prospectus. Other than as 
required by applicable laws and regulations, the rules and regulations of the relevant stock exchange, the Issuer 
and Van Lanschot N.V. expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to disseminate after the date of this 
Level 2 Base Prospectus any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect 
any change in the Issuer's or Van Lanschot N.V.'s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, 
conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based. 
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FORM OF THE NOTES 
 
In this section capitalised terms have the meaning given thereto in the Level 1 Base Prospectus unless otherwise 
defined. 
 
Each Tranche of Notes (except Swedish Notes, see "Form of Swedish Notes" below) will (unless otherwise 
indicated in the applicable Final Terms) be in bearer form and will initially be represented by a Temporary 
Global Note (or, if so specified in the applicable Final Terms, a Permanent Global Note), without receipts, 
interest coupons or talons, which will either: 
  
(i) if the Global Notes are intended to be issued in NGN form, as specified in the applicable Final Terms, 

be delivered to a common safekeeper (the "Common Safekeeper") for Euroclear, Clearstream, 
Luxembourg; and 

(ii) if the Global Notes are not intended to be issued in NGN form: 
 
(a) be delivered on or prior to the original issue date of the Tranche to a common depositary (the 

"Common Depositary") on behalf of Euroclear, Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear 
Netherlands and/or any other agreed settlement system; or  

(b) be deposited with Euroclear Netherlands. 
 

Whilst any Note is represented by a Temporary Global Note and subject to TEFRA D selling restrictions, 
payments of principal and interest (if any) due prior to the Exchange Date (as defined below) will be made 
(against presentation of the Temporary Global Note if the Temporary Global Note is not intended to be issued in 
NGN form) only to the extent that certification (in a form to be provided) to the effect that the beneficial owners 
of such Note are not U.S. persons or persons who have purchased for resale to any U.S. person, as required by 
U.S. Treasury regulations, has been received by the relevant clearing system(s) and the relevant clearing 
system(s) have given a like certification (based on the certifications they have received) to the Agent. Any 
reference in this section to the relevant clearing system(s) shall mean the clearance and/or settlement system(s) 
as specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
  
On and after the date (the "Exchange Date") which is not less than 40 days nor, in the case of Notes held 
through Euroclear Netherlands, more than 90 days after the date on which the Temporary Global Note is issued, 
interests in the Temporary Global Note will be exchangeable (free of charge), upon request as described therein, 
either for interests in a Permanent Global Note without receipts, interest coupons or talons or for Definitive 
Notes (as indicated in the applicable Final Terms) in each case (if the Notes are subject to TEFRA D selling 
restrictions) against certification of beneficial ownership as described above unless such certification has already 
been given. The holder of a Temporary Global Note will not be entitled to collect any payment of interest or 
principal due on or after the Exchange Date unless (if the Notes are subjected to TEFRA D selling restrictions) 
upon due certification, exchange of the Temporary Global Note for an interest in a Permanent Global Note or 
for Definitive Notes improperly withheld or refused. Pursuant to the agency agreement dated 27 August 2015 
(the "Agency Agreement") the Agent will arrange that, where a Temporary Global Note representing a Tranche 
of Notes is issued, the Notes of such Tranche shall be assigned an ISIN and a common code by Euroclear, 
Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear Netherlands which are different from the ISIN and common code 
assigned to Notes of any other Tranche of the same Series. 
  
Definitive Notes will be in the standard euromarket form. Definitive Notes and Global Notes will be in bearer 
form. 
 
Payments of principal and interest (if any) on a Permanent Global Note will be made through the relevant 
clearing system(s) (against presentation or surrender (as the case may be) of the Permanent Global Note if the 
Permanent Global Note is not intended to be issued in NGN form) without any requirement for certification. A 
Permanent Global Note will, unless otherwise indicated in the applicable Final Terms, be exchangeable (free of 
charge), in whole (but not in part) in accordance with the applicable Final Terms for security printed Definitive 
Notes with, where applicable, receipts, interest coupons or coupon sheets and talons attached. Such exchange 
may be made, as specified in the applicable Final Terms, either (i) upon not less than 30 days' written notice 
being given to the Agent by Euroclear, Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear Netherlands and/or any other 
relevant clearing system (acting on the instructions of any of its participants) as described therein or (ii) only 
upon the occurrence of any Exchange Event. An "Exchange Event" means (1) the Issuer has been notified that 
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both Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear Netherlands has been closed for business for a 
continuous period of 14 days (other than by reason of holiday, statutory or otherwise) or has announced an 
intention permanently to cease business or has in fact done so and no alternative clearing system is available or 
(2) the Issuer has or will become obliged to pay additional amounts as provided for or referred to in Condition 
8(b) which would not be required were the Notes represented by a Global Note in definitive form. The Issuer 
will promptly give notice to Noteholders in accordance with Condition 14 upon the occurrence of an Exchange 
Event. In the event of the occurrence of any Exchange Event, Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or 
Euroclear Netherlands, acting on the instructions of any holder of an interest in the Global Note, may give 
notice to the Agent requesting exchange and in the event of the occurrence of an Exchange Event as described in 
(2) above, the Issuer may also give notice to the Agent requesting exchange. Any such exchange shall occur no 
later than 15 days after the date of receipt of the relevant notice by the Agent. Global Notes and Definitive Notes 
will be issued pursuant to the Agency Agreement. At the date hereof, none of Euroclear, Clearstream, 
Luxembourg or Euroclear Netherlands regard Notes in global form as fungible with Notes in definitive form. 
  
Delivery (uitlevering) of definitive Notes represented by a Global Note deposited with Euroclear Netherlands 
shall only be possible in the limited circumstances as described in the Dutch Securities Giro Transfer Act as 
amended from time to time (Wet Giraal Effectenverkeer, "Wge") and such delivery will be made in accordance 
with the Wge and the rules and regulations of Euroclear Netherlands. 
 
The following legend will appear on all Global Notes held in Euroclear Netherlands: "Notice: This Note is 
issued for deposit with Euroclear Netherlands at Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Any person being offered this 
Note for transfer or any other purpose should be aware that theft or fraud is almost certain to be involved." 
 
Notes which are represented by a Global Note will only be transferable in accordance with the rules and 
procedures for the time being of Euroclear, Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear Netherlands or any other 
relevant clearing system, as the case may be. 
  
Any reference herein to Euroclear and/or Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or Euroclear Netherlands shall, 
whenever the context so permits, be deemed to include a reference to any additional or alternative settlement 
system specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
  
The following legend will appear on all Global Notes, Definitive Notes, receipts and interest coupons (including 
talons) which are subject to TEFRA D selling restrictions: 
  
'Any United States person who holds this obligation will be subject to limitations under the United States 
income tax laws, including the limitations provided in sections 1650) and 1287(a) of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986.' 
  
The sections referred to provide that United States holders, with certain exceptions, will not be entitled to deduct 
any toss on Notes, receipts or interest coupons and will not be entitled to capital gains treatment of any gain on 
any sale, disposition, redemption or payment of principal in respect of Notes, receipts or interest coupons. 
  
A Note may be accelerated by the holder thereof in certain circumstances described in Condition 10 (Events of 
Default) of the Notes. In such circumstances, where any Note is still represented by a Global Note and a holder 
of such Note so represented and credited to his account with the relevant clearing system(s) (other than 
Euroclear Netherlands) gives notice that it wishes to accelerate such Note, unless within a period of 15 days 
from the giving of such notice payment has been made in full of the amount due in accordance with the terms of 
such Global Note, holders of interests in such Global Note credited to their accounts with the relevant clearing 
system(s) (other than Euroclear Netherlands) will become entitled to proceed directly against the Issuer on the 
basis of statements of account provided by the relevant clearing system(s) (other than Euroclear Netherlands) on 
and subject to the terms of the relevant Global Note. In the case of a Global Note deposited with Euroclear 
Netherlands, the rights of the Noteholders will be exercised in accordance with the Wge and the rules and 
regulations of Euroclear Netherlands. 
 
Form of Swedish Notes 
 
If the applicable Final Terms specify that a Series of Notes are to be issued as Swedish Notes, such Series of 
Notes will be issued in dematerialised and uncertificated book-entry form in accordance with the Swedish 
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Financial Instruments Accounts Act (1998:1479 (as amended)). Swedish Notes will be issued in registered, 
uncertificated and dematerialised book-entry form with Euroclear Sweden in accordance with the Swedish CSD 
Rules. Swedish Notes registered in Euroclear Sweden are negotiable instruments and not subject to any 
restriction on free negotiability under Swedish law. No physical notes, certificates or other physical instruments 
(whether in global, temporary or definitive form) will be issued in respect of the Swedish Notes and the 
provisions relating to presentation, surrender or replacement of such bearer instruments shall not apply. In 
respect of Swedish Notes, Title to Swedish Notes shall pass by registration in the Swedish Register.  
 
In the case of Swedish Notes, the holder of any such Notes will be the person in whose name such Note is 
registered in the Swedish Register in accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules and the reference to a person in 
whose name a Swedish Note is so registered shall include any person duly authorised to act as a nominee 
(förvaltare) and registered as such for the Swedish Notes and except as ordered by a court of competent 
jurisdiction or as required by law, such holder of such Notes shall be deemed to be and may be treated as its 
absolute owner for all purposes, whether or not it is overdue and regardless of any notice of ownership, trust or 
an interest in it and no person shall be liable for so treating such holder (and the expressions "Holder" and 
related expressions shall be construed accordingly). 
 
All Swedish Notes of the same Series shall have the same denomination. For so long as it is a requirement under 
the Swedish CSD Rules, the specified currency for Swedish Notes may only be SEK or EUR, as specified in the 
applicable Final Terms. 
 
The Issuer shall be entitled to obtain information from the Swedish Register in accordance with the Swedish 
CSD Rules. To the extent permitted under the Swedish CSD Rules the Swedish Issuing Agent shall also be 
entitled to obtain such information. 
 
If Notes are Swedish Notes, such Notes will be cash settled Notes. 
 
Euroclear Sweden is a subsidiary within the Euroclear group of companies and a limited liability company 
incorporated in Sweden. It is authorised and regulated by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority as a 
central securities deposit within the meaning of the Swedish Financial Instruments Accounts Act (1998:1479 (as 
amended)) and as a clearing organisation within the meaning of the Swedish Securities Markets Act (2007:528 
(as amended)). 
 
All transactions relating to the Swedish Notes (such as issuance, sale and transfer, pledge arrangements and 
other dispositions and redemptions) are executed as computerised book-entry registrations. Consequently, in 
order to effect such entries holders must establish a book-entry account through a credit institution or a 
securities firm acting as an account operator with Euroclear Sweden. 
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USE OF PROCEEDS 
 

The net proceeds from each issue of Notes will be applied by the Bank for its general corporate purposes. If in 
respect of any particular issue of Notes, there is a particular identified use of proceeds, this will be specified in 
the applicable Final Terms. 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE NOTES 
 
The terms and conditions applicable to Notes linked to a single index, share or fund units or linked to a basket of 
indices, shares or fund units or a combination thereof shall comprise (i) the "Terms and Conditions" set out in 
the Level 1 Base Prospectus and incorporated in this Level 2 Base Prospectus by reference, excluding the 
second paragraph of Condition 2 constituting a negative pledge (the "Level 1 Conditions") which are for 
Swedish Notes amended for purposes of this Level 2 Base Prospectus only, see Condition 17 "Amendments to 
the Level 1 Conditions" below) and (ii) the additional terms and conditions set out below (the "Level 2 
Conditions"), in each case subject to completion and/or supplement in the applicable Final Terms. In the event 
of any inconsistency between the Level 1 Conditions and the Level 2 Conditions, the Level 2 Conditions shall 
prevail. In the event of any inconsistency between (i) the Level 1 Conditions and/or the Level 2 Conditions and 
(ii) the applicable Final Terms, the applicable Final Terms shall prevail. A reference to "Terms and Conditions" 
or "Conditions" in the Level 1 Conditions or the Level 2 Conditions shall be construed as a reference to the 
Level 1 Conditions or the Level 2 Conditions, as the context may require, in each case subject to completion in 
the applicable Final Terms.  
 
1. DEFINITIONS 
 
The following capitalised terms have the meanings respectively shown opposite them: 
 
Additional Disruption Event (i)  in respect of any Index: 

 
(a) a Change of Law; and/or 
 
(b) a Hedging Disruption, or 

 
(ii) in respect of any Share: 
 

(a) a Change of Law; 
 
(b) a Hedging Disruption; 
 
(c) an Insolvency Filing; 
 
(d) a Fund Disruption; and/or 
 
(e) a Share Reference Index Disruption Event; or 

 
in each case if specified as being applicable in the Final Terms. 
 

Alternative Exchange (i) where the Exchange is located in the United States, any 
of the New York Stock Exchange, the American Stock 
Exchange, NYSE ARCA or the NASDAQ Global Market 
or Global Select Market (or their respective successors); 

 
(ii) an exchange or quotation system located in the same 

country as the Exchange (or, where the Exchange is 
within the European Union, in any member state of the 
European Union); or 

 
(iii) on another exchange or quotation system acceptable to 

the Issuer. 
 

Alternative Reference Cut-Off Date the number days specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Asian-Out Observation Dates (i) each date specified as such in the applicable Final Terms; 
or 

 
(ii) each date determined by the Calculation Agent in 

accordance with the applicable Final Terms, 
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provided that each such date is an Observation Date. 
 

Automatic Early Redemption 
Observation Date(s) 

(i) if "Specified Date(s)" is specified as applicable in the 
applicable Final Terms, each date specified as such in the 
applicable Final Terms; or 

 
(ii) if "Specified Period(s)" is specified as applicable in the 

applicable Final Terms, each date occurring during the 
relevant Automatic Early Redemption Observation 
Period(s), 

 
provided that: 
 
(iii) each such date is an Observation Date; and 
 
(iv) none of such dates occurs later than the fifteenth calendar 

day prior to the third Business Day prior to the first 
following Interest Payment Date. 

 
Automatic Early Redemption 
Observation Period(s) 
 

each period specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 

Average Basket Level in respect of any time, the level of the Basket calculated by the 
Calculation Agent on the basis of the average levels of the 
respective Basket Components at such time in accordance with 
the Weighting specified in the applicable Final Terms for each 
such respective Basket Component. 
 

Basket a basket comprising the Basket Components specified as such in 
the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Basket Component in respect of a Basket: 
 
(i) any Index comprised in such Basket; or 
 
(ii) any Share comprised in such Basket. 
 

Booster Knock-Out Observation Date(s) (i) if "Specified Date(s)" is specified as applicable in the 
applicable Final Terms, each date specified as such in the 
applicable Final Terms; or 

 
(ii) if "Specified Period(s)" is specified as applicable in the 

applicable Final Terms, each date occurring during the 
relevant Booster Knock-Out Observation Period(s), 

 
provided that each such date is an Observation Date. 
 

Booster Knock-Out Observation 
Period(s) 
 

each period specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Calculation Agent 
 

The entity specified as such in the applicable Final Terms or, if 
none is so specified, the Issuer. 
  

Change of Law on or after the Issue Date (or such other date set forth in the 
Final Terms) (a) due to the adoption of, or any change in, any 
applicable law, regulation, rule, order, ruling or procedure 
(including, without limitation, any tax law and any regulation, 
rule, order, ruling or procedure of any applicable regulatory 
authority, tax authority and/or any exchange) or (b) due to any 
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change in, or introduction of, any interpretation by any court, 
tribunal or regulatory authority with competent jurisdiction 
(including, without limitation, any relevant exchange or trading 
facility) of any applicable law or regulation (including any 
action taken by a taxing authority) whether or not in effect on or 
after the Issue Date, the Issuer determines that: 
 
(i) it has (or it expects that it will) become illegal for the 

Issuer or any of its Affiliates to (a) hold, acquire or 
dispose of any Component Security of the Index or a 
Share or to enter into transactions on or relating to any 
Component Security of the Index or a Share or (b) 
perform its obligations under the Notes (including, 
without limitation, due to any regulatory re-
categorization of the Notes); or 

 
(ii) the Issuer or any of its Affiliates would (or would expect 

to) incur a materially increased cost in (a) holding, 
acquiring or disposing of any Component Security of the 
Index or a Share, as the case may be, (b) maintaining, 
entering into or unwinding any Hedging Arrangement 
and/or (c) performing its obligations under the Notes 
(including, without limitation, due to any increase in tax 
liability, decrease in tax benefit or other adverse effect on 
its tax position). 

 
Click-In Level(i) the level or levels specified as such in the applicable Final 

Terms. 
 

Click-In Observation Date (i) if "Specified Date(s)" is specified as applicable in the 
applicable Final Terms, each date specified as such in the 
applicable Final Terms; or 

 
(ii) if "Specified Period(s)" is specified as applicable in the 

applicable Final Terms, each date occurring during the 
relevant Click-In Observation Period(s), 

 
provided that each such date is an Observation Date. 
 

Click-In Observation Period each period specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Common Scheduled Trading Day 
 

in respect of a Basket, each day which is a Scheduled Trading 
Day for all the Basket Components in the Basket. 
 

Component Security in respect of an Index, any shares, equity options or other 
component comprised in such Index. If the Index itself 
comprises or includes one or more other Indices, "Component" 
shall be read and construed as the relevant underlying shares, 
equity options or other components. 
 

Coupon Barrier the level specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Conditional Coupon Observation Date(s) (i) if "Specified Date(s)" is specified as applicable in the 
applicable Final Terms, each date specified as such in the 
applicable Final Terms; or 

 
(ii) if "Specified Period(s)" is specified as applicable in the 

applicable Final Terms, each date occurring during the 
relevant Conditional Coupon Observation Period(s), 
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provided that each such date is an Observation Date. 
 

Conditional Coupon Observation 
Period(s) 

each period specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 
 

Conditions the Level 1 Conditions and/or the Level 2 Conditions, as the 
context may require. 
 

Date any Asian-Out Observation Date, Automatic Early Redemption 
Observation Date, Booster Knock-Out Observation Date, Click-
In Observation Date, Conditional Coupon Observation Date, 
Reverse Exchange Observation Date, Final Valuation Date, 
Initial Valuation Date or Premium Knock-Out Observation Date, 
as the case may be. 
 

De-listing in respect of any Share, the Exchange announces that pursuant to 
the rules of such Exchange, such Share cease (or will cease) to 
be listed, traded or publicly quoted on such Exchange for any 
reason (other than a Merger Event or Tender Offer) and are not 
immediately re-listed, re-traded or re-quoted on Alternative 
Exchange. 
 

Disrupted Day in respect of the Index or Share, any Scheduled Trading Day on 
which (i) the relevant Index Sponsor fails to publish the Index 
Level of the Index, (ii) the relevant Exchange fails to open for 
trading during its regular trading session, (iii) any Related 
Exchange fails to open for trading during its regular trading 
session or (iv) on which a Market Disruption Event has 
occurred. 
 

Early Closure the closure on any Exchange Business Day of any relevant 
Exchange or any Related Exchange prior to its Scheduled 
Closing Time unless such earlier closing time is announced by 
such Exchange(s) or such Related Exchange(s) at least one hour 
prior to the earlier of (i) the actual closing time for the regular 
trading session on such Exchange(s) or such Related 
Exchange(s) on such Exchange Business Day and (ii) the 
submission deadline for orders to be entered into the relevant 
Exchange(s) or such Related Exchange(s) system(s) for 
execution at the Valuation Time on such Exchange Business 
Day. 
 

Exchange (i) in respect of a Share or Index, the "Exchange" specified 
in the applicable Final terms; or 

 
(ii) if no such specification is made and in respect of any 

Shares or securities comprising an Index, the stock 
exchanges (from time to time) on which, in the 
determination of the Issuer, such Share or securities are 
listed, 

 
or any successor to any such exchange or quotation system or 
any substitute exchange or quotation system to which trading in 
such Share or such securities has temporarily been relocated 
(provided that the Calculation Agent has determined that there is 
comparable liquidity relative to such Share or securities on such 
successor or substitute exchange or quotation system as on the 
original Exchange). 
 

Exchange Business Days any Scheduled Trading Day on which the relevant Exchange and 
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each Related Exchange are open for trading during their 
respective regular trading sessions, notwithstanding the relevant 
Exchange or any relevant Related Exchange closing prior to its 
Scheduled Closing Time. 
 

Exchange Disruption in respect of any Index or Share, any event (other than an Early 
Closure) that disrupts or impairs (as determined by the 
Calculation Agent) the ability of market participants in general 
or the Issuer specifically: 
 
(i) to effect transactions in, or obtain market values for: 
 

(a) if the Share is listed on a single or on multiple 
exchanges, or if the securities comprised in the 
relevant Index are listed on multiple Exchanges, any 
such Share or securities comprised in the Index on 
such single or any relevant Exchange; and 

 
(b) if the securities comprised in the relevant Index are 

listed on a single Exchange, securities that comprise 
20 per cent. or more of the level of the relevant 
Index on the relevant Exchange; or 

 
(ii) to effect transactions in, or obtain market values for, 

futures or options contracts relating to such Index (or any 
securities comprised in such Index) or such Share, as the 
case may be, on any relevant Related Exchange. 

 
Final Reference Level (i) the Reference Level determined by the Calculation Agent 

at the Scheduled Closing Time on the Final Valuation 
Date; or 

 
(ii) if "Asian-Out" is specified as being "Applicable" in the 

applicable Final Terms, the arithmetic mean of the 
Reference Levels determined by the Calculation Agent at 
the Scheduled Closing Time on each of the Asian-Out 
Observation Dates in accordance with the applicable 
Final Terms. 

 
Final Valuation Date the date specified as such in the applicable Final Terms provided 

that such date is an Observation Date. 
 

Fund the fund specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
  

Fund Disruption the Issuer may, in its own discretion, determine that a Fund 
Disruption has occurred, if any of the following events should 
occur following the Issue Date specified in the applicable Final 
Terms in respect of any Share in a Fund: 
 
(i) the Net Asset Value ("NAV") in respect of such Fund is 

not calculated and not published on such a day or in such 
a way as stated (if applicable) in the provisions for such 
Fund and the terms of such Fund and its Fund Manager's 
operations; 

 
(ii) the occurrence of any event or circumstance affecting 

such Fund or the fund units which has (or may potentially 
have) a negative effect on the value of the Fund or the 
fund units; 
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(iii) such Fund or its Fund Manager refuses subscription or 
redemption (in whole or partially) of fund units of such 
Fund on such a day when subscription or redemption 
should be possible in accordance with Fund Rules and in 
accordance with the terms of the Funds operation; 

 
(iv) the proceeds that such Fund pays out as a result of a 

redemption consists of assets other than cash; 
 
(v) such Fund or its Fund Manager restricts the ability to 

subscribe for or redeem fund units, introduces or amends 
fees or any additional taxes or other charges arises in 
connection with subscription or redemption after the 
Issue Date specified in the applicable Final Terms; 

 
(vi) a material change of the units of such Fund occurs, which 

includes expropriation or similar event, such event 
resulting in the assets being transferred to or taken over 
by an authority or similar institution or organisation, or 
by other instruction from an authority or similar 
institution or organisation, which has a negative effect on 
the value of the fund units; 

 
(vii) such Fund or its Fund Manager is liquidated, is otherwise 

terminated or becomes insolvent, or negotiations are 
initiated in regard to declaring either such Fund or its 
Fund Manager bankrupt, either such Fund or its Fund 
Manager seeks or becomes subject to winding up, seeks 
the appointment of an administrator, makes a 
composition or is subject to any similar event and the 
Calculation Agent, acting in its sole and absolute 
discretion, determines that no Substitute Share Issuer 
exists; 

 
(viii) such Fund or its Fund Manager merges with or into or 

becomes subject to sale (in whole or partially); 
 
(ix) such Fund or its Fund Manager breaches or modifies any 

terms applicable to the Fund's operations or Fund Rules 
in a manner that is, in the determination of the 
Calculation Agent, material; 

 
(x) such Fund or its Fund Manager breaches any agreements 

to which it is party or any court order or governmental 
order; 

 
(xi) any change in law, regulation or other set of rules 

(including tax legislation and accounting rules), or 
resolution is passed by governmental agency, court or 
other body which has a negative impact on such Fund or 
its Fund Manager or the Issuer's possibilities to subscribe 
for the units; 

 
(xii) such Fund, its Fund Manager, the administrator, the 

account operator or the board of directors becomes 
subject to investigation, lawsuit or similar action by an 
authority or other due to breach of relevant legislation or 
other rules applicable to such Fund, its Fund Manager, 
the administrator, the account operator or the board of 
directors or the relevant license for any of these is 
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withdrawn; 
 
(xiii) the Fund Manager of such Fund, the administrator, the 

account operator or the board of directors are replaced; 
 
(xiv) any conversion of such Fund's units into other fund units; 
 
(xv) any compulsory transfer or redemption of such Fund's 

units occur; 
 
(xvi) such Fund experience difficulties, or is not able, to carry 

out investments; 
 
(xvii) any change of the derivative instruments of such Fund 

which has a negative effect on the value of the fund units 
or the possibility of the fund to admit redemption; 

 
(xviii) such Fund, its Fund Manager or the administrator fails to 

provide such information within such grace period as 
such Fund, its Fund Manager or the administrator has 
undertaken to provide information to any investor; 

 
(xix) a material change in the formula for or the method of 

calculating the NAV in respect of such Fund (other than a 
modification prescribed in that formula or method to 
maintain such Share Issuer or Substitute Share Issuer in 
the event of changes in constituent securities and 
capitalisation and other routine events); or 

 
(xx) any other event or circumstance occurs which, as 

determined by the Issuer, has a negative effect on the 
application of the Conditions of the Notes, 

 
unless any such event categorises as a De-listing, an Insolvency, 
an Insolvency Filing, a Merger Event, a Nationalisation or a 
Tender Offer, in which case such event shall categorise as such 
and not as a Fund Disruption as well. 
 

Fund Rules the terms of the by-laws, objects, constitution, conditions and 
other associated documentation relating to such Share Issuer and 
any other rules or regulations relating to such Share Issuer and 
the relevant Share (including any prospectus in respect thereof) 
existing on the Issue Date, including its investment guidelines 
and restrictions. 
 

Fund Manager in respect of a Fund, any person who is appointed to provide 
services, directly or indirectly, for that Fund, whether or not 
specified under law or the constitutive and governing 
documents, subscription agreements and other agreements, 
applicable to that Fund, including any fund adviser, fund 
administrator, operator, management company, depository, 
custodian, sub-custodian, prime broker, administrator, trustee, 
registrar and transfer agent, domiciliary agent and any other 
person specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Gearing the multiple or fraction specified as such in the applicable Final 
Terms. The value of the Gearing may be lower than, equal to or 
higher than 1 (one) or 100% but not lower than or equal to 0 
(zero) or 0%. 
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Hedging Arrangement any hedging arrangements entered into by the Issuer and/or its 
Affiliates at any time with respect to the Notes, including, 
without limitation, the entry into of any transaction(s) and/or the 
purchase and/or sale of the Share or any Component Security of 
the Index or any other asset(s) to hedge the equity price risk of 
entering into and performing the obligations of the Issuer under 
the Notes and any associated foreign exchange transactions. 
 

Hedging Disruption the Issuer and/or its Affiliates is/are unable, after using 
commercially reasonable efforts, to: 
 
(i) hold, acquire, re-establish, substitute, maintain, unwind 

or dispose of the Share or any Component Securities of 
the Index and/or any Hedging Arrangement; and/or 

 
(ii) realise, recover or remit the proceeds of the Share or any 

Component Securities of the Index and/or any Hedging 
Arrangement. 

 
Index (i) in the case where "Single Reference Asset Level" is 

specified as the applicable Reference Level in the 
applicable Final Terms, the index specified as "Index" in 
the applicable Final Terms, or 

 
(ii) in the case where "Average Basket Level" or "Worst 

Performer of Basket" is specified as the applicable 
Reference Level, any of the indices specified as being a 
component of the Basket specified in the applicable Final 
Terms and in such case a reference to "Index" shall be 
read as a reference to "Basket Component". 

 
Index Cancellation in respect of an Index, the Index Sponsor cancels the Index and 

no Successor Index exists. 
 

Index Disruption in respect of any Index, the Index Sponsor fails to calculate and 
announce the Index Level. 
 

Index Level in respect of any Index, on any relevant time, the level of such 
Index at such time, as calculated and published by the Index 
Sponsor. 
 

Index Modification in respect of an Index, the Index Sponsor announces that it will 
make (in the opinion of the Issuer) a material change in the 
formula for or the method of calculating the Index or in any 
other way materially modifies the Index (other than a 
modification prescribed in that formula or method to maintain 
the Index in the event of changes in constituent securities and 
capitalisation and other routine events). 
 

Index Sponsor unless otherwise specified in the applicable Final Terms, the 
corporation or entity as determined by the Calculation Agent 
that: 
 
(i) is responsible for setting and reviewing the rules and 

procedures and the methods of calculation and 
adjustments, if any, related to the Index; and 

 
(ii)  announces (directly or through an agent) the level of the 

Index on a regular basis during each Scheduled Trading 
Day, 
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failing whom such person acceptable to the Calculation Agent 
who calculates and announces the Index or any agent or person 
acting on behalf of such person. 
 

Initial Reference Level(s) the level or price of each relevant Index or Share: 
 
(i) specified as such in the applicable Final Terms; or 
 
(ii) determined by the Calculation Agent on the Valuation 

Time on the Initial Valuation Date specified in the 
applicable Final Terms. 

 
Initial Valuation Date the date specified as such in the applicable Final Terms provided 

that such date is an Observation Date. 
 

Insolvency in respect of a Share Issuer, that by reason of the voluntary or 
involuntary liquidation, bankruptcy, insolvency, dissolution or 
winding-up of or any analogous proceeding affecting such Share 
Issuer: 
 
(i) all the Shares of such Share Issuer are required to be 

transferred to a trustee, liquidator or other similar official; 
or 

 
(ii) holders of the Shares of such Share Issuer become legally 

prohibited from selling or transferring them. 
 

Insolvency Filing (i) with respect to any Share other than a unit in a Fund, that 
the Calculation Agent determines that the Share Issuer of 
such Share has instituted or has had instituted against it 
by a regulator, supervisor or any similar official with 
primary insolvency, rehabilitative or regulatory 
jurisdiction over it in the jurisdiction of its incorporation 
or organisation or the jurisdiction of its head or home 
office, or it consents to a proceeding seeking a judgment 
of insolvency or bankruptcy or any other relief under any 
bankruptcy or insolvency law or other similar law 
affecting creditors' rights, or a petition is presented for its 
winding-up or liquidation by it or such regulator, 
supervisor or similar official or it consents to such a 
petition; or 

 
(ii) with respect to any Share that is a unit in a Fund, that the 

Calculation Agent determines that the Share Issuer of 
such Share or any Fund Manager in respect of such Fund, 
which, in the determination of the Calculation Agent, has 
a substantial connection with, and/or substantial influence 
on the operation of, the Share Issuer of such Share has 
instituted or has had instituted against it by a regulator, 
supervisor or any similar official with primary 
insolvency, rehabilitative or regulatory jurisdiction over it 
in the jurisdiction of its incorporation or organisation or 
the jurisdiction of its head or home office, or it consents 
to a proceeding seeking a judgment of insolvency or 
bankruptcy or any other relief under any bankruptcy or 
insolvency law or other similar law affecting creditors' 
rights, or a petition is presented for its winding-up or 
liquidation by it or such regulator, supervisor or similar 
official or it consents to such a petition. 
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Interest Payment Date(s) each date specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 

 
Market Disruption Event in respect of the Index or Share, the occurrence or existence on 

any Scheduled Trading Day of: 
 
(i) a Trading Disruption; 
 
 (ii) an Exchange Disruption, 
 
which in either case the Calculation Agent determines in its sole 
discretion is material, at any time during the one-hour period 
that ends at the relevant Valuation Time; or 
 
(iii) an Early Closure, 
 
provided that in case of an Index, if the securities comprised in 
the Index are listed on multiple Exchanges, the securities 
comprised in the Index in respect of which an Early Closure, an 
Exchange Disruption and/or a Trading Disruption occurs or 
exists amount, in the determination of the Issuer, in aggregate to 
20 per cent. or more of the level of the Index. 
 
For the purpose of determining whether a Market Disruption 
Event exists at any time in respect of a security included in the 
Index at any time, then the relevant percentage contribution of 
that security to the level of such Index shall be based on a 
comparison of (x) the portion of the Index Level of the Index 
attributable to that security and (y) the overall level of such 
Index, in each case immediately before the occurrence of such 
Market Disruption Event, as determined by the Calculation 
Agent. 
 

Maximum Click-In Level the Click-In Level(i) corresponding to the Click-In Event(i) 
which has occurred or, if more than one Click-In Event(i) 
occurred, the highest corresponding Click-In Level(i). 
 

Maximum Redemption Amount the amount specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Merger Date the closing date of a Merger Event or, where a closing date 
cannot be determined under the local law applicable to such 
Merger Event, such other date as determined by the Calculation 
Agent. 
 

Merger Event means, in respect of one or more Share(s), any: 
 
(i) reclassification or change of such Share(s), that results in 

a transfer of or an irrevocable commitment to transfer all 
of such Share(s), outstanding to another entity or person; 

 
(ii) consolidation, amalgamation, merger or binding share 

exchange of the relevant Share Issuer with or into another 
entity or person (other than a consolidation, 
amalgamation, merger or binding share exchange in 
which such Share Issuer is the continuing entity and 
which does not result in a reclassification or change of all 
of such Share(s) outstanding); 

 
(iii) takeover offer, tender offer, exchange offer, solicitation, 

proposal or other event by any entity or person to 
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purchase or otherwise obtain 100 per cent. of the 
outstanding Share(s) of the relevant Share Issuer that 
results in a transfer of or an irrevocable commitment to 
transfer all such Share(s), (other than the Share(s) owned 
or controlled by such other entity or person); or 

 
(iv) consolidation, amalgamation, merger or binding share 

exchange of the relevant Share Issuer or its subsidiaries 
with or into another entity in which such Share Issuer is 
the continuing entity and which does not result in a 
reclassification or change of all the Share(s) outstanding, 
but results in the outstanding Share(s) (other than 
Share(s) owned or controlled by such other entity) 
immediately prior to such event collectively representing 
less than 50 per cent. of the outstanding Share(s) 
immediately following such event (a "Reverse Merger"), 

 
in each case where the Merger Date is on or before the Maturity 
Date. 
 

Minimal Redemption Amount the amount specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Nationalisation that all or a substantial portion of the Shares of a Share Issuer or 
all or substantially all the assets of a Share Issuer are 
nationalised, expropriated or otherwise required to be transferred 
to any governmental agency, authority, entity or instrumentality 
thereof. 
 

New Shares ordinary or common shares, whether of the entity or person 
(other than the relevant Share Issuer) involved in the Merger 
Event or a third party, that are, or that as of the Merger Date are 
promptly scheduled to be: 
 
(i) publicly quoted, traded or listed on an Alternative 

Exchange; and 
 
(ii) not subject to any currency exchange controls, trading 

restrictions or other trading limitations. 
 

Number of Extension Business Days if "Interest Payment Date Extension" or "Maturity Date 
Extension" is specified in the applicable Final Terms as being 
"Applicable", the Number of Extension Business Days is as 
specified in the applicable Final Terms, or, if not specified, is: 
 
(i) in respect of a Maturity Date Extension, the number of 

Business Days that the Scheduled Maturity Date falls 
after the Scheduled Reference Date falling immediately 
prior to the Scheduled Maturity Date; or 

 
(ii) in respect of an Interest Payment Date Extension, the 

number of Business Days that the Scheduled Interest 
Payment Date falls after the Scheduled Reference Date, 
falling immediately prior to the relevant Scheduled 
Interest Payment Date. 

 
Observation Dates in respect of any Index or Share, either: 

 
(i) in the case where (a) "Single Reference Asset Level" is 

specified as the applicable Reference Level in the 
applicable Final Terms or (b) "Average Basket Level" or 
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"Worst Performer of Basket" is specified as the 
applicable Reference Level in the applicable Final Terms 
and "Common Scheduled Trading Days" is specified 
therein as "Not Applicable": 

 
a Scheduled Trading Day in respect of such Index or 
Share and otherwise the Observation Date shall be the 
immediately following Scheduled Trading Day; or 
 

(ii) in the case where the applicable Final Terms provide that 
"Common Scheduled Trading Days" shall be 
"Applicable": 

 
a Common Scheduled Trading Day and otherwise the 
Observation Date shall be the immediately following 
Common Scheduled Trading Day, 
 

provided further that, if any such date under (i) or (ii) above 
(following any adjustment (if applicable)) is a Disrupted Day, 
the Observation Date shall be determined in accordance with the 
provisions of Condition 13 (Disrupted Days). 
 

Other Consideration cash and/or any securities (other than New Shares) or assets 
(whether of the entity or person (other than the relevant Share 
Issuer) involved in the Merger Event or a third party). 
 

Period any Automatic Early Redemption Observation Period, Booster 
Knock-Out Observation Period(s), Click-In Observation 
Period(s), Conditional Coupon Observation Period(s), Reverse 
Exchange Observation Period(s) or Premium Knock-Out 
Observation Period(s). 
 

Potential Adjustment Event in respect of any Share, any of the following: 
  
(i) a subdivision, consolidation or reclassification of one or 

more of such Shares (unless resulting in a Merger Event), 
or a free distribution or dividend of any of such Shares to 
existing holders by way of bonus, capitalisation or similar 
issue; 

 
(ii) a distribution, issue or dividend to existing holders of one 

or more of the Shares of: 
 

(a) such Shares; 
 
(b) other share capital or securities granting the right to 

payment of dividends and/or the proceeds of 
liquidation of the relevant Share Issuer equally or 
proportionately with such payments to holders of 
such Shares; 

 
(c) share capital or other securities of another issuer 

acquired or owned (directly or indirectly) by the 
relevant Share Issuer as a result of a spin-off or 
other similar transaction; or 

 
(d) any other type of securities, rights or warrants or 

other assets, in any case for payment (cash or other 
consideration) at less than the prevailing market 
price as determined by the Calculation Agent; 
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(iii)  an amount per Share is determined by the Issuer to be an 

extraordinary dividend; 
 
(iv)  a call by a Share Issuer in respect of relevant Shares, that 

are not fully paid; 
 
(v) a repurchase by a Share Issuer or any of its subsidiaries 

of relevant Shares, whether out of profits or capital and 
whether the consideration for such repurchase is cash, 
securities or otherwise; 

 
(vi) with respect to a Share Issuer, an event that results in any 

shareholder rights pursuant to a shareholder rights plan or 
arrangement directed against hostile takeovers that 
provides upon the occurrence of certain events for a 
distribution of preferred stock, warrants, debt instruments 
or stock rights at a price below their market value (as 
determined by the Calculation Agent) being distributed or 
becoming separated from shares of common stock or 
other shares of the capital stock of such Share Issuer 
(provided that any adjustment effected as a result of such 
an event shall be readjusted upon any redemption of such 
rights); or 

 
(vii) any other event that may have a diluting or concentrative 

effect on the theoretical value of one or more of such 
Shares. 

 
Product Parameter(s) Trigger Level, Coupon Barrier, Date, Final Redemption 

Amount, Final Reference Level, Gearing, Initial Reference 
Level, Premium Knock-Out Barrier, Maximum Redemption 
Amount, Minimal Redemption Amount, Period, Specified 
Denomination, Redemption Barrier, Reference Level, Premium 
Amount, Strike Level, Valuation Time and/or Reference Asset. 
 

Premium Amount the amount specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Premium Knock-Out Barrier the level specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Premium Knock-Out Observation Date(s) (i) if "Specified Date(s)" is specified as applicable in the 
applicable Final Terms, each date specified as such in the 
applicable Final Terms; or 

 
(ii) if "Specified Period(s)" is specified as applicable in the 

applicable Final Terms, each date occurring during the 
relevant Premium Knock-Out Observation Period(s),  

 
provided that each such date is an Observation Date. 
 

Premium Knock-Out Observation 
Period(s) 

each period specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 
 

Price in respect of any Share on any Exchange Business Day, the bid 
price of the Share quoted on the relevant Exchange on such 
Exchange Business Day. 
 

Redemption Barrier the level specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Reference Cut-Off Date (i) in respect of any Scheduled Reference Date relating to an 
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Interest Payment Date, and: 
 

(a) where Interest Payment Date Extension is specified 
in the applicable Final Terms as being "Applicable": 

 
(A) in the case where "Average Basket Level" or 

"Worst Performer of Basket" is specified as 
the applicable Reference Level in the 
applicable Final Terms and "Common 
Scheduled Trading Days" and "Common 
Disrupted Days" are both specified therein as 
being "Applicable", the eighth (or such other 
number specified in the applicable Final 
Terms as "Alternative Reference Cut-Off 
Date") Common Scheduled Trading Day 
following such Scheduled Reference Date; or 

 
(B) in any other case, the eighth (or such other 

number specified in the applicable Final 
Terms as "Alternative Reference Cut-Off 
Date") Scheduled Trading Day following 
such Scheduled Reference Date; or 

 
(b) where Interest Payment Date Extension is specified 

in the applicable Final Terms as being "Not 
Applicable", the earlier of (A) the date that would 
be determined in accordance with paragraph (i)(a) 
above, and (B) the last Scheduled Trading Day that 
falls no later than the second (or such other number 
specified in the applicable Final Terms as 
"Alternative Reference Cut-Off Date") Business 
Day immediately preceding such Interest Payment 
Date; and 

 
(ii) in respect of any Scheduled Reference Date relating to 

the Maturity Date, and: 
 

(a) where Maturity Date Extension is specified in the 
applicable Final Terms as being "Applicable": 

 
(A) in the case where "Average Basket Level" or 

"Worst Performer of Basket" is specified as 
the applicable Reference Level in the 
applicable Final Terms and "Common 
Scheduled Trading Days" and "Common 
Disrupted Days" are both specified therein as 
being "Applicable", the eighth (or such other 
number specified in the applicable Final 
Terms as "Alternative Reference Cut-Off 
Date") Common Scheduled Trading Day 
following such Scheduled Reference Date; or 

 
(B) in any other case, the eighth (or such other 

number specified in the applicable Final 
Terms as "Alternative Reference Cut-Off 
Date") Scheduled Trading Day following 
such Scheduled Reference Date; or 

  
(b) where Maturity Date Extension is specified in the 

applicable Final Terms as being "Not Applicable", 
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the earlier of (A) the date that would be determined 
in accordance with paragraph (ii)(a) above, and (B) 
the last Scheduled Trading Day that falls no later 
than the second (or such other number specified in 
the applicable Final Terms as "Alternative 
Reference Cut-Off Date") Business Day 
immediately preceding the Maturity Date. 

 
Reference Date each Date, in each case, for the avoidance of doubt, subject to 

adjustment in accordance with Condition 13 (Disrupted Days) or 
Condition 14 (Date Extensions). 
 

Reference Level (i) Single Reference Asset Level; 
 
(ii) Average Basket Level; 
 
(iii) Worst Performer of Basket; or 
 
(iv)      Strategy Reference Asset Level, 
 
as specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Related Exchange in respect of the Index or Share: 
 
(i) each exchange or quotation system where trading has a 

material effect (as determined by the Calculation Agent) 
on the overall market for futures or options contracts 
relating to such Index or Share; or 

 
(ii) such other options or futures exchange(s) as the Issuer 

may select, any transferee exchange or quotation system 
or any successor to any such exchange or quotation 
system or any substitute exchange or quotation system to 
which trading in futures or options contracts relating to 
the Index has temporarily relocated (provided that the 
Calculation Agent has determined that there is 
comparable liquidity relative to the futures or options 
contracts relating to such Index or Share on such 
temporary substitute exchange or quotation system as on 
the original Related Exchange). 

 
Reverse Exchange Observation Date(s) (i) if "Specified Date(s)" is specified as applicable in the 

applicable Final Terms, each date specified as such in the 
applicable Final Terms; or 

 
(ii) if "Specified Period(s)" is specified as applicable in the 

applicable Final Terms, each date occurring during the 
relevant Reverse Exchange Observation Period(s), 

 
provided that each such date is an Observation Date. 
 

Reverse Exchange Observation Period(s) each period specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 
 

Scheduled Reference Date an original date (following any adjustment (if applicable) 
pursuant to paragraph (i) or (ii) in the definition of "Observation 
Date") that, but for such day being a Disrupted Day, would have 
been an Observation Date. 
 

Scheduled Closing Time in respect of the Exchange or Related Exchange and a Scheduled 
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Trading Day, the scheduled weekday closing time of the 
Exchange or Related Exchange on such Scheduled Trading Day, 
without regard to after hours or any other trading outside of the 
regular trading session hours. 
 

Scheduled Opening Time in respect of the Exchange or Related Exchange and a Scheduled 
Trading Day, the scheduled weekday opening time of the 
Exchange or Related Exchange on such Scheduled Trading Day, 
without regard to any trading outside of the regular trading 
session hours. 
 

Scheduled Trading Day (i) in respect of any Index, any day on which the Index 
Sponsor is scheduled to publish the level of the Index and 
any day on which the relevant Exchange and each 
Related Exchange is scheduled to be open for trading for 
its regular trading session; or 

 
(ii) in respect of any Share, any day on which the relevant 

Exchange and each relevant Related Exchange is 
scheduled to be open for trading for its regular trading 
sessions. 

 
Share (i) in the case where "Single Reference Asset Level" is 

specified as the applicable Reference Level in the 
applicable Final Terms, the share (including a fund unit) 
specified as "Share" or "Unit" in the applicable Final 
Terms; or 

 
(ii) in the case where "Average Basket Level" or "Worst 

Performer of Basket" is specified as being applicable in 
the applicable Final terms, the share (including a fund 
unit) specified as "Share" or "Unit" in the applicable 
Final Terms as being a Basket Component and in such 
case a reference to "Share" shall be read as a reference to 
"Basket Component". 

 
Share Issuer(s) has the meaning as specified in the applicable Final Terms and a 

reference to Share Issuer includes the associated Fund where the 
context so requires. 
 

Share Reference Index in respect of any Share which is a Fund: 
 
(i) the index tracked by such Share and/or the Share Issuer 

of such Share on the Issue Date; or 
 
(ii) the index as specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Share Reference Index Cancellation the Share Reference Index Sponsor cancels the Share Reference 
Index in respect of such Share, and no Successor Share 
Reference Index exists. 
 

Share Reference Index Disruption in respect of any Share, the Share Reference Index Sponsor fails 
to calculate and announce the level of the Share Reference Index 
in respect of such Share. 
 

Share Reference Index Disruption Event (i) a Share Reference Index Cancellation; 
 
(ii) Share Reference Index Disruption; and/or 
 
(iii) Share Reference Index Modification. 
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Share Reference Index Exchange in respect of any security comprised in the Share Reference 

Index, any stock exchange (from time to time) on which, in the 
determination of the Issuer, such security is listed for the 
purposes of such Share Reference Index or any successor to any 
such exchange or quotation system or any substitute exchange or 
quotation system to which trading in any such security 
comprised in the Share Reference Index has temporarily been 
relocated (provided that the Calculation Agent has determined 
that there is comparable liquidity relative to such security on 
such successor or substitute exchange or quotation system as on 
the original Share Reference Index Exchange). 
 

Share Reference Index Modification in respect of any Share, the Share Reference Index Sponsor with 
respect to the Share Reference Index in respect of such Share, 
announces that it will make or has made (in the opinion of the 
Issuer) a material change in the formula for or the method of 
calculating the level of such Share Reference Index or in any 
other way materially modifies such Share Reference Index 
(other than a modification prescribed in that formula or method 
to maintain such Share Reference Index in the event of changes 
in constituent securities and capitalisation and other routine 
events). 
 

Share Reference Index Related Exchange in respect of any Share Reference Index, each exchange or 
quotation system as the Calculation Agent determines on which 
trading has a material effect (as determined by the Calculation 
Agent) on the overall market for futures or options contracts 
relating to the Share Reference Index, or such other options or 
futures exchange(s) as the Issuer may select, any transferee or 
successor to any such exchange or quotation system or any 
substitute exchange or quotation system to which trading in 
futures or options contracts relating to the Share Reference 
Index has temporarily relocated (provided that the Calculation 
Agent has determined that there is comparable liquidity relative 
to the futures or options contracts relating to the Share 
Reference Index on such temporary substitute exchange or 
quotation system as on the original Share Reference Index 
Related Exchange). 
 

Share Reference Index Scheduled 
Trading Day 

in respect of any Share, any day on which with respect to such 
Share the Share Reference Index Sponsor is scheduled to publish 
the level of the Share Reference Index and any day on which the 
Share Reference Index Exchange and each Share Reference 
Index Related Exchange is scheduled to be open for trading for 
its regular trading session. 
 

Share Reference Index Sponsor the corporation or other entity as determined by the Calculation 
Agent that: 
 
(i) is responsible for setting and reviewing the rules and 

procedures and the methods of calculation and 
adjustments, if any, related to the Share Reference Index 
in respect of such Share; and 

 
(ii) announces (directly or through an agent) the level of such 

Share Reference Index on a regular basis during each 
Share Reference Index Scheduled Trading Day, failing 
whom such person acceptable to the Calculation Agent 
who calculates and announces the Share Reference Index 
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or any agent or person acting on behalf of such person 
 

Single Reference Asset Level the level of the Index or Share specified in the applicable Final 
Terms as the "Reference Level". 
 

Strike Level the level specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Substitute Share Issuer in respect of any Share, a successor or substitute fund which in 
the reasonable opinion of the Calculation Agent has a similar 
risk profile and investment objective to the Share Issuer of such 
Share. 
 

Successor Index where the Index is (i) not calculated and announced by the Index 
Sponsor but is calculated and announced by a successor sponsor 
acceptable to the Calculation Agent or (ii) replaced by a 
successor index using, in the determination of the Calculation 
Agent, the same or a substantially similar formula for and 
method of calculation as used in the calculation of the Index, 
such successor index or index calculated and announced by the 
successor sponsor. 
 

Successor Share Reference Index in respect of any Share, where the Share Reference Index is: 
 
(i) not calculated and announced by the Share Reference 

Index Sponsor but is calculated and announced by a 
successor sponsor acceptable to the Calculation Agent; or 

 
(ii) replaced by a successor index using, in the determination 

of the Calculation Agent, the same or a substantially 
similar formula for and method of calculation as used in 
the calculation of the Share Reference Index, 

 
such successor index or index calculated and announced by the 
successor sponsor. 
 

Tender Offer in respect of any Share, a takeover offer, tender offer, exchange 
offer, solicitation, proposal or other event by any entity or 
person that results in such entity or person purchasing, or 
otherwise obtaining or having the right to obtain, by conversion 
or other means, greater than 10 per cent. and less than 100 per 
cent. of the outstanding voting shares of such Share Issuer, as 
determined by the Calculation Agent, based upon the making of 
filings with governmental or self-regulatory agencies or such 
other information as the Calculation Agent deems relevant. 
 

Tender Offer Date in respect of a Tender Offer, the date on which voting shares in 
an amount determined by the Calculation Agent are actually 
purchased or otherwise obtained (as determined by the 
Calculation Agent). 
 

Trading Disruption in respect of an Index or Share, any suspension of or limitation 
imposed on trading by an Exchange or a Related Exchange or 
otherwise and whether by reason of movements in price 
exceeding limits permitted by the relevant Exchange or the 
relevant Related Exchange or otherwise: 
 
(i) relating to such Share on such Exchange; 
 
(ii) if the securities comprised in the Index are listed on 

multiple Exchanges, on any relevant Exchange(s) relating 
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to any security comprised in such Index or, if the 
securities comprised in the Index are listed on a single 
Exchange, on the Exchange relating securities that 
comprise 20 per cent. or more of the level of the Index; or 

 
(iii) in futures or options contracts relating to such Index or 

Share on a Related Exchange. 
 

Trigger Level the level specified as such in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Valuation Time (i) if "End of Day" is specified as being "Applicable" in the 
applicable Final Terms, in respect of any date, the 
Scheduled Closing Time of the Exchange on such date; 
or 

 
(ii) if "Intra-Day" is specified as being "Applicable" in the 

applicable Final Terms, on a continuous intra-day basis 
from the Scheduled Opening Time until the Scheduled 
Closing Time on the relevant date, on a continuous basis 
or at the times specified in the applicable Final Terms. 

 
If the Exchange closes prior to its Scheduled Closing Time, and 
the specified Valuation Time is after the actual closing time for 
its regular trading session, then (subject to Condition 13 
(Disrupted Days)) the Valuation Time shall be such actual 
closing time. 
 

Weighting in respect of any Index or Share, the weight specified as the 
weighting in respect of such lndex in the applicable Final Terms. 
 

Worst Performer of Basket in respect of the Basket specified in the applicable Final Terms 
and in respect of any time, the Index or Share that has the lowest 
value relative to its Initial Reference Level at such time. 
 

 
2. CONDITIONAL COUPON 
 

a) If "Conditional Coupon" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, Condition 
5(a) (Interest on Fixed Rate Notes) applies, except that if at the (or any) Valuation Time on the (or any) 
Conditional Coupon Observation Date(s) any Conditional Coupon Event has occurred the Fixed 
Rate(s) of Interest, Fixed Coupon Amount or Broken Amount, as the case may be, shall be zero for the 
entire Fixed Interest Period during which the Conditional Coupon Event occurred, unless: 
 
i) "Memory" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms; and 
 
ii) a Conditional Coupon Event has not occurred during any subsequent Fixed Interest Period, 
 
in which case on the Interest Payment Date of such Fixed Interest Period, the amount of interest to be 
paid shall be increased by the sum of the amounts of interest that would, but for the occurrence of a 
Conditional Coupon Event, have been payable during any and all prior Fixed Interest Periods unless, in 
order to prevent duplication, such amounts had become due and payable after such prior Fixed Interest 
Periods. 
 

b) A "Conditional Coupon Event" shall mean: 
 
Reference Level < Coupon Barrier. 
 

c) Each of: 
 
i) the determination of whether or not interest shall be payable under this Condition 2; and 
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ii) if interest is payable according to the Calculation Agent, the calculation of the amount of such 

interest, 
 
shall be made by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the formulae stated in this Condition 2 
ultimately on the first Business Day following: 
 
iii) each Conditional Coupon Observation Date in respect of the determination of whether or not on 

such date a Conditional Coupon Event has occurred; and 
 

iv) each last Conditional Coupon Observation Date during the relevant Conditional Coupon 
Observation Period in respect of the calculation of the interest amount (if any). 

 
3. AUTOMATIC EARLY REDEMPTION 
 

a) If "Automatic Early Redemption" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, 
Condition 7 (Redemption and Purchase) applies, except that, unless previously redeemed or purchased 
and cancelled under the Conditions, if at the (or any) Valuation Time on the (or any) Automatic Early 
Redemption Observation Date(s) an Automatic Early Redemption Event has occurred each Note will 
be redeemed by the Issuer at its Specified Denomination in the relevant Specified Currency on the next 
following Interest Payment Date, unless the Automatic Early Redemption Event occurred during the 
last Fixed Interest Period, in which case Condition 7 (Redemption and Purchase) applies. 
 

b) An "Automatic Early Redemption Event" shall mean: 
 
Reference Level ≥ Trigger Level. 
 

c) The determination of whether or not an Automatic Early Redemption Event has occurred on any 
Automatic Early Redemption Observation Date shall be made by the Calculation Agent on the basis of 
the formula stated in this Condition 3 ultimately on the first Business Day following each Automatic 
Early Redemption Observation Date. 
 

4. REVERSE EXCHANGEABLE 
 

a) If "Reverse Exchangeable" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, Condition 
7 (Redemption and Purchase) applies, except that, unless previously redeemed or purchased and 
cancelled under the Conditions, each Note will be redeemed by the Issuer on the Maturity Date in the 
relevant Specified Currency at: 
 
i) if a Reverse Exchange Event has not occurred at the (or any) Valuation Time on the (or any) 

Reverse Exchange Observation Date(s): 
 
its Specified Denomination; 
 

ii) if a Reverse Exchange Event has occurred at the (or any) Valuation Time on the (or any) Reverse 
Exchange Observation Date(s): 
 
an amount which is equal to the lowest of: 
 
(1) its Specified Denomination; and  

 
(2) Specified Denomination	 × Final Reference Level

Initial Reference Level
. 

 
b) "Reverse Exchange Event" shall mean: 

 
Reference Level <  Redemption Barrier. 
 

c) Each of: 
 
i) the determination of whether or not a Reverse Exchange Event has occurred; and 
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ii) if a Reverse Exchange Event has occurred according to the Calculation Agent, the calculation of 

the Final Redemption Amount, 
 

shall be made by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the formulae stated in this Condition 4 
ultimately on the first Business Day following: 
 
iii) each Reverse Exchange Observation Date in respect of the determination of whether or not on 

such date a Reverse Exchange Event has occurred; 
 

iv) the Final Valuation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount if "Asian-
Out" is not specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms or, if it is, if the last 
Asian-Out Observation Date occurs prior to, or simultaneously with, the Final Valuation Date; and 
 

v) the last Asian-Out Observation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount 
if "Asian-Out" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms and such Asian-
Out Observation Date occurs after the Final Valuation Date. 

 
5. PARTICIPATION 
  

a) If "Participation" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, Condition 7 
(Redemption and Purchase) applies, except that, unless previously redeemed or purchased and 
cancelled under the Conditions, each Note will be redeemed by the Issuer on the Maturity Date in the 
relevant Specified Currency at the: 
 
i) if at the Scheduled Closing Time on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal 

to or higher than the Strike Level: 
 
the lowest of: 
 
(1) Minimum Redemption Amount + Specified Denomination ×	Gearing × Final Reference Level  Strike Level

Initial Reference Level
; and 
 

(2) Maximum Redemption Amount, if specified in the applicable Final Terms; or 
 

ii) if at the Scheduled Closing Time on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is lower 
than the Strike Level: 
 
Minimum Redemption Amount. 
 

b) Each of: 
 
i) the determination of whether or not the Final Reference Level is either (a) equal to or higher than 

the Strike Level or (b) lower than the Strike Level; and 
 

ii) if the Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Strike Level according to the Calculation 
Agent, the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount due under this Condition 5, 

 
shall be made by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the formulae stated in this Condition 5 
ultimately on the first Business Day following: 
 
iii) the Final Valuation Date in respect of the determination of whether the Final Reference Level is 

either (a) equal to or higher than or (b) lower than the Strike Level; 
 

iv) the Final Valuation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount if "Asian-
Out" is not specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms or, if it is, if the last 
Asian-Out Observation Date occurs prior to, or simultaneously with, the Final Valuation Date; and 
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v) the last Asian-Out Observation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount 
if "Asian-Out" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms and such Asian-
Out Observation Date occurs after the Final Valuation Date. 

 
6. PREMIUM KNOCK-OUT 

 
a) If "Premium Knock-Out" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, Condition 7 

(Redemption and Purchase) applies, except that, unless previously redeemed or purchased and 
cancelled under the Conditions, each Note will be redeemed by the Issuer on the Maturity Date in the 
relevant Specified Currency at: 
 
i) if a Premium Knock-Out Event has not occurred at the (or any) Valuation Time on the (or any) 

Premium Knock-Out Observation Date(s): 
 
the lowest of the: 
 
(1) Maximum Redemption Amount, if specified in the applicable Final Terms; and 

 
(2) highest of the: 

 
(a) Specified Denomination + Premium Amount; and 

 
(b) Specified Denomination × Final Reference Level

Initial Reference Level 
; or 

 
ii) if a Premium Knock-Out Event has occurred at the (or any) Valuation Time on the (or any) 

Premium Knock-Out Observation Date(s): 
 
the lowest of the: 
 
(1) Maximum Redemption Amount, if specified in the applicable Final Terms; and 

 
(2) Specified Denomination × Final Reference Level

Initial Reference Level 
. 

 
b) "Premium Knock-Out Event" shall mean: 

 
Reference Level <  Premium Knock-Out Barrier. 
 

c) Each of: 
 
i) the determination of whether or not a Premium Knock-Out Event has occurred or not; and 

 
ii) the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount due under this Condition 6, 
 
shall be made by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the formulae stated in this Condition 6 
ultimately on the first Business Day following: 
 
iii) each Premium Knock-Out Observation Date in respect of the determination of whether on such 

date a Premium Knock-Out Event has occurred; 
 

iv) the Final Valuation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount if "Asian-
Out" is not specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms or, if it is, if the last 
Asian-Out Observation Date occurs prior to, or simultaneously with, the Final Valuation Date; and 
 

v) the last Asian-Out Observation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount 
if "Asian-Out" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms and such Asian-
Out Observation Date occurs after the Final Valuation Date. 

 
7. BOOSTER KNOCK-OUT 
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a) If "Booster Knock-Out" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, Condition 7 
(Redemption and Purchase) applies, except that, unless previously redeemed or purchased and 
cancelled under the Conditions, each Note will be redeemed by the Issuer on the Maturity Date in the 
relevant Specified Currency at: 

 
i) if at the Scheduled Closing Time on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal 

to or higher than the Strike Level: 
 
the lowest of the: 
 
(1) Specified Denomination + Specified Denomination	×	Gearing × Final Reference Level  Strike Level

Initial Reference Level
; 

and 
 

(2) Maximum Redemption Amount, if specified in the applicable Final Terms; or 
 

ii) if at the Scheduled Closing Time on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is lower 
than the Strike Level: 
 
(1) if a Booster Knock-Out Event has occurred at the (or any) Valuation Time on the (or any) 

Booster Knock-Out Observation Date(s): 
 
Specified Denomination × Final Reference Level

Initial Reference Level
; or 

 
(2) if a Booster Knock-Out Event has not occurred at the (or any) Valuation Time on the (or any) 

Booster Knock-Out Observation Date(s): 
 

Specified Denomination. 
 

b) "Booster Knock-Out Event" shall mean: 
 
Reference Level <  Redemption Barrier. 
 

c) Each of: 
 
i) the determination of whether or not the Final Reference Level is either (a) equal to or higher than 

or (b) lower than the Strike Level; 
 

ii) the determination of whether or not a Booster Knock-Out Event has occurred; and 
 

iii) the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount due under this Condition 7, 
 
shall be made by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the formulae stated in this Condition 7 
ultimately on the first Business Day following: 
 
iv) the Final Valuation Date in respect of the determination of whether the Final Reference Level is 

either (a) equal to or higher than or (b) lower than the Strike Level; 
 

v) each Booster Knock-Out Observation Date in respect of the determination of whether or not on 
such date a Booster Knock-Out Event has occurred; 
 

vi) the Final Valuation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount if "Asian-
Out" is not specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms or, if it is, if the last 
Asian-Out Observation Date occurs prior to, or simultaneously with, the Final Valuation Date; or 
 

vii) the last Asian-Out Observation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount 
if "Asian-Out" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms and such Asian-
Out Observation Date occurs after the Final Valuation Date. 

 
8. BOOSTER 
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a) If "Booster" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, Condition 7 (Redemption 

and Purchase) applies, except that, unless previously redeemed or purchased and cancelled under the 
Conditions, each Note will be redeemed by the Issuer on the Maturity Date in the relevant Specified 
Currency at: 
 
i) if at the Scheduled Closing Time on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal 

to or higher than the Strike Level: 
 
the lowest of the: 
 
(1) Specified Denomination + Specified Denomination	×	Gearing × Final Reference Level - Strike Level

Initial Reference Level
; 

and 
 

(2) Maximum Redemption Amount, if specified in the applicable Final Terms; or 
 

ii) if at the Scheduled Closing Time on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is lower 
than the Strike Level the: 

 
Specified Denomination × Final Reference Level

Initial Reference Level
. 

 
b) Each of: 

 
i) the determination of whether or not the Final Reference Level is either (a) equal to or higher than 

the Strike Level or (b) lower than the Strike Level; and 
 

ii) if the Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Strike Level according to the Calculation 
Agent, the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount due under this Condition 8, 

 
shall be made by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the formulae stated in this Condition 8 
ultimately on the first Business Day following: 
 
iii) the Final Valuation Date in respect of the determination of whether the Final Reference Level is 

either (a) equal to or higher than or (b) lower than the Strike Level; 
 

iv) the Final Valuation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount if "Asian-
Out" is not specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms or, if it is, if the last 
Asian-Out Observation Date occurs prior to, or simultaneously with, the Final Valuation Date; and 
 

v) the last Asian-Out Observation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount 
if "Asian-Out" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms and such Asian-
Out Observation Date occurs after the Final Valuation Date. 

 
9. CLICK-IN 
 

a) If "Click-In" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, Condition 7 (Redemption 
and Purchase) applies, except that, unless previously redeemed or purchased and cancelled under the 
Conditions, each Note will be redeemed by the Issuer on the Maturity Date in the relevant Specified 
Currency at: 
 
i) if a Click-In Event(i) has not occurred at the (or any) Valuation Time on the (or any) Click-In 

Observation Date(s): 
 
the lowest of the: 
 
(1) Maximum Redemption Amount, if specified in the applicable Final Terms; and 

 
(2) highest of the: 
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(a) Minimum Redemption Amount; and 
 
(b) Specified Denomination + Specified Denomination	×	 Final Reference Level

Initial Reference Level
; and 

 
ii) if a Click-In Event(i) has (or more than one have) occurred at the (or any) Valuation Time on the 

(or any) Click-In Observation Date(s): 
 
the lowest of the: 
 
(1) Maximum Redemption Amount, if specified in the applicable Final Terms; and 

 
(2) highest of the: 

 
(a) Minimum Redemption Amount; and 
 
(b) Specified Denomination + Specified Denomination	×	 Final Reference Level

Initial Reference Level
; and 

 
(c) Specified Denomination ×	Maximum	Click-In	Level. 

 
b) "Click-In Event(i)" shall mean: 

 
Reference Level ≥  Click-In Level(i). 

 
c) Each of: 

 
i) the determination of whether or not a Click-In Event(i) has occurred or not; and 

 
ii) the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount due under this Condition 9, 
 
shall be made by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the formulae stated in this Condition 9 
ultimately on the first Business Day following: 
 
iii) each Click-In Observation Date in respect of the determination of whether on such date a Click-In 

Event(i) has occurred; 
 

iv) the Final Valuation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount if "Asian-
Out" is not specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms or, if it is, if the last 
Asian-Out Observation Date occurs prior to, or simultaneously with, the Final Valuation Date; and 
 

v) the last Asian-Out Observation Date in respect of the calculation of the Final Redemption Amount 
if "Asian-Out" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms and such Asian-
Out Observation Date occurs after the Final Valuation Date. 

 
10. VOLATILITY CONTROL OVERLAY 
 

a) If  "Volatility Control Overlay" is specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, the 
Reference Level will be the Strategy Reference Asset Level.  
 

b) The Strategy Reference Asset Level is calculated on Business Day t according to the following 
formula: 
 
Strategy	Reference	Asset	Level = Strategy	Reference	Asset	Level ∗ [1 + RAE ∗ RAR 	+
	Cost	of	Carry ]  
 
Where 
 
(A) t is either a Common Scheduled Trading Day (applicable in case of a Basket) or a Scheduled 
Trading Day; 
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(B) t-1 is the Common Scheduled Trading Day (applicable in case of a Basket) or Scheduled Trading 
Day immediately preceding t;  
 
(C) Strategy Reference Asset Levelt ≥ 0; 
 
(D) Strategy Reference Asset Level0 = Initial Reference Level as specified in the applicable Final 
Terms; and 
  
(E) RAEt is the Reference Asset Exposure on Business Day t and is calculated as follows: 
 
i) IF: 

 
(1) Business Day t is a Strategy Observation Day (as specified in the applicable Final Terms), 

and; 
 

(2) The Realised Volatilityt (RVt) calculated in accordance with Condition 10(c) below is either > 
Volatility Cap as specified in the applicable Final Terms or < Volatility Floor as specified in 
the applicable Final Terms; 

 
THEN, RAE  is equal to the lowest of:  

 
(3) The Maximum Reference Asset Exposure as specified in the applicable Final Terms, and;  

 
(4) RAE =

	
 

 
Where 
  
푹푽풕풓품풕 is the Volatility Target as specified in the applicable Final Terms and the Realised 
Volatilityt (RVt) is calculated in accordance with Condition 10(c) below. 

 
ii) IF:  

 
(1) Business Day t is NOT a Strategy Observation Day (as specified in the applicable Final 

Terms), or; 
 

(2) The Realised Volatilityt (RVt) calculated in accordance with Condition 10(c) below is ≤ 
Volatility Cap as specified in the applicable Final Terms or ≥ Volatility Floor as specified in 
the applicable Final Terms; 

 
THEN, RAE  is equal to	RAE  

 
Where  
 
푹푨푬ퟎ = Initial Reference Asset Exposure as specified in the applicable Final Terms. 

 
(F) RARt is the daily Reference Asset Return on Business Day t calculated as follows: 
 

푅퐴푅 =
Reference	Asset	Level 						
Reference	Asset	Level

− 1 

 
Where  
 
Reference Asset Levelt is the level or price of the particular index, share, fund or the levels or prices of 
indices, shares, funds in a basket of indices, shares or funds respectively at Business Day t. 

 
 (G) 퐂퐨퐬퐭	퐨퐟	퐂퐚퐫퐫퐲 = (1 −푅퐴퐸 ) ∗ 	퐑퐚퐭퐞	퐨퐟	퐈퐧퐭퐞퐫퐞퐬퐭	 

 
Where  
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퐑퐚퐭퐞	퐨퐟	퐈퐧퐭퐞퐫퐞퐬퐭 is determined in accordance with the Level 1 Conditions and the relevant particulars 
thereof will be specified in the applicable Final Terms; 
 
Where the Margin (if any) will be: 
 
(i) the Debit Margin (if specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms) as 

specified in the applicable Final Terms IF (1 −푅퐴퐸 ) < 0,  
 
or;  

 
(ii) the Credit Margin (if specified as being "Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms) as 

specified in the applicable Final Terms IF (1−푅퐴퐸 ) ≥ 0. 
 

c) The "Realised Volatility" in respect of a Business Day t is a weighted measure of how much the daily 
returns of the Reference Asset have fluctuated over a defined time period, as described below. The time 
period is taken to be twenty-five (25) consecutive historical Business Days preceding and ending on 
such relevant Business Day t.   

 
The Realised Volatility (RVt) is calculated on Business Day t over the twenty-five (25) consecutive 
historical Business Days preceding and ending on such relevant Business Day t as: 
 

푅푉 = 푊푒푖푔ℎ푡 ∗ 퐷푉  

 Where 
 DVt is the Daily Volatility on Business Day t calculated as: 
  

퐷푉 = 푅퐴푅 ∗ 252 
 
 Weightj is the weight in accordance with the table as specified below. 

 
 
 
 
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
  

j weight j weight 
0 7.623% 13 3.410% 
1 7.166% 14 3.206% 
2 6.736% 15 3.013% 
3 6.332% 16 2.833% 
4 5.952% 17 2.663% 
5 5.595% 18 2.503% 
6 5.259% 19 2.353% 
7 4.943% 20 2.211% 
8 4.647% 21 2.079% 
9 4.368% 22 1.954% 

10 4.106% 23 1.837% 
11 3.860% 24 1.727% 
12 3.628% 
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11. NOTICE OF DETERMINATIONS AND CALCULATIONS 
 

Unless the Issuer is the Calculation Agent, the Calculation Agent shall notify the Issuer of each of the 
determinations and calculations made by it ultimately on the first Business Day following the date on 
which the Calculation Agent shall make such determination or calculation under these Level 2 
Conditions. 

 
12. ADJUSTMENTS 

 
a) Adjustments and Early Redemption 

 
i) In the case of any Index, if the Calculation Agent determines that, in respect of such Index, any 

Additional Disruption Event, Index Modification, Index Cancellation and/or Index Disruption 
and/or any other event or events occur which the Calculation Agent determines necessitate(s) an 
adjustment or adjustments to any one or more Product Parameter and/or any other relevant term of 
the Notes (including, the amount of interest payable, if any) (each such other event, a "Relevant 
Event"), the Issuer, at its discretion, may: 

 
(1) make any adjustment or adjustments to any one or more Product Parameters and/or any one or 

more other terms and/or conditions of the Notes (including the amount of interest payable, if 
any) as it deems necessary with an aim of neutralising the distorting effects of such events; 
and/or 

 
(2) redeem each Note at its fair market value (as determined by the Calculation Agent) as at the 

date of redemption taking into account the occurrence of such Additional Disruption Event, 
Index Modification, Index Cancellation Index Disruption and/or Relevant Event applicable, 
less, unless "Adjustment for Early Redemption Unwind Costs" is specified as being "Not 
Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, the cost to the Issuer (or any of its Affiliates) of 
amending or liquidating any Hedging Arrangement, together with any costs, expenses, fees or 
taxes incurred by the Issuer (or any of its Affiliates) in respect of any such Hedging 
Arrangement. 
 

ii) In the case of any Share, if the Calculation Agent determines that, in respect of such Share, any 
Potential Adjustment Event has occurred or that there has been an adjustment to the settlement 
terms of listed contracts on such Share traded on a Related Exchange, the Calculation Agent will 
determine whether such Potential Adjustment Event or adjustment has a diluting or concentrative 
effect on the theoretical value of such Share and, if so, may: 

 
(1) make the corresponding adjustment or adjustments, if any, to any one or more Product 

Parameters and/or any one or more other terms and/or conditions of the Notes (including the 
amount of interest payable, if any) as it determines appropriate to account for such dilutive or 
concentrative effect (provided that no adjustments will be made to account solely for changes 
in volatility, expected dividend, stock loan rate or liquidity relevant to the Share or to the 
Notes), and determine the effective date(s) of the adjustment(s); and/or 

 
(2) redeem each Note at its fair market value (as determined by the Calculation Agent) as at the 

date of redemption taking into account the occurrence of such Potential Adjustment Event 
less, unless "Adjustment for Early Redemption Unwind Costs" is specified as being "Not 
Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, the cost to the Issuer (or any of its Affiliates) of 
amending or liquidating any Hedging Arrangement, together with any costs, expenses, fees or 
taxes incurred by the Issuer (or any of its Affiliates) in respect of any such Hedging 
Arrangement. 

 
The Calculation Agent may (but need not) determine the appropriate adjustment by reference to 
the adjustment in respect of such Potential Adjustment Event or adjustment to settlement terms 
made by an options exchange to options on a Share traded on that options exchange. 
 

b) Consequences of a Merger Event in respect of any Share 
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If the Calculation Agent determines that a Merger Event has occurred in respect of any Share, the 
Issuer may: 
 
i) redeem each Note at its fair market value (as determined by the Calculation Agent) as at the 

Merger Date less, unless "Unwind Costs" are specified as being "Not Applicable" in the applicable 
Final Terms, the cost to the Issuer of amending or liquidating any Hedging Arrangement, together 
with any costs, expenses, fees or taxes incurred by the Issuer in respect of any such Hedging 
Arrangement; and/or 

 
ii) make such adjustment to any one or more Product Parameters and/or any one or more other terms 

and/or conditions of the Notes (including the amount of interest payable, if any) as the Calculation 
Agent determines appropriate to account for the economic effect on the Notes of such Merger 
Event (provided that no adjustments will be made to solely account for changes in volatility, 
expected dividends, stock loan rate or liquidity relevant to the Share or to the Notes) and determine 
the effective date of that adjustment; and/or 
 

iii) save in respect of a Reverse Merger, on or after the relevant Merger Date, deem the New Shares 
and/or the amount of Other Consideration, if applicable (as subsequently modified in accordance 
with any relevant terms and including the proceeds of any redemption, if applicable), and their 
issuer (if any) to be the "Shares" and the "Share Issuer", respectively. 

 
The Calculation Agent may (but need not) determine the appropriate adjustment by reference to the 
adjustment in respect of such Merger Event made by an options exchange to options on a Share traded 
on that options exchange. 

 
c) Consequences of a Tender Offer in respect of any Share 

 
If the Calculation Agent determines that a Tender Offer has occurred in respect of any Share, then on 
or after the relevant Tender Offer Date, the Issuer may: 
 
i) require the Calculation Agent to determine the appropriate adjustment, if any, to be made to the 

calculation of the relevant Reference Asset price or any amount payable under the Notes (which 
may include the substitution of the Share Issuer with another company or companies or fund(s), 
irrespective of whether such company or companies or fund(s) are then currently used for the 
purposes of the calculation of amounts payable under the Notes; or 

 
ii) redeem each Note at its fair market value (as determined by the Calculation Agent) as at the 

Tender Offer Date less, unless "Unwind Costs" are specified as being "Not Applicable" in the 
applicable Final Terms, the cost to the Issuer of amending or liquidating any Hedging 
Arrangement, together with any costs, expenses, fees or taxes incurred by the Issuer in respect of 
any such Hedging Arrangement; and/or 

 
iii) make such adjustment to any one or more Product Parameters and/or any one or more other terms 

and/or conditions of the Notes (including the amount of interest payable, if any) as the Calculation 
Agent determines appropriate to account for the economic effect on the Notes of such Tender 
Offer (provided that no adjustments will be made to account solely for changes in volatility or 
liquidity relevant to the Share or to the Notes) and determine the effective date of that adjustment. 

 
The Calculation Agent may (but need not) determine the appropriate adjustment by reference to the 
adjustment in respect of such Tender Offer made by an options exchange to options on a Share traded 
on that options exchange. 

 
d) Nationalisation, Insolvency or De-listing in respect of any Share 

 
If in respect of any Share, the Calculation Agent determines that there has been a Nationalisation, an 
Insolvency or a De-listing in respect of the Share or the Share Issuer, the Issuer may: 

 
i) request the Calculation Agent to determine the appropriate adjustment, if any, to be made to any 

one or more Product Parameters and/or any one or more other terms and/or conditions of the Notes 
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(including the amount of interest payable, if any) to account for the Nationalisation, Insolvency or 
De-listing, as the case may be, and determine the effective date of that adjustment; or 

 
ii) redeem each Note at its fair market value (as determined by the Calculation Agent) as at the date 

of redemption taking into account the Nationalisation, Insolvency or De-listing less, unless 
"Unwind Costs" are specified as being "Not Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, the cost to 
the Issuer of amending or liquidating any Hedging Arrangement, together with any costs, 
expenses, fees or taxes incurred by the Issuer in respect of any such Hedging Arrangement. 

 
e) Change of Exchange 

 
If the Exchange is changed, the Issuer may make such consequential modifications to any one or more 
Product Parameters and/or any one or more other terms and/or conditions of the Notes (including the 
amount of interest payable, if any) as it may deem necessary in accordance with an aim of neutralising 
the distorting effects of such event. 
 

f) Level or price correction 
 
In the event that any level or price published on any relevant Exchange or by any relevant Index 
Sponsor in respect of an Index and which is utilised for any calculation or determination made under 
the Notes is subsequently corrected and the correction is published by the Exchange or the relevant 
Index Sponsor within three Business Days (or such other Index Correction Period specified in the Final 
Terms) after the original publication, the Calculation Agent will determine the amount (if any) that is 
payable following that correction, and, to the extent necessary, the Issuer will adjust the terms and 
conditions of the Notes to account for such correction. 
 

g) Currency 
 
If the Calculation Agent determines that any event occurs affecting the Specified Currency or, in 
respect of any Share, the currency in which such Share is quoted, listed and/or dealt in on the Exchange 
(whether relating to its convertibility into other currencies or otherwise) which the Calculation Agent 
determines necessitates an adjustment or adjustments to any one or more Product Parameters and/or 
any one or more other terms and/or conditions of the Notes (including the amount of interest payable, if 
any), the Issuer may make such adjustment or adjustments to any one or more Product Parameters 
and/or any one or more other terms and/or conditions of the Notes (including the amount of interest 
payable, if any) as it deems necessary with an aim of neutralising the distorting effects of such events. 
 

h) Additional Disruption Events in respect of any Share 
 
If the Calculation Agent determines that an Additional Disruption Event has occurred in respect of any 
Share, the Issuer may: 
 
i) make any adjustment or adjustments to any one or more Product Parameters and/or any one or 

more other terms and/or conditions of the Notes (including the amount of interest payable, if any) 
as the Calculation Agent determines appropriate, and determine the effective date of such 
adjustment; and/or 

 
ii) redeem each Note at its fair market value (as determined by the Calculation Agent) as at the date 

of redemption taking into account the Additional Disruption Event less, unless "Unwind Costs" are 
specified as being "Not Applicable" in the applicable Final Terms, the cost to the Issuer of 
amending or liquidating any Hedging Arrangement, together with any costs, expenses, fees or 
taxes incurred by the Issuer in respect of any such Hedging Arrangement. 

 
i) Notices 

 
The Issuer shall give notice to the holders of the Notes of any adjustment or early redemption made 
under this Condition 12 in accordance with Condition 14 (Notices) and, unless the Issuer is the 
Calculation Agent, the Calculation Agent shall give notice to the Issuer of any such adjustment or early 
redemption. 
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13. DISRUPTED DAYS 
 
i) Where "Single Reference Asset Level" is specified as the applicable Reference Level in the 

applicable Final Terms, if the Calculation Agent determines that any Scheduled Reference Date is 
a Disrupted Day, then the Reference Date shall be the earlier of (i) the first Scheduled Trading Day 
following the Scheduled Reference Date that is not a Disrupted Day and (ii) the Reference Cut-Off 
Date. 
 

ii) Where "Average Basket Level" or "Worst Performer of Basket" is specified as the applicable 
Reference Level in the applicable Final Terms and "Common Scheduled Trading Days" is 
specified therein as "Not Applicable", if the Calculation Agent determines that any Scheduled 
Reference Date is a Disrupted Day, then: 
 
(1) the Reference Date for each Basket Component in respect of which the Scheduled Reference 

Date is not a Disrupted Day shall be the Scheduled Reference Date for such Basket 
Component; and 
 

(2) the Reference Date for each Basket Component in respect of which the Scheduled Reference 
Date is a Disrupted Day (each an "Affected Basket Component") shall be the earlier of (A) 
the first Scheduled Trading Day following the relevant Scheduled Reference Date that is not a 
Disrupted Day in respect of such Affected Basket Component and (B) the Reference Cut-Off 
Date for such Affected Basket Component. 

 
iii) Where "Average Basket Level" or "Worst Performer of Basket" is specified as the applicable 

Reference Level in the applicable Final Terms and "Common Scheduled Trading Days" is 
specified therein as "Applicable", if the Calculation Agent determines that any Scheduled 
Reference Date is a Disrupted Day, then: 
 
(1) the Reference Date for each Basket Component in respect of which the Scheduled Reference 

Date is not a Disrupted Day shall be the Scheduled Reference Date for such Basket 
Component; and 
 

(2) the Reference Date for each Basket Component in respect of which the Scheduled Reference 
Date is a Disrupted Day (each, an "Affected Basket Component") shall be the earlier of (A) 
the first succeeding Scheduled Trading Day following the relevant Scheduled Reference Date 
that is not a Disrupted Day in respect of such Affected Basket Component and (B) the 
Reference Cut-Off Date for such Affected Basket Component (notwithstanding that such day 
may not be a Common Scheduled Trading Day). 

 
iv) Where "Average Basket Level" or "Worst Performer of Basket" is specified as the applicable 

Reference Level in the applicable Final Terms and "Common Scheduled Trading Days" and 
"Common Disrupted Days" shall both be "Applicable" are both specified therein as "Applicable", 
if the Calculation Agent determines that any Scheduled Reference Date is a Disrupted Day, then 
the Reference Date for each Basket Component shall be the earlier of (i) the first Common 
Scheduled Trading Day following the Scheduled Reference Date that is not a Disrupted Day for 
any Basket Component and (ii) the Reference Cut-Off Date (notwithstanding that such day may 
not be a Common Scheduled Trading Day). 
 

v) If, in respect of any Index or Share, a Reference Date falls on the relevant Reference Cut-Off Date 
pursuant to Condition 1.i)i) through 1.i)iv) above: 

 
(1) if such Reference Cut-Off Date is not a Disrupted Day for such Index or Share, the 

Calculation Agent shall determine the Index Level of such Index or the Price of the Share at 
the Valuation Time on such Reference Cut-Off Date; and/or 

 
(2) if such Reference Cut-Off Date is a Disrupted Day for such Index or Share, the Calculation 

Agent shall determine the Index Level of such Index or Affected Basket Component, or Price 
of such Share, as the case may be, at the Valuation Time on the Reference Cut-Off Date: 
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(a) in the case of an Index, in accordance with the formula for the method of calculating the 
Index Level of such Index or Affected Basket Component, as the case may be, last in 
effect prior to the occurrence of the first Disrupted Day using the Exchange traded or 
quoted values as the Valuation Time on the Reference Cut-Off Date of each security 
comprised in such Index, or Affected Index Basket Company, as the case may be (or if 
the Calculation Agent determines that an event giving rise to a Disrupted Day has 
occurred in respect of the relevant security on the Reference Cut-Off Date, its good faith 
estimate of the value of the relevant security as of the Valuation Time on the Reference 
Cut-Off Date); or 
 

(b) in the case of a Share, as its good faith estimate of the price of such Share that would have 
prevailed at such time; and/or 

 
(3) the Issuer may make any adjustment or adjustments to the Product Parameters and/or any 

other relevant term of the Notes (including the amount of interest payable, if any) as it deems 
necessary. 

 
If the Issuer is not the Calculation Agent, the Calculation Agent shall give notice as soon as 
practicable to the Issuer of the occurrence of a Disrupted Day on any day that, but for the 
occurrence of a Disrupted Day, would have been a Reference Date and the Issuer shall give such 
notice as soon as practicable to the Noteholders in accordance with Condition 14 (Notices) and 
otherwise, if the Issuer is the Calculation Agent, the Issuer shall give notice as soon as practicable 
to the Noteholders of the occurrence of a Disrupted Day on any day that, but for the occurrence of 
a Disrupted Day, would have been a Reference Date in accordance with Condition 14 (Notices). 
Without limiting the obligation of the Calculation Agent to give notice to the Noteholders as set 
forth in the preceding sentence, failure by the Calculation Agent to notify the Noteholders of the 
occurrence of a Disrupted Day shall not affect the validity of the occurrence and effect of such 
Disrupted Day. 
 

14. DATE EXTENSIONS 
 
i) Maturity Date Extension 

 
If "Maturity Date Extension" is specified in the applicable Final Terms as being "Applicable", the 
Maturity Date shall be the later of (i) the date specified as the Maturity Date in the applicable Final 
Terms (the "Scheduled Maturity Date") and (ii) the day falling the Number of Extension 
Business Days after the final Reference Date in respect of which the Final Redemption Amount is 
determined. If any amount is payable on the redemption of a Note to which Maturity Date 
Extension applies, and the relevant Maturity Date is postponed pursuant to a Maturity Date 
Extension, such amount will be due on the relevant date as so postponed without any interest or 
other sum payable in respect of the postponement of the payment of such amount. 
 

ii) Interest Payment Date Extension 
 
If "Interest Payment Date Extension" is specified in the applicable Final Terms as being 
"Applicable", each Interest Payment Date shall be the later of (i) the date specified as such Interest 
Payment Date in the applicable Final Terms (the "Scheduled Interest Payment Date") and (ii) the 
day falling the Number of Extension Business Days after the final Reference Date in respect of 
which the Rate of Interest is determined for such Interest Payment Date. If any amount is payable 
on an Interest Payment Date in respect of a Note to which Interest Payment Date Extension 
applies, and such Interest Payment Date is postponed pursuant to an Interest Payment Date 
Extension, such amount will be due on the Interest Payment Date as so postponed without any 
interest or other sum payable in respect of the postponement of the payment of such amount. 
 

iii) Notice 
 
If "Maturity Date Extension" or "Interest Payment Date Extension" is specified in the applicable 
Final Terms as being "Applicable", and: 
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(1) in case of Maturity Date Extension, the Maturity Date shall occur after the Scheduled Maturity 
Date; or 

 
(2) in case of Interest Payment Date Extension, the Interest Payment Date shall occur after the 

Scheduled Interest Payment Date, 
 
the Issuer shall at least five Business Days prior to the Scheduled Maturity Date or Scheduled 
Interest Payment Date, as the case may be, give notice to the holders of the Notes of the extension 
of the Scheduled Maturity Date or the Scheduled Interest Payment Date, as the case may be, in 
each case in accordance with Condition 14 (Notices). 

 
15. INDEX DISCLAIMER 

 
The Notes are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by any of the Indices or any of the Index 
Sponsors and none of the Index Sponsors has made any representation whatsoever, whether express or 
implied, either as to the results to be obtained from the use of the relevant Index and/or the levels at 
which any such Index stands at any particular time on any particular date or otherwise. None of the 
Index Sponsors shall be liable (whether in negligence or otherwise) to any person for any error in any 
relevant Index and none of the Index Sponsors are under any obligation to advise any person of any 
error therein. The Index Sponsors have made no representation whatsoever, whether express or 
implied, as to the advisability of purchasing or assuming any risk in connection with the Notes. Neither 
the Issuer nor the Calculation Agent shall have any liability to any person for any act or failure to act 
by any Index Sponsor in connection with the calculation, adjustment or maintenance of any Index. 
Neither the Issuer nor the Calculation Agent has any affiliation with or control over any of the Indices 
or any of the Index Sponsors or any control over the computation, composition or dissemination of the 
Indices. Although the Issuer and the Calculation Agent will obtain information concerning the Indices 
from publicly available sources they believe to be reliable, they will not independently verify this 
information. 
 
 

16. CALCULATION AGENT 
 

a) The Calculation Agent shall not assume any obligations towards or relationship of agency or trust for 
or with any of the owners or holders of such Note or the receipts or coupons (if any) appertaining 
thereto. 
 

b) The Calculation Agent, and any of its affiliates, officers, directors, controlling persons and employees, 
may become the owner of, or acquire any interest in, any Notes, receipts or coupons (if any) 
appertaining thereto with the same rights that it, she or he would have if the Calculation Agent were not 
appointed in respect of any Note, and may engage or be interested in any financial or other transaction 
with the Issuer without being liable to account to the Noteholder or Couponholders for any resulting 
profit and may act on, or as depositary, trustee or agent for, any committee or body of holders of Notes 
or Coupons (if any) or in connection with any other obligations of the Issuer as freely as if the 
Calculation Agent were not appointed in respect of any Note. 

 
17. AMENDMENTS TO THE LEVEL 1 CONDITIONS 
 

For the purposes of any Series of Swedish Notes to be issued under this Level 2 Base Prospectus, the 
Level 1 Conditions applicable to any Series of Swedish Notes shall be amended as set forth in this 
Condition 17. References herein to "Swedish Notes" shall be references to any Series of Notes 
designated by the Issuer as "Swedish Notes" in item 32 ("Form of Notes") of the applicable Final 
Terms. 
 

(i) General Definitions 
 
The list of defined terms and expressions in the introductory provisions of the Level 1 Conditions shall 
be supplemented by the following defined terms and expressions: 

 
"Euroclear Sweden" means Euroclear Sweden AB, Klarabergviadukten 63, PO Box 191, 101 23, 
Stockholm, Sweden. 
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"Swedish CSD" means the Swedish central securities depository (central värdepappersförvarare) 
designated in the applicable Final Terms, which is expected to be Euroclear Sweden AB or, as the case 
may be, any successor duly appointed as such by the Issuer. 

 
"Swedish CSD Rules" means the Swedish Financial Instruments Accounts Act (lag (1998:1479) om 
kontoföring av finansiella instrument) and any regulations, rules and operating procedures applicable to 
and/or issued by the Swedish CSD from time to time. 

 
"Swedish Issuing Agent" means the issuing agent (emissionsinstitut) designated as such in the 
applicable Final Terms or, as the case may be, any successor duly appointed as such by the Issuer. 

 
"Swedish Notes" means any Series of Notes designated in the applicable Final Terms as being issued 
in the form of Swedish Notes. 

 
"Swedish Register" means the book-entry register maintained by the Swedish CSD on behalf of the 
Issuer in respect of Swedish Notes pursuant to the Swedish CSD Rules. 

 
(ii) Form, Denomination and Title (Condition 1) 

 
The following shall be added at the end of Condition 1 of the Level 1 Conditions: 

"If the applicable Final Terms specify that a Series of Notes are to be issued as Swedish Notes, 
such Series of Notes will be issued in dematerialised and uncertificated book-entry form in 
accordance with the Swedish Financial Instruments Accounts Act (1998:1479 (as amended)). 
Swedish Notes will be issued in registered, uncertificated and dematerialised book-entry form 
with Euroclear Sweden in accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules. Swedish Notes registered in 
Euroclear Sweden are negotiable instruments and not subject to any restriction on free 
negotiability under Swedish law. No physical notes, certificates or other physical instruments 
(whether in global, temporary or definitive form) will be issued in respect of the Swedish Notes 
and the provisions relating to presentation, surrender or replacement of such bearer instruments 
shall not apply. In respect of Swedish Notes, Title to Swedish Notes shall pass by registration in 
the Swedish Register.  

In the case of Swedish Notes, the holder of any such Notes will be the person in whose name such 
Note is registered in the Swedish Register in accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules and the 
reference to a person in whose name a Swedish Note is so registered shall include any person duly 
authorised to act as a nominee (förvaltare) and registered as such for the Swedish Notes and 
except as ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction or as required by law, such holder of such 
Notes shall be deemed to be and may be treated as its absolute owner for all purposes, whether or 
not it is overdue and regardless of any notice of ownership, trust or an interest in it and no person 
shall be liable for so treating such holder (and the expressions "Holder" and related expressions 
shall be construed accordingly). 

All Swedish Notes of the same Series shall have the same denomination. For so long as it is a 
requirement under the Swedish CSD Rules, the specified currency for Swedish Notes may only be 
SEK or EUR, as specified in the applicable Final Terms. 

The Issuer shall be entitled to obtain information from the Swedish Register in accordance with 
the Swedish CSD Rules. To the extent permitted under the Swedish CSD Rules the Swedish 
Issuing Agent shall also be entitled to obtain such information. 

If Notes are Swedish Notes, such Notes will be cash settled Notes. " 

(iii) Interest (Condition 5) 
 
The following shall be added at the end of Condition 5 of the Level 1 Conditions: 
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(f) Calculation of interest on Swedish Notes 

For the purposes of calculation of any amount of interest on Swedish Notes, the provisions in the 
Conditions shall be amended so that all periods shall consist of the period from (but excluding) the 
first day of the relevant period up to (and including) the last day of the relevant period. 

(iv) Payments (Condition 6) 
 
The following shall be added at the end of Condition 6 of the Level 1 Conditions: 

(e) Payments in respect of Swedish Notes 

Payments of principal and/or interest in respect of Swedish Notes shall be made to the Holders 
registered as such on the fifth business day (as defined by the then applicable Swedish CSD Rules) 
before the due date for such payment, or such other business day falling closer to the due date as 
then may be stipulated in the Swedish CSD Rules. Such day shall be the record date in respect of 
the relevant Swedish Notes in accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules. Payments will be subject 
in all cases to any fiscal or other laws and regulations applicable thereto in the place of payment 
and will be made in accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules. 

(v) Redemption and Purchase (Condition 7) 
 
The first paragraph of Condition 7(c) of the Level 1 Conditions shall be supplemented with the 
following: 

The redemption procedures for Swedish Notes will be subject to the Swedish CSD Rules and 
notice shall be given to the Swedish CSD not later than simultaneously with notice being given to 
the Noteholders. No Noteholder may require the transfer of a Swedish Note to be registered during 
the period stipulated as a closed period prior to the due date for redemption as stipulated in the 
then current Swedish CSD Rules. In respect of Swedish Notes, the notice shall, in each case, also 
specify the such closed period. 

The last paragraph of Condition 7(d) of the Level 1 Conditions shall be supplemented with the 
following: 

In the case of Swedish Notes, a Put Notice will not take effect against the Issuer before the date on 
which the relevant Swedish Notes have been transferred to the account designated by the Swedish 
Issuing Agent and blocked for further transfers by the Swedish Issuing Agent. No Swedish Note 
so transferred or blocked and option exercised may be withdrawn without the prior consent of the 
Issuer. The redemption procedures for Swedish Notes will be subject to the Swedish CSD Rules. 

(vi) Events of Default (Condition 10) 
 
The last sentence of Condition 10 of the Level 1 Conditions shall be supplemented with the 
following: 

"or, in the context of Swedish Notes only, provided that the relevant Swedish Notes held by such 
Noteholder have been transferred to the account designated by the Swedish Issuing Agent and 
blocked for further transfers by the Swedish Issuing Agent. No Swedish Note so transferred or 
blocked and option exercised may be withdrawn without the prior consent of the Issuer." 

(vii)  Agent and Paying Agents (Condition 12) 
 
The first paragraph of Condition 12 shall be supplemented as follows: 

"(vi) so long as there is any Swedish Note outstanding, there will at all times be a Swedish CSD 
and a Swedish Issuing Agent." 
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(viii) Notices (Condition 14) 
 
The following shall be added at the end of Condition 14 of the Level 1 Conditions: 

In the case of Swedish Notes, all notices to Holders shall be valid if sent by mail to the address 
registered for such Holder in the Swedish Register or otherwise sent in accordance with the rules 
and regulations of the Swedish CSD. 

(ix) Meetings of Noteholders, Modification and Waiver (Condition 15) 
 
The following shall be added at the end of the first paragraph of Condition 15 of the Level 1 
Conditions: 

"A notice convening a meeting in relation to any Swedish Notes shall state the relevant record date 
prior to the date of the meeting for the purposes of establishing the voting entitlements at the 
relevant meeting. If a holder of Swedish Notes hold such Notes through an authorised nominee 
attends the meeting (in person or through a duly authorised agent) and presents a certificate from 
the relevant nominee showing that such holder on the relevant record date for the voting 
entitlement, such Noteholder shall be regarded the holder of such Swedish Notes for the purposes 
of this Condition 15 (and not the relevant nominee)." 

(x) Substitution of the Issuer (Condition 17) 
 
The following shall be added as a new sub-paragraph of Condition 17(a) of the Level 1 
Conditions: 

"(ix) provided that there is any Swedish Note outstanding, the Swedish CSD has given its consent 
to the substitution of the Issuer (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or 
delayed)." 

(xi) Governing Law and Submission to Jurisdiction (Condition 18) 
 
The following shall be added at the end of the first paragraph of Condition 18 of the Level 1 
Conditions: 

"Notwithstanding and without prejudice to this choice of governing law, the effects of registration 
of the Swedish Notes in the records of the Swedish CSD will be governed by the Swedish 
Financial Instruments Accounts Act." 
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FORM OF FINAL TERMS FOR THE NOTES 
 
 
The applicable Final Terms will contain such of the following or other information as is applicable in respect of 
such Notes (all references to numbered Conditions being to the Terms and Conditions of the relevant Notes):  
 
[Date] 

F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V. 
(incorporated in the Netherlands with its statutory seat in 's-Hertogenbosch) 

 
Issue of [Aggregate Nominal Amount of Tranche] [Title of Notes] under the EUR 2,000,000,000 

Structured Note Programme for the issuance of Index and/or Equity Linked Notes 
 
[The Level 2 Base Prospectus referred to below (as completed by these Final Terms) has been prepared on the 
basis that any offer of Notes in any Member State of the European Economic Area which has implemented the 
Prospectus Directive (2003/71/EC) (the "Prospectus Directive") to the extent implemented in a relevant host 
Member State of the European Economic Area to which is referred or in the Netherlands) (each, a "Relevant 
Member State") will be made pursuant to an exemption under the Prospectus Directive, as implemented in that 
Relevant Member State, from the requirement to publish a prospectus for offers of the Notes. Accordingly any 
person making or intending to make an offer in that Relevant Member State of the Notes may only do so:  
 
(i) in circumstances in which no obligation arises for the Issuer or any Dealer to publish a prospectus 

pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive or supplement a prospectus pursuant to Article 16 of the 
Prospectus Directive, in each case, in relation to such offer; or 

(ii) in those Public Offer Jurisdictions mentioned in Paragraph 41 of Part A below, provided such person is one 
of the persons mentioned in Paragraph 41 of Part A below and that such offer is made during the Offer 
Period specified for such purpose therein. 

 
Neither the Issuer nor any Dealer has authorised, nor do they authorise, the making of any offer of Notes in any 
other circumstances.]1  
 
[The Level 2 Base Prospectus referred to below (as completed by these Final Terms) has been prepared on the 
basis that any offer of Notes in any Member State of the European Economic Area which has implemented the 
Prospectus Directive (each, a “Relevant Member State”) will be made pursuant to an exemption under the 
Prospectus Directive, as implemented in that Relevant Member State, from the requirement to publish a 
prospectus for offers of the Notes. Accordingly any person making or intending to make an offer in that 
Relevant Member State of the Notes may only do so in circumstances in which no obligation arises for the 
Issuer or any Dealer to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive or supplement a 
prospectus pursuant to Article 16 of the Prospectus Directive, in each case, in relation to such offer. Neither the 
Issuer nor any Dealer has authorised, nor do they authorise, the making of any offer of Notes in any other 
circumstances.]2 
 
This document constitutes the Final Terms of the Notes described herein [for the purposes of Article 5.4 of the 
Prospectus Directive] and must be read in conjunction with the Level 2 Base Prospectus dated 27 August 2015, 
[which constitutes a base prospectus for the purposes of the Prospectus Directive.] 
 
Terms defined in the Level 2 Base Prospectus have the same meaning in these Final Terms. Any reference to the 
Conditions herein is to the Terms and Conditions set forth in pages 49 up to and including 82 of the Level 2 
Base Prospectus. The Level 2 Base Prospectus is available for viewing at the registered office of the Issuer at 
Hooge Steenweg 29, 5211 JN 's-Hertogenbosch, the Netherlands and copies may be obtained from the specified 
offices of the Paying Agent. A summary of the Notes is attached to these Final Terms.  

  

                                                   
1 Include this legend where a public offer of Notes is anticipated. 
2 Include this legend where only an exempt offer of Notes is anticipated. 
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These Final Terms do not constitute, and may not be used for the purposes of, an offer or solicitation by anyone 
in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to 
make such offer or solicitation; and no action is being taken to permit an offering of the Notes or the distribution 
of these Final Terms in any jurisdiction where such action is required. 
 
[The following alternative language applies if the first tranche of an issue which is being increased was issued 
under a base prospectus with an earlier date. Include correct references to each condition mentioned explicitly 
by number in the Final Terms to the extent that these number references in the terms and conditions under 
which the initial tranche was issued differ from number references used in the Conditions set out in full in the 
Level 2 Base Prospectus dated 27 August 2015.] 

Terms used herein shall be deemed to be defined as such for the purposes of the Conditions (the "Conditions") 
set forth in the base prospectus dated [original date] which are incorporated by reference in the Base Prospectus 
dated 27 August 2015. This document constitutes the Final Terms of the Notes described herein [for the 
purposes of Article 5.4 of the Prospectus Directive] and must be read in conjunction with the Level 2 Base 
Prospectus dated 27 August 2015 [and the supplement(s) to it dated [  ]], [which [together] constitute[s] a base 
prospectus for the purposes of the Prospectus Directive] (the "Base Prospectus"), save in respect of the 
Conditions which are extracted from the level 2 base prospectus dated [original date]. Full information on the 
Issuer and the offer of the Notes is only available on the basis of the combination of these Final Terms and the 
Level 2 Base Prospectus. However, a summary of the issue of the Notes is annexed to these Final Terms. The 
Level 2 Base Prospectus has been published on [https://corporate.vanlanschot.nl/snip]. 

 [When adding any other final terms or information, consideration should be given as to whether such terms or 
information constitute "significant new factors" and consequently trigger the need for a supplement to the Level 
2 Base Prospectus under Article 16 of the Prospectus Directive.] 
 
[When adding any other final terms or information, consideration should be given as to whether such terms or 
information constitute category "B" information as indicated in Annex XX of the Prospectus Regulation and 
consequently trigger the need for an individual Drawdown Prospectus.] 
 
[Include whichever of the following apply or specify as 'Not Applicable' [N/A]. Note that the numbering should 
remain as set out below, even if 'Not Applicable' is indicated for individual paragraphs or sub-paragraphs. 
Italics denote directions for completing the Final Terms.]  
 

PART A - CONTRACTUAL TERMS 
 
The terms of the Notes are as follows: 
 
1.  Issuer:   

 
F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V. 

 (i) Series Number:  
 

[       ] 

 (ii) Tranche Number:  
 

[       ] 

 (iii) Date on which the Notes become fungible: [Not Applicable/The Notes shall be 
consolidated, form a single series and be 
interchangeable for trading purposes with the 
[insert description of the Series] on [insert 
date/the Issue Date/exchange of the Temporary 
Global Note for interests in the Permanent 
Global Note, as referred to in paragraph 32 
below [which is expected to occur on or about 
[insert date]]].] 

   
2.  Specified Currency or Currencies:  

 
[       ] 
 
(N.B. for Swedish Notes, only SEK or EUR) 

3.  Aggregate Nominal Amount:  
 

 

 (i) Series:  [       ] 
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 (ii) Tranche: 

 
[       ] 

4.  (i) Issue Price: [       ] per cent. of the Aggregate Nominal 
Amount [plus accrued interest from [insert date] 
(in case of fungible issues only, if applicable)] 
 

 (ii) Net Proceeds: [       ]/[Not Applicable] (required only for 
issues listed on Euronext in Amsterdam) 

5.  (i) Specified Denominations:  [       ] 
 
[EUR 100,000 and integral multiples of [EUR 
1,000] in excess thereof up to and including 
[EUR 199,000]. No notes in definitive form will 
be issued with a denomination above [EUR 
199,000].] 
 
(Notes may be issued in denominations less 
than Euro 100,000 or the equivalent thereof in 
another currency). 
 

 (ii) Calculation Amount:  [       ]/[Not Applicable] [(i) if there is only one 
Specified Denomination, the Specified 
Denomination of the relevant Notes or (ii) if 
there are several Specified Denominations, the 
highest common factor of those Specified 
Denominations] 

6.  (i) Issue Date:  [       ] 
 

 (ii) Interest Commencement Date:  
 

[Specify/Issue Date/Not Applicable] 

7.  Maturity Date or Redemption Month: 
 

[       ] [Fixed rate – specify date] 

  [Other - Interest Payment Date falling in or 
nearest to [specify month] [specify year] [(the 
"Scheduled Maturity Date")] 
 

8.  Interest Basis:  
 

 [       ] per cent. Fixed Rate per [       ]  
 
[[       ], [       ] and [       ]] per cent. Fixed 
Rate[s] per [       ], [       ] and [       ]] 
 

9.  Redemption/Payment Basis: [Redemption at par] 
[Notes will be redeemed in accordance with the 
particulars specified below] 
 
 (further particulars specified below) 
 

10.  (i) Status of the Notes: 
 

Senior 

 (ii) Date of resolutions/authorisations/ approval 
for issuance of Notes obtained: 
 

[       ] 

11.  (i) Listing:  [Euronext in Amsterdam/the regulated market 
of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange/NASDAQ 
Stockholm/NDX/other] 
 

 (ii) Admission to trading: [Application has been made for the Notes to be 
admitted to trading on [       ] with effect from [       
].][Not Applicable] 
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 (iii) Estimate of total expenses related to 
admission to trading: 
 

[       ] 

12.  Method of distribution:  
 

[Syndicated/Non-syndicated] 

13.  Name and contact details of Calculation Agent, if not 
the Issuer: 
 

[Not Applicable/name and contact details] 

14.  Website for determinations and calculations: [Not Applicable/specify website] 
 

 PROVISIONS RELATING TO INTEREST (lF 
ANY) PAYABLE 
 

 

15.  Fixed Rate Note Provisions:  [Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
 

 (i) Fixed Rate[(s)] of Interest: [       ] per cent. per annum [payable 
[annually/semi-annually/quarterly] in arrear] 
[[       ], [       ] and [       ]] per cent. Fixed 
Rate[s] per [       ], [       ] and [       ]][Not 
Applicable] 
 

 (ii) Interest Payment Date(s):  [       ] in each year up to and including the 
Maturity Date (NB: Amend in the case of long 
or short coupons) 
 

 (iii) Fixed Coupon Amount(s):  
 

[       ] per [       ] in nominal amount 

 (iv) Broken Amount(s):  [       ] per nominal amount payable on the 
Interest Payment Date falling [in/on] [       ] / 
[Not Applicable] 
 

 (v) Day Count Fraction:  [Actual/Actual (ICMA)] 
[Actual/365] 
[Actual/365 (Fixed)] 
[Actual/365 (Sterling)] 
[Actual/360] 
[30/360] 
[Bonds Basis] 
[30E/360] 
[30E/360 (ISDA)] 
[Actual/Actual (ISDA)] 
[Actual/Actual] 
 

 (vi) Interest Determination Date(s):  
   

[       ] in each year.3  

16.  PROVISIONS RELATING TO CONDITIONAL 
COUPON 
 

 

(i) Conditional Coupon: [Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
 

(ii) Coupon Barrier: 
 

[       ] 

                                                   
3 (Insert regular interest payment dates, ignoring issue date or maturity date in the case of a long or short first or last 

coupon (NB: This will need to be amended in the case of regular interest payment dates which are not of equal duration) 
(NB: Only relevant for an issue denominated in Euro where Day Count Fraction is Actual/Actual (ICMA)) 
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(iii) Memory: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 
 

(iv) Reference Level: [Single Reference Asset Level/Average Basket 
Level/Worst Performer of Basket] 
 

(v) Reference Asset: [Index/Share/Fund] 
 

(vi) Single Index/Share/Unit: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of Share, 
include the ISIN, Common code or other 
relevant code) 

(vii) Share Issuer: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of a Fund, 
specify issuer of the fund units.) 
 

(viii) Fund: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

(ix) Basket Components: [       ] ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

- Weighting: [       ] 
 

 (x) Initial Reference Level(s): 
 

[Specify level(s)]/[Determined by the 
Calculation Agent on the Valuation Time on the 
Initial Valuation Date] 
 

 (xi) Initial Valuation Date: [Specify date] 
 

 (xii) Conditional Coupon Observation Date(s)  
 

 - Specified Date(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 - Date(s): [       ] 
 (xiii) Conditional Coupon Observation Period(s)  

 
 - Specified Period(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  

 
 - Date(s): [       ] 

 
 (xiv) Common Scheduled Trading Days: [Applicable/Not Applicable]  

 
 (xv) End of Day: 

 
[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 (xvi) Intra-Day: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 (xvii) Intra-Day observation times: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify times]  
 

 (xviii) Index Sponsor(s): 
 

[       ] 

 (xix) Index Correction Period: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify number of 
business days] 
 

 (xx) Exchange: [       ]/[Not Applicable] [As defined in the 
Conditions] 
 

17.  PROVISIONS RELATING TO AUTOMATIC 
EARLY REDEMPTION 
 

 

(i) Automatic Early Redemption: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
 

(ii) Trigger Level: [       ] 
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(iii) Reference Level: 

 
[Single Reference Asset Level/Average Basket 
Level/Worst Performer of Basket] 
 

(iv) Reference Asset: [Index/Share/Fund] 
 

(v) Single Index/Share/Unit: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of Share, 
include the ISIN, Common code or other 
relevant code) 

(vi) Share Issuer: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of a Fund, 
specify issuer of the fund units.) 
 

(vii) Fund: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

(viii) Basket Components: [       ] ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

- Weighting: [       ] 
 

(ix) Initial Reference Level(s): 
 

[Specify level(s)]/[Determined by the 
Calculation Agent on the Valuation Time on the 
Initial Valuation Date] 
 

(x) Initial Valuation Date: [Specify date] 
 

(xi) Automatic Early Redemption Observation 
Date(s) 
 

 
 

- Specified Date(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

- Date(s): [       ] 
 

(xii) Automatic Early Redemption Observation 
Period(s) 
 

 
 

- Specified Period(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

- Date(s): [       ] 
 

(xiii) Common Scheduled Trading Days: [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xiv) End of Day: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xv) Intra-Day: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 (xvi) Intra-Day observation times: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify times]  
 

(xvii) Index Sponsor(s): 
 

[       ] 

(xviii) Index Correction Period: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify number of 
business days][As defined in the Conditions] 
 

(xix) Exchange: [       ]/[Not Applicable] [As defined in the 
Conditions] 
 

18.  PROVISIONS RELATING TO REVERSE 
EXCHANGEABLE 
 

 

(i) Reverse Exchangeable: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
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(ii) Redemption Barrier: 

 
[       ] 

(iii) Reference Level: 
 

[Single Reference Asset Level/Average Basket 
Level/Worst Performer of Basket] 
 

(iv) Reference Asset: [Index/Share/Fund] 
 

(v) Single Index/Share/Unit: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of Share, 
include the ISIN, Common code or other 
relevant code) 

(vi) Share Issuer: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of a Fund, 
specify issuer of the fund units.) 
 

(vii) Fund: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

(viii) Basket Components: [       ] ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

- Weighting: [       ] 
 

(ix) Initial Reference Level(s): 
 

[Specify level(s)]/[Determined by the 
Calculation Agent on the Valuation Time on the 
Initial Valuation Date] 
 

(x) Initial Valuation Date: [Specify date] 
 

(xi) Reverse Exchange Observation Date(s) 
 

 
 

- Specified Date(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

- Date(s): [       ] 
 

(xii) Reverse Exchange Observation Period(s) 
 

 
 

- Specified Period(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

- Date(s): [       ] 
 

(xiii) Common Scheduled Trading Days: [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xiv) End of Day: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xv) Intra-Day: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 (xvi) Intra-Day observation times: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify times]  
 

(xvii) Final Valuation Date: 
 

[       ] 
 

(xviii) Asian-Out: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xix) Asian-Out Observation Dates: 
 

[       ] 
 

(xx) Index Sponsor(s): 
 

[       ] 

(xxi) Index Correction Period: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify number of 
business days] 
 

(xxii) Exchange: [       ]/[Not Applicable] [As defined in the 
Conditions] 
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19.  PROVISIONS RELATING TO 
PARTICIPATION 
 

 

(i) Participation: [Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
 

(ii) Gearing:  
 

[       ] 

(iii) Minimum Redemption Amount: 
 

[       ] 
 

(iv) Maximum Redemption Amount: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] [       ] 
 

(v) Strike Level: 
 

[       ] 

(vi) Reference Level: 
 

[Single Reference Asset Level/Average Basket 
Level/Worst Performer of Basket] 
 

(vii) Reference Asset: [Index/Share/Fund] 
 

(viii) Single Index/Share/Unit: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of Share, 
include the ISIN, Common code or other 
relevant code) 

(ix) Share Issuer: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of a Fund, 
specify issuer of the fund units.) 
 

(x) Fund: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

(xi) Basket Components: [       ] ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

- Weighting: [       ] 
 

(xii) Initial Reference Level(s): 
 

[Specify level(s)]/[Determined by the 
Calculation Agent on the Valuation Time on the 
Initial Valuation Date] 
 

(xiii) Initial Valuation Date: [Specify date] 
 

(xiv) Final Valuation Date: 
 

[       ] 

(xv) Common Scheduled Trading Days: [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xvi) Asian-Out: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xvii) Asian-Out Observation Dates: 
 

[       ] 
 

(xviii) Index Sponsor(s): 
 

[       ] 

(xix) Index Correction Period: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify number of 
business days] 
 

(xx) Exchange: [       ]/[Not Applicable] [As defined in the 
Conditions] 
 

20.  PROVISIONS RELATING TO PREMIUM 
KNOCK-OUT 
 

 

(i) Premium Knock-Out: [Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
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(ii) Premium Amount: 

 
[       ] 

(iii) Premium Knock-Out Barrier: [       ] 
 

(iv) Maximum Redemption Amount: 
 

[       ] 
 

(v) Reference Level: 
 

[Single Reference Asset Level/Average Basket 
Level/Worst Performer of Basket] 
 

(vi) Reference Asset: [Index/Share/Fund] 
 

(vii) Single Index/Share/Unit: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of Share, 
include the ISIN, Common code or other 
relevant code) 

(xxi) Share Issuer: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of a Fund, 
specify issuer of the fund units.) 
 

(xxii) Fund: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

(viii) Basket Components: [       ] ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

- Weighting: [       ] 
 

(ix) Initial Reference Level(s): 
 

[Specify level(s)]/[Determined by the 
Calculation Agent on the Valuation Time on the 
Initial Valuation Date] 
 

(x) Initial Valuation Date: [Specify date] 
 

(xi) Final Valuation Date: 
 

[       ] 
 

(xii) Asian-Out: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xiii) Asian-Out Observation Dates: 
 

[       ] 
 

(xiv) Premium Knock-Out Observation Date(s) 
 

 
 

- Specified Date(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

- Date(s): [       ] 
 

(xv) Premium Knock-Out Observation Period(s) 
 

 
 

- Specified Period(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

- Date(s): [       ] 
 

(xvi) Common Scheduled Trading Days: [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xvii) End of Day: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xviii) Intra-Day: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 (xix) Intra-Day observation times: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify times]  
 

(xx) Index Sponsor(s): 
 

[       ] 

(xxi) Index Correction Period: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify number of 
business days] 
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(xxii) Exchange: [       ]/[Not Applicable] [As defined in the 

Conditions] 
 

21.  PROVISIONS RELATING TO BOOSTER 
KNOCK-OUT 
 

 

(i) Booster Knock-Out: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
 

(ii) Redemption Barrier: [       ] 
 

(iii) Gearing: [       ] 
 

(iv) Strike Level [       ] 
 

(v) Maximum Redemption Amount: 
 

[       ] 
 

(vi) Reference Level: 
 

[Single Reference Asset Level/Average Basket 
Level/Worst Performer of Basket] 
 

(vii) Reference Asset: [Index/Share/Fund] 
 

(viii) Single Index/Share/Unit: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of Share, 
include the ISIN, Common code or other 
relevant code) 

(ix) Share Issuer: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of a Fund, 
specify issuer of the fund units.) 
 

(x) Fund: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

(xi) Basket Components: [       ] 
 

- Weighting: [       ] 
 

(xii) Initial Reference Level(s): 
 

[Specify level(s)]/[Determined by the 
Calculation Agent on the Valuation Time on the 
Initial Valuation Date] 
 

(xiii) Initial Valuation Date: [Specify date] 
 

(xiv) Final Valuation Date: 
 

[       ] 
 

(xv) Asian-Out: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xvi) Asian-Out Observation Dates: 
 

[       ] 
 

(xvii) Booster Knock-Out Observation Date(s) 
 

 
 

- Specified Date(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

- Date(s): [       ] 
 

(xviii) Booster Knock-Out Observation Period(s) 
 

 
 

- Specified Period(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

- Date(s): [       ] 
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(xix) Common Scheduled Trading Days: [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xx) End of Day: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xxi) Intra-Day: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 (xxii) Intra-Day observation times: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify times]  
 

(xxiii) Index Sponsor(s): 
 

[       ] 

(xxiv) Index Correction Period: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify number of 
business days] 
 

(xxv) Exchange: [       ]/[Not Applicable] [As defined in the 
Conditions] 
 

22.  PROVISIONS RELATING TO BOOSTER 
 

 

(i) Booster: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
 

(ii) Gearing: [       ] 
 

(iii) Strike Level: [       ] 
 

(iv) Redemption Barrier: 
 

[       ] 

(v) Maximum Redemption Amount: 
 

[       ] 
 

(vi) Reference Level: 
 

[Single Reference Asset Level/Average Basket 
Level/Worst Performer of Basket] 
 

(vii) Reference Asset: [Index/Share/Fund] 
 

(viii) Single Index/Share/Unit: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of Share, 
include the ISIN, Common code or other 
relevant code) 

(ix) Share Issuer: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of a Fund, 
specify issuer of the fund units.) 
 

(x) Fund: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

(xi) Basket Components: [       ] 
 

- Weighting: [       ] 
 

(xii) Initial Reference Level(s): 
 

[Specify level(s)]/[Determined by the 
Calculation Agent on the Valuation Time on the 
Initial Valuation Date] 
 

(xiii) Initial Valuation Date: [Specify date] 
 

(xiv) Final Valuation Date: 
 

[       ] 
 

(xv) Asian-Out: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

(xvi) Asian-Out Observation Dates: 
 

 

(xvii) Index Sponsor: [       ] 
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(xviii) Index Correction Period: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify number of 

business days] 
 

 (xix) Exchange: [       ]/[Not Applicable] [As defined in the 
Conditions] 
 

23.  PROVISIONS RELATING TO CLICK-IN 
 

 

 (i) Click-In: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
 

 (ii) Minimum Redemption Amount: [       ] 
 

 (iii) Maximum Redemption Amount: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] [       ] 
 

 (iv) Click-In Level(i): [E.g. for i = 1; 120% of Initial Reference Level 
For i = 2; 140% of Initial Reference Level 
For i = 3; 160% of Initial Reference Level 
Etc. if multiple or otherwise specify single level] 
 

 (v) Maximum Click-In Level [        ] 
 (vi) Reference Level: 

 
[Single Reference Asset Level/Average Basket 
Level/Worst Performer of Basket] 
 

 (vii) Reference Asset: [Index/Share/Fund] 
 

 (viii) Single Index/Share/Unit: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of Share, 
include the ISIN, Common code or other 
relevant code) 

 (ix) Share Issuer: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] (In case of a Fund, 
specify issuer of the fund units.) 
 

 (x) Fund: 
 

[       ]/[Not Applicable] 
 

 (xi) Basket Components: [       ] 
 

 - Weighting: [       ] 
 

 (xii) Initial Reference Level(s): 
 

[Specify level(s)]/[Determined by the 
Calculation Agent on the Valuation Time on the 
Initial Valuation Date] 
 

 (xiii) Initial Valuation Date: [Specify date] 
 

 (xiv) Final Valuation Date: 
 

[       ] 
 

 (xv) Asian-Out: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 (xvi) Asian-Out Observation Dates: 
 

 

 (xxvi) Click-In Observation Date(s) 
 

 
 

 - Specified Date(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 - Date(s): [       ] 
 

 (xxvii) Click-In Observation Period(s) 
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 - Specified Period(s): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
 

 - Date(s): [       ] 
 

 (xvii) Index Sponsor: [       ] 
 

 (xviii) Index Correction Period: [Applicable/Not Applicable] [Specify number of 
business days] 
 

 (xix) Exchange: [       ]/[Not Applicable] [As defined in the 
Conditions] 
 

GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO REDEMPTION 
 

24.  Final Redemption Amount:  [       ] per [Calculation Amount/Specified 
Denomination] [In case of Reverse 
Exchangeable, Participation, Premium Knock-
Out, Booster Knock-Out, Booster or Click-In: 
As per above applicable Final Terms] 
 

25.  Early Redemption Amount: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 (i) Early Redemption Amount(s) payable on 
redemption pursuant to Level 1 Condition 7 
(other than 7 (c)), including for, illegality or 
on event of default (if different from that set 
out in Level 1 Condition 7(g): 
 

[market value/[paid up] nominal amount] of the 
Note on the date of redemption [adjusted for 
Early Redemption Unwind Costs] 

 

 (ii) Redemption for taxation reasons permitted on 
days other than Interest Payment Dates: 
 

[Yes/No] 

 (iii) Early Redemption Amount(s) payable on 
redemption pursuant to Level 1 Condition 7 
(other than 7(c) for a tax event:  
 

The method as set out in Condition 7(h) 

 (iv) Unmatured Coupons to become void upon 
early redemption (Definitive Notes and Global 
Notes in bearer form only): 
 

[Yes/No/Not Applicable] 

26.  Obligatory Redemption: (Level 1 Condition 7f)): [Applicable/Not Applicable]  
  

(i) Obligatory Redemption Date(s): 
 

[       ] 

(ii) Obligatory Redemption Amount of each Note: [       ] per [Calculation Amount/Specified 
Denomination] /[the nominal amount of the 
Note]  
 

27.  Adjustment for Early Redemption Unwind Costs: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 
[If Applicable: 
[Standard Early Redemption Unwind 
Costs/[Insert relevant amount]] 
 

28.  PROVISIONS RELATING TO VOLATILITY CONTROL OVERLAY 
 

 (i) Volatility Control Overlay: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (If not applicable, 
delete the remaining sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph) 
 

 (ii) Strategy Observation Day(s): [       ] 
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 (iii) Volatility Floor: 

 
[       ] 
 

 (iv) Volatility Cap: 
 

[       ] 
 

 (v) Maximum Reference Asset Exposure [       ] 
 

 (vi) Volatility Target [       ] 
 

 (vii) Rate of Interest  
 - Specified Period(s): 

 
 

 - Business Day Convention:  [Floating Rate Convention/Following Business 
Day Convention/Modified Following Business 
Day Convention/Preceding Business Day 
Convention] 
 

 - Adjustment or Unadjustment for Interest  
Period: 
 

[Adjusted] or [Unadjusted] 
 

 - Manner in which the Rate of Interest is to be 
determined: 
 

[Screen Rate Determination] 
 

 - Reference Rate: 
 

[LIBOR][EURIBOR] 

 - Interest Determination Date(s): [       ] 
 

 - Relevant Screen Page: [       ] 
(in accordance with the fallback provisions as 
set out in the Level 1 Condition 5(b)) 
 

 - Margin(s): [Debit Margin: [       ]] per cent. per annum 
 
[Credit Margin: [       ]] per cent. per annum 
 

 - Day Count Fraction: [Actual/Actual (ICMA)] 
[Actual/365] 
[Actual/365 (Fixed)] 
[Actual/365 (Sterling)] 
[Actual/360] 
[30/360] 
[Bonds Basis] 
[30E/360] 
[30E/360 (ISDA)] 
[Actual/Actual (ISDA)] 
[Actual/Actual] 
 

 PROVISIONS RELATING TO ADJUSTMENTS, DISRUPTED DAYS AND DATE 
EXTENSIONS 
 

29.  Disruption Event  
 

- Change of Law: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 

- Hedging Disruption: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 
 

- Insolvency Filing: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 

- Fund Disruption: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 
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- Share Reference Index Disruption Event: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 

30.  Disrupted Days  
 

 - Common Disrupted Days: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 
 

 - Alternative Reference Cut-Off Date: [       ] 
 

31.  Date Extensions [N.B. for Swedish Notes, Not Applicable.] 
 

 - Interest Payment Date Extension: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 
 
[If "Applicable" is specified, take into account 
five Business Days' notice period under 
Condition 14(iii) (Notice) when determining 
Dates; the final Scheduled Reference Date in 
respect of which the Rate of Interest is 
determined for any Scheduled Interest Payment 
Date, should fall at least six Business Days 
prior to such Scheduled Interest Payment Date.] 
 

 - Maturity Date Extension: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 
 
[If "Applicable" is specified, take into account 
five Business Days' notice period under 
Condition 14(iii) (Notice) when determining 
Dates; the final Scheduled Reference Date in 
respect of which the Redemption Amount is 
determined, should fall at least six Business 
Days prior to the Scheduled Maturity Date.] 
 

 - Number of Extension Business Days: [       ] 
 

 GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE NOTES 
 

32.  Form of Notes: [Bearer Notes/Exchangeable Bearer Notes] 
[Temporary Global Note exchangeable for a 
Permanent Global Note which is exchangeable 
for Definitive Notes [on not less than 30 days' 
notice given at any time/only upon an Exchange 
Event [and in case of a Temporary Global Note 
deposited with Euroclear Netherlands only in 
the limited circumstances, as described in the 
Wge.]]  
[Temporary Global Note exchangeable for 
Definitive Notes on and after the Exchange 
Date.]  
[Permanent Global Note exchangeable for 
Definitive Notes [on not less than 30 days' 
notice given at any time/only upon an Exchange 
Event [and in case of a Temporary Global Note 
deposited with Euroclear Netherlands only in 
the limited circumstances, as described in the 
Wge.]] 
[Swedish Notes] 
 
N.B. The exchange upon notice/at any time 
options should not be expressed to be 
applicable if the Specified Denomination of the 
Notes includes language substantially to the 
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following effect: “€100,000 and integral 
multiples of €1,000 in excess thereof up to and 
including €199,000”. Furthermore, such 
Specified Denomination construction is not 
permitted in relation to any issuance of Notes 
which is to be represented on issue by a 
Permanent Bearer Global Notes exchangeable 
for Definitive Notes 
 

33.  New Global Note Form: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 

34.  Additional Financial Centre(s): [Applicable [specify relevant Additional 
Financial Centre(s)] /Not Applicable]  

35.  Coupons or Receipts to be attached to Definitive 
Notes (and dates on which such Coupons or Receipts 
mature): 
 

[Yes/No. If yes, give details] 
 
[N.B. for Swedish Notes, Not Applicable.] 

36.  Talons for future Coupons or Receipts to be  attached 
to Definitive Notes (and dates on which such Talons 
mature): 
 

[Yes/No. If yes, give details] 
 
[N.B. for Swedish Notes, Not Applicable.] 

37.  Redenomination: 
 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 
 

 (i) Day Count Fraction applicable to 
Redenomination calculation: 

[Actual/Actual (ICMA)] 
[Actual/365] 
[Actual/365 (Fixed)] 
[Actual/365 (Sterling)] 
[Actual/360] 
[30/360] 
[Bonds Basis] 
[30E/360] 
[30E/360 (ISDA)] 
[Actual/Actual (ISDA)] 
[Actual/Actual] 
 

 (ii) Reference Rate the Note may be 
redenominated to: 
 

[LIBOR/ EURIBOR/CMS London/CMS 
Brussels] 

38.  Whether Condition 8(a) of the Notes applies (in 
which case Condition 7(b) of the Notes will not 
apply) or whether Condition 8(b) of the Notes 
applies: 
 

[Condition 8(a) applies and Condition 7(b) does 
not apply] [Condition 8(b) and Condition 7(b) 
apply] 

 DISTRIBUTION 
 

 

39.  (i) If syndicated, names of Dealers and 
underwriting commitments: 

[Not Applicable/give names and underwriting 
commitments] 
 
(Include names of entities agreeing to 
underwrite the issue on a firm commitment 
basis and names and addresses of the entities 
agreeing to place the issue without a firm 
commitment or an a 'best efforts' basis if such 
entities are not the same as the Dealers) 
 
(Give an indication of the material features of 
the agreements, including the quotas). 
 
(Where not all of the issue is underwritten, 
include a statement of the portion not covered) 
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[Please note that the process for notification to 
potential investors of the amount allotted will 
be provided for by the Dealer(s)] 

 (ii) If non-syndicated, name of relevant Dealer: 
 

[       ] 

 (iii) Stabilising Manager (if any): 
 

[Not Applicable/give name] 

 (iv) Date of Subscription Agreement: 
 

[Not Applicable/[       ]] 

 (v) Total commission and concession: 
 

[[       ] per cent. of the aggregate nominal 
amount/Certain fees or commissions will be 
payable to third party distributors and/or the 
Notes will be sold at a discount to the Issue 
Price on the primary sale of the Notes/Not 
Applicable/(Specify if other)] 
 
[Not Applicable] 
 

40.  U.S. Selling Restrictions: Regulation S Compliance Category 2 
[TEFRA D/TEFRA C/TEFRA Not Applicable] 
 
[N.B. for Swedish Notes, TEFRA Not 
Applicable.] 
 

41.  Public Offer: [Not Applicable] [A Public Offer of the Notes 
may be made by the Dealers [and [specify, if 
applicable]] (together [with the Dealers], the 
"Initial Authorised Offerors") [and any other 
Authorised Offerors in accordance with 
paragraph [ ] below] [Belgium/ 
Ireland/Luxembourg/the Netherlands 
/Sweden[   ]] (the “Public Offer 
Jurisdictions”) during the period from [specify 
date] until [specify date] (the “Offer Period”). 
 

42.  General Consent: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 
43.  Other conditions to consent: [Not Applicable/[       ]] 
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PART B - OTHER INFORMATION 
 
LISTING AND ADMISSION TO TRADING 
 
[Application has been made by the Issuer (or on its behalf) for the Notes to be admitted to trading on [the 
Luxembourg Stock Exchange/Euronext in Amsterdam/NASDAQ Stockholm/NDX/other] with effect from[, at 
the earliest, the Issue Date/(insert date)].] [Application is expected to be made by the Issuer (or on its behalf) for 
the Notes to be admitted to trading on  the Luxembourg Stock Exchange/Euronext in Amsterdam/ NASDAQ 
Stockholm/NDX/other] with effect from[, at the earliest, the Issue Date/(insert date).] [Not Applicable]] 
 
(Notes may only be listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, NASDAQ Stockholm, NDX or any other 
regulated market outside the Netherlands in the European Economic Area after the Level 2 Base Prospectus has 
been passported to the competent authority in respect of such other regulated market respectively, and subject 
to compliance with further applicable rules and regulations). 
 
INTERESTS OF NATURAL AND LEGAL PERSONS INVOLVED IN THE ISSUE 
 
[Save for any fees payable to the Dealers, so far as the Issuer is aware, no person involved in the issue of the 
Notes has an interest material to the offer. - Amend as appropriate if there are other interests] 
 
OPERATIONAL INFORMATION  
 
1. Relevant clearing and settlement system(s):  [Euroclear/Clearstream, Luxembourg/ 

Euroclear Netherlands/Euroclear Sweden/other]  
 

2. Any clearing system(s) other than Euroclear 
Bank S.A./N.V. and Clearstream Banking, 
société anonyme and the relevant 
identification number(s): 
 

[Not Applicable/give name(s) and number(s) 
and address(es)] 
 
[For Swedish Notes, specify: The designated 
Swedish CSD is Euroclear Sweden AB] 
 

3. Delivery: 
 

Delivery [against/free of] payment 

4. Structured Note Programme number: 
 

[       ] 

5. Additional Paying Agent(s) (if any):  
 

[       ] 
 
[For Swedish Notes, specify: The designated 
Swedish Issuing Agent is [specify Swedish 
Issuing Agent]] 

6. Offer Period/application process:  [[The offer of the Notes is expected to open at [       
] hours ([       ]time) on [       ] and close at [       
] hours ([       ] time) on [       ] or such earlier or 
later date or time as the Issuer may determine 
and will be announced in [       ].] [The Issuer 
reserves the right to withdraw the offer of the 
Notes until [       ] at the latest. Such withdrawal 
will be announced in the aforementioned 
publications.] 
[The aggregate principal amount of the Notes to 
be issued and allotted will be announced by the 
Issuer at [       ]hours ([       ] time) on [       ] or 
such earlier or later date or time as the Issuer 
may determine and will be announced in the 
aforementioned publications.] [The Issuer 
reserves the right to increase or decrease the 
aggregate principal amount of the Notes to be 
issued. Such increase or decrease will be 
announced in the aforementioned publications] 
[[No]/D/d]ealing in the Notes will be possible 
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before the aggregate principal amount of the 
Notes is announced as set out above.] 
[Not Applicable]] [The offer price is [equal to 
the Issue Price] [       ]] 
 

7. Reduction of subscriptions:  [Subscriptions in excess. If the Issuer 
determines to increase or decrease the 
aggregate principal amount of the Notes to be 
issued this will be announced by the Issuer at 
[...] hours ([...] time) on [...] or such earlier or 
later date or time as the Issuer may determine 
and will be announced in the aforementioned 
publications.] 
  

8. Intended to be held in a manner which 
would allow Eurosystem eligibility: 

[Yes. Note that the designation “yes” simply 
means that the Notes are intended upon issue to 
be deposited with one of the ICSDs as common 
safekeeper [(and registered in the name of a 
nominee of one of the ICSDs acting as 
common safekeeper,][include this text for 
registered notes] and does not necessarily mean 
that the Notes will be recognized as eligible 
collateral for Eurosystem monetary policy and 
intraday credit operations by the Eurosystem 
either upon issue or at any or all times during 
their life. Such recognition will depend upon 
the ECB being satisfied that Eurosystem 
eligibility criteria have been met.] /  
 
[No. Whilst the designation is specified as "no" 
at the date of these Final Terms, should the 
Eurosystem eligibility criteria be amended in 
the future such that the Notes are capable of 
meeting them the Notes may then be deposited 
with one of the ICSDs as common safekeeper 
[(and registered in the name of a nominee of 
one of the ICSDs acting as common 
safekeeper,][include this text for registered 
notes] . Note that this does not necessarily 
mean that the Notes will then be recognised as 
eligible collateral for Eurosystem monetary 
policy and intraday credit operations by the 
Eurosystem at any time during their life. Such 
recognition will depend upon the ECB being 
satisfied that Eurosystem eligibility criteria 
have been met.]] 
  

9. Indication of yield: [Calculated as [       ]on the Issue Date] The 
yield is calculated at the Issue Date on the 
basis of the Issue Price. It is not an indication 
of future yield. 
 

10. Notices to be published in an English 
language daily newspaper of general 
circulation in London: 
 

[Yes/No]  

11. ISIN:  
 

[       ] 

 Common code:  
 

[       ] 
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 Other relevant code:  
 

[       ] 

12. Ratings: 
 

[The Notes to be issued have not been rated.] 
  
[The Notes to be issued have been rated: 
 

 [S & P:  
 

[       ] 

 [Fitch:  
 

[       ] 

 [Other: Include here a brief explanation of 
the meaning of the ratings if this deviates 
from the explanations given in "General 
Information" published by the rating 
provider.] ** 
 

[       ] 
[[Insert the full legal name of credit rating 
agency] is established in the European Union 
and has applied for registration under 
Regulation (EC) No 1060/2009, although 
notification of the corresponding registration 
decision has not yet been provided by the 
relevant competent authority.] [[Insert the full 
legal name of credit rating agency] is 
established in the European Union and 
registered under Regulation (EC) No 
1060/2009.] 

13. Notification to maturity: The [AFM] [has been requested to provide/has 
provided (include first alternative for an issue 
which is contemporaneous with the 
establishment or update of the Programme and 
the second alternative for subsequent issues)] 
the [Specify relevant authority] with a 
certificate of approval attesting that the Level 2 
Base Prospectus has been drawn up in 
accordance with the Prospectus Directive as 
implemented in the Netherlands.] 
 

14. Identification of the sources of third party 
information, if applicable: 
 

[Not Applicable / [       ]] 

15. Reasons for the offer, estimated net proceeds and 
total expenses: 
 

 

 (i) Reasons for the offer: [       ] (Only to be completed by inserting 
reasons for the offer and use of proceeds if 
reasons for the offer are different from making 
profit and/or hedging certain risks) 
 

 (ii) Estimated net proceeds: [       ] (If proceeds are intended for more than 
one use will need to split out and present in 
order of priority. If proceeds insufficient to 
fund all proposed uses state amount and 
sources of other funding.) 
 

 (iii) Estimated total expenses: [       ] [Include breakdown of expenses] 
 

16. The Issuer [intends to provide post-issuance information [specify what information will be reported 
and where it can be obtained]] [does not intend to provide post-issuance information] 
 

17. [Performance of underlying(s), explanation of effect on value of investment and associated risks and 
other information concerning the underlying(s).] 
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Details of the past and future performance and volatility of the underlying(s) can be obtained from: 
[       ]] 
 

18. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE OFFER 
 

 Conditions to which the offer is subject: [Offers of the Notes are conditional on their 
issue. As between the Authorised Offerors and 
their customers, offers of the Notes are further 
subject to conditions as may be agreed between 
them and/or as specified in the arrangements in 
place between them.] 

 Total amount of the offer; if the amount is not 
fixed, description of the arrangements and time for 
announcing the definitive amount to the public: 

[         ] 

 Description of the application process, including 
offer period, including any possible amendments, 
during which the offer will be open: 

[A prospective Noteholder should contact the 
applicable Authorised Offeror in the applicable 
Public Offer Jurisdiction prior to the end of the 
Offer Period. A prospective Noteholder will 
subscribe for the Notes in accordance with the 
arrangements existing between such Authorised 
Offeror and its customers relating to the 
subscription of securities generally. Noteholders 
will not be required to enter into any contractual 
arrangements directly with the Issuer in 
connection with the subscription of the 
Notes.][        ]   

 Description of possibility to reduce subscriptions: 
 

[Not Applicable/give details] 

 Description of manner for refunding excess amount 
paid by applicants: 
 

[Not Applicable/give details] 

 Details of the minimum and/or maximum amount 
of application: 

[There are no pre-identified allotment criteria. 
The Authorised Offeror will adopt  allotment 
criteria in accordance with customary market 
practices and applicable laws and regulations.] 
[      ] 

 Details of the method and time limits for paying up 
and delivering the Notes: 

[Investors will be notified by the relevant 
Authorised Offeror of their allocations of Notes 
and the settlement arrangements in respect 
thereof.] [          ]        

 Manner in and date on which results of the offer are 
to be made public: 

[Investors will be notified by the applicable 
Authorised Offeror of their allocations of Notes 
and the settlement procedures in respect thereof 
on or around [date].] [           ]   

 Procedure for exercise of any right of pre-emption, 
negotiability of subscription rights and treatment of 
subscription rights not exercised: 
 

[Not Applicable/give details] 

 Categories of potential investors to which the Notes 
are offered and whether tranche(s) have been 
reserved for certain countries: 

[Offers may be made by the Authorised 
Offerors in each of the Public Offer 
Jurisdictions to any person during the Offer 
Period. In other EEA countries and in all 
jurisdictions (including the Public Offer 
Jurisdictions) outside of the Offer Period, offers 
will only be made by the [Dealers] pursuant to 
an exemption under the Prospectus Directive, as 
implemented in such countries. All offers of the 
Notes will be made in compliance with all 
applicable laws and regulations.] [          ] 
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 Process for notification to applicants of the amount 
allotted and the indication whether dealing may 
begin before notification is made: 

[Prospective Noteholders will be notified by the 
relevant Authorised Offeror in accordance with 
the arrangements in place between such 
Authorised Offeror and the prospective 
Noteholders.]        

 Name(s) and address(es), to the extent known to the 
Issuer, of the placers in the various countries where 
the offer takes place: 

The Initial Authorised Offerors identified in 
paragraph 39 of Part A above [and any 
additional Authorised Offerors who have or 
obtain the Issuer's consent to use the Prospectus 
in connection with the Public Offer and who are 
identified on the Issuer's website as an 
Authorised Offeror] (together, the "Authorised 
Offerors").       

     Amount of any expenses and taxes specifically 
charged to the subscriber or purchaser: 
 

[Not Applicable/give details] 

 
PURPOSE OF FINAL TERMS 
 
These Final Terms comprise the final terms required for the issue [and] [public offer in the Public Offer 
Jurisdictions] [and] [listing and admission to trading on [Euronext in Amsterdam/the official list of the 
Luxembourg Stock Exchange/NASDAQ Stockholm/NDX/other] of the Notes described herein pursuant to the 
EUR 2,000,000,000 Structured Note Programme for the issuance of Index and/or Equity Linked Notes of F. van 
Lanschot Bankiers N.V. 
 
(Notes may only be listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, NASDAQ Stockholm, NDX or any other 
regulated market outside the Netherlands in the European Economic Area after the Level 2 Base Prospectus has 
been passported to the competent authority in respect of such other regulated market respectively, and subject 
to compliance with further applicable rules and regulations). 
 
 
RESPONSIBILITY 
 
The Issuer accepts responsibility for the information contained in these Final Terms. To the best of the 
knowledge and belief of the Issuer (which has taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case) the 
information contained in these Final Terms is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to 
affect the import of such information. The Issuer accepts responsibility accordingly. 
 
These Final Terms or any other information supplied in connection with the Programme should not be 
considered as a recommendation by the Issuer, the Arranger or any of the Dealers that any recipient of these 
Final Terms or any other information supplied in connection with the Programme should purchase any Notes. 
Accordingly, no representation, warranty or undertaking, expressly or implied, is made and no responsibility is 
accepted by the Arranger or the Dealers or any of their respective affiliates in their capacity as such, as to the 
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in these Final Terms or any other information provided 
by the Issuer or Van Lanschot N.V., the sole shareholder of the Issuer.  
 
[[...] has been extracted from [...]. The Issuer confirms that such information has been accurately reproduced and 
that, so far as it is aware and is able to ascertain from information published by [...], no facts have been omitted 
which would render the reproduced information inaccurate or misleading.] 
 
Signed on behalf of the Issuer:  
 
 
By:  
 
 
Duly authorised officer(s) 
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EXPLANATION OF DERIVATIVE FEATURES OF THE NOTES 
 
This explanation of how the value of a Note is affected by the value of the reference assets should be read and 
construed in conjunction with the Level 2 Terms and Conditions as set forth on page 49-82 of this Level 2 Base 
Prospectus. Any decision to invest in the Notes by the investor should be based on consideration of the Level 2 
Base Prospectus as a whole including any documents incorporated into the Level 2 Base Prospectus by 
reference. 
 
Each prospective investor in Notes should refer to the section headed "Risk Factors" in the Level 1 Base 
Prospectus and this Level 2 Base Prospectus for a description of (i) those factors which could affect the 
financial performance of the Issuer and thereby affect the Issuer's ability to fulfil its obligations in respect of 
Notes issued under this Level 2 Base Prospectus, (ii) risks related to the market generally, (iii) factors which 
are material for the purpose of assessing the market risks associated with Notes issued under the Programme, 
(iv) risks related to the structure of a particular issue of Notes and (v) risks related to Notes generally and to 
their derivative features in particular. 
 
General 
 
The Notes are linked to indices, shares and/or funds. This means that, depending on the type of Notes described 
in this Level 2 Base Prospectus, such features as the coupon amount, redemption date and/or redemption amount 
depend on indices, shares and/or funds. In other words, these features are a function of the level or price of the 
underlying indices, shares or funds. The various functions are commonly referred to as "payouts". It should be 
noted, however, that a payout does not necessarily result in any amount being payable. Rather it determines if, 
when and/or to what extent an amount will be payable. 
 
Return on the Notes may be linked to the level of a specified single underlying (an index, a share or a fund) or 
basket of underlyings (indices, shares or funds). If linked to a single underlying, the level or price of that 
underlying is the level by reference to which coupon and/or redemption function or "pay out". In case of a 
basket of underlyings, the combined level or price of the underlyings in the basket will, depending on what is 
specified in the applicable Final Terms, be computed either as (i) the average of the reference levels or prices of 
the underlying(s) determined in accordance with their respective weightings specified in the applicable Final 
Terms, or (ii) the reference level or price of the worst performing underlying(s) relative to its initial reference 
level. These three types of reference levels are referred to as "Single Reference Asset Level", "Average Basket 
Level" or "Worst Performer of Basket" respectively. 
 
The reference level or price to which a Note is linked will, depending on what is specified as being applicable in 
the applicable Final Terms, determine (i) whether coupon is to be paid and, if it is, the size of the coupon 
amount, and/or (ii) whether (a) the Note redeems early at its specified denomination or (b) at its the scheduled 
maturity date, and, if at its scheduled maturity date, (iii) the final redemption amount which, depending on the 
type of payout, may be more or less than the investment made in the Note and may even be zero. 
 
The three types of payouts which may apply to Notes are explained in the following subsection. In the seven 
subsections after that, the seven payouts will be explained separately, in each case by means of a narrative 
description followed by three numerical and graphical examples of a positive, neutral (i.e. slightly positive or 
negative) and negative overall (until redemption) development of the Reference Level. 
 
Type of payouts 
 
Redemption amount payouts 
 
Reverse Exchangeable, Participation, Premium Knock-Out, Booster Knock-Out, Booster or Click-In are payouts 
which affect the amount payable at the scheduled maturity date of the Note. Depending on the reference level or 
price of the underlying(s), such amount may be equal to, lower or, except in the case of Reverse Exchangeable, 
higher than the denomination of the Note. A redemption amount payout under this Programme cannot be 
combined with another redemption amount payout but can be combined with the payouts described in the 
following paragraphs, being Conditional Coupon and Automatic Redemption. Whether and which redemption 
amount payout applies to a Note, will be specified in the applicable Final Terms.  
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Payout affecting coupon 
 
If Conditional Coupon applies to a Note, the amount and payment date of coupon varies with the reference level 
or price of the underlying(s). This payout can be combined with all other payouts; whether this payout applies to 
a Note, will be specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
 
Redemption date payout 
 
If Automatic Early Redemption applies to a Note, the Note may be redeemed at its denomination prior to its 
scheduled maturity date. Like Conditional Coupon, this payout can be combined with all the other payouts and 
whether this payout applies to a Note, will be specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
 
Conditional Coupon 
 
Narrative description 
 
The payment of Fixed Rate(s) of Interest on the Notes is dependent on the occurrence of a Conditional Coupon 
Event, which shall mean that the Reference Level is lower than the Coupon Barrier. The Reference Level is the 
Single Reference Asset Level, the Average Basket Level or the Worst Performer of Basket and the Coupon 
Barrier is specified in the applicable Final Terms. If the Reference Level is lower than the Coupon Barrier, then 
the Fixed Rate(s) of Interest shall be zero (meaning that investors would not receive payment of interest for the 
entire relevant Fixed Interest Period). The payment of interest will therefore have a direct relationship with the 
level or price of the underlying(s). If the Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Coupon Barrier the Fixed 
Rate(s) of Interest for the Fixed Interest Period(s) shall be the Fixed Rate(s) of Interest as specified in the 
applicable Final Terms. 
 
If "Memory" is specified as being applicable in the applicable Final Terms and a Conditional Coupon Event has 
not occurred during any Fixed Interest Period which is not the first Fixed Interest Period, the amount of interest 
to be paid shall be increased by the sum of the amounts of interest that would, but for the occurrence of a 
Conditional Coupon Event, have been payable during any and all prior Fixed Interest Periods unless, to prevent 
duplication, such amounts had become due and payable thereafter. For example, if during the first interest 
period of a Note to which Conditional Coupon applies the coupon amount was not paid because a Conditional 
Coupon Event had occurred and if during the next interest period of that Note which is not the last interest 
period of that Note a Conditional Coupon Event does not occur, the coupon amount payable in relation to the 
second interest period shall be paid out together with the coupon amount in relation to the first interest period. 
 
Numerical and graphical examples 
 
The illustrative examples below represent a positive, neutral (i.e. slightly negative in this case (-5%)) and 
negative overall development of the Reference Level but do not represent the best possible (maximum), the 
worst possible (minimum) outcome, or the outcome which lies exactly in the middle of the maximum and 
minimum outcome given the parameters and reference levels used and stated in the tables below. The examples 
below do not depict each possible return and are hypothetical. The actual return for an investors on a Note will 
depend on the selected parameters and combination of payouts specified in the applicable Final Terms, the 
development of the underlying and all other relevant circumstances disclosed in the in the Level 1 Base 
Prospectus and this Level 2 Base Prospectus, including, without limitation, the risk factors. The hypothetical 
returns below are not indicative for the actual return of a particular Note. 
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Positive overall development of the Reference Level if "Memory" is specified as being applicable* 

 
 
* With this overall development of the Reference Level, i.e. where the Reference Level is exceeds the Coupon 
Barrier at each Valuation Time on each Conditional Coupon Observation Date, the total coupon payable on the 
Note if "Memory" is specified as being applicable in the applicable Final Terms is the same as when "Memory" 
is specified as not being applicable in the applicable Final Terms. 
 
Neutral (slightly negative (-5%)) overall development of the Reference Level if "Memory" is specified as being 
applicable 

 

  

Coupon Barrier 90% Year Reference Level Redemption Coupon Coupon Barrier
Coupon 10% 0 100% 90%

1 105% 10% 90%
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Negative overall development of the Reference Level if "Memory" is specified as being applicable 

 
 
Automatic Early Redemption 
 
Narrative description 
 
If Automatic Early Redemption applies and an Automatic Early Redemption Event has occurred, a Note will be 
redeemed by the Issuer at the Specified Denomination in the relevant Specified Currency on the Interest 
Payment Date immediately following the occurrence of such Automatic Early Redemption Event, unless the 
Automatic Early Redemption occurred during the last Fixed Interest Period, in which case Automatic Early 
Redemption does not take effect and the Note will be redeemed at the scheduled Maturity Date. An Automatic 
Early Redemption Event shall mean that the Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Trigger Level, which 
will be specified in the applicable Final Terms. Whether the Notes redeems early will therefore have a direct 
relationship with the level or price of the underlying(s). 
 
Numerical and graphical examples 
 
The illustrative examples below represent a positive, neutral (i.e. slightly positive in this case (+5%)) and 
negative overall (until redemption) development of the Reference Level but do not represent the best possible 
(maximum), the worst possible (minimum) outcome, or the outcome which lies exactly in the middle of the 
maximum and minimum outcome given the parameters and reference levels used and stated in the tables below. 
The examples below do not depict each possible return and are hypothetical. The actual return for an investors 
on a Note will depend on the selected parameters and combination of payouts specified in the applicable Final 
Terms, the development of the underlying and all other relevant circumstances disclosed in the in the Level 1 
Base Prospectus and this Level 2 Base Prospectus, including, without limitation, the risk factors. The 
hypothetical returns below are not indicative for the actual return of a particular Note. 
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Positive overall (until redemption) development of the Reference Level 

 
 
Neutral (slightly positive (+5%)) overall (until redemption) development of the Reference Level 

 
 
  

Trigger Level: 100% Year Reference Level Redemption Trigger Level
Capital Barrier 0% 0 100% 100%
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Negative overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 

Reverse Exchangeable Note 
 
Narrative description 
 
A Reverse Exchangeable Note will be redeemed by the Issuer on the scheduled Maturity Date in the relevant 
Specified Currency at the Specified Denomination if a Reverse Exchange Event has not occurred. If a Reverse 
Exchange Event has occurred a Reverse Exchangeable Note will be redeemed at an amount which is equal to 
the lowest of (a) the Specified Denomination and (b) the product of (i) the Specified Denomination and (ii) the 
Final Reference Level divided by the Initial Reference Level. Reverse Exchange Event shall mean that the 
Reference Level is lower than the Redemption Barrier which is specified in the applicable Final Terms. The 
Reference Level is the Single Reference Asset Level, the Average Basket Level or the Worst Performer of 
Basket. The Final Redemption Amount of a Reverse Exchangeable Note will therefore have a direct relationship 
with the level or price of the underlying(s) and can be lower (even zero) but not higher than the Specified 
Denomination. 
 
Numerical and graphical examples 
 
The illustrative examples below represent a positive, neutral (i.e. slightly negative in this case (-5%)) and 
negative overall development of the Reference Level but do not represent the best possible (maximum), the 
worst possible (minimum) outcome, or the outcome which lies exactly in the middle of the maximum and 
minimum outcome given the parameters and reference levels used and stated in the tables below. The examples 
below do not depict each possible return and are hypothetical. The actual return for an investors on a Note will 
depend on the selected parameters and combination of payouts specified in the applicable Final Terms, the 
development of the underlying and all other relevant circumstances disclosed in the in the Level 1 Base 
Prospectus and this Level 2 Base Prospectus, including, without limitation, the risk factors. The hypothetical 
returns below are not indicative for the actual return of a particular Note. 
 
  

Trigger Level 100% Year Reference Level Redemption Trigger Level
Capital Barrier 0% 0 100% 100%
Coupon Barrier 500% 1 92% 100%
Premie 0% 2 85% 100%

3 90% 100%
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5 70% 100% 100%
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Positive overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
Neutral (slightly negative (-5%)) overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
  

Trigger: 500% Year Reference Level Redemption  Redemption 
Barrier 

Redemption Barrier 85% 0 100% 85%
Coupon Barrier 0% 1 105% 85%
Premie 0,00% 2 115% 85%

3 110% 85%
4 115% 85%
5 130% 100% 85%
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Trigger: 500% Year Reference 
Level

Redemption  Redemption 
Barrier 

Redemption Barrier 85% 0 100% 85%
Coupon Barrier 0% 1 95% 85%
Premie #### 2 100% 85%

3 95% 85%
4 90% 85%
5 95% 100% 85%
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Negative overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 

Participation Note 
 
Narrative description 
 
A Participation Note will be redeemed on the scheduled Maturity Date at the lowest of (a) (i) the Minimum 
Redemption Amount plus (ii) the product of the Specified Denomination, the gearing* and a fraction the 
numerator of which is equal to the Final Reference Level minus the Strike Level and the denominator of which 
is the Initial Reference Level and (b) the Maximum Redemption Amount (if applicable) if on the Final 
Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Strike Level. If on the Final Valuation 
Date the Final Reference Level is lower than the Strike Level a Participation Note will be redeemed on the 
Maturity Date at the Minimum Redemption Amount. The Reference Level is the Single Reference Asset Level, 
the Average Basket Level or the Worst Performer of Basket. The Final Redemption Amount of a Participation 
Note will therefore have a direct relationship with the level or price of the underlying(s) and can be lower or 
higher than the Specified Denomination but not lower than the Minimum Redemption Amount or, if applicable, 
higher than the Maximum Redemption Amount. 
 
Consequently, if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Strike 
Level, the holder of a Participation Note will receive a redemption amount which exceeds or which is equal to 
the Minimum Redemption Amount specified for that Note but which is not higher than the Maximum 
Redemption Amount (if applicable). Otherwise, if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is 
lower than the Strike Level, the holder of that Note will receive the Minimum Redemption Amount specified for 
that Note. 
 
* If the gearing is 1 (one) or 100% there will effectively be no gearing. 
 
Numerical and graphical examples 
 
The illustrative examples below represent a positive, neutral (i.e. slightly positive in this case (+5%)) and 
negative overall development of the Reference Level but do not represent the best possible (maximum), the 
worst possible (minimum) outcome, or the outcome which lies exactly in the middle of the maximum and 
minimum outcome given the parameters and reference levels used and stated in the tables below. The examples 
below do not depict each possible return and are hypothetical. The actual return for an investors on a Note will 
depend on the selected parameters and combination of payouts specified in the applicable Final Terms, the 

Trigger: 500% Year Reference Level Redemption  Redemption 
Barrier 

Redemption Barrier 85% 0 100% 85%
Coupon Barrier 0% 1 90% 85%
Premie 0% 2 85% 85%

3 90% 85%
4 70% 85%
5 60% 60% 85%
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development of the underlying and all other relevant circumstances disclosed in the in the Level 1 Base 
Prospectus and this Level 2 Base Prospectus, including, without limitation, the risk factors. The hypothetical 
returns below are not indicative for the actual return of a particular Note. 
 

Positive overall development of the Reference Level

 

 
Neutral (slightly positive (+5%)) overall development of the Reference Level 

Year Reference Level Redemption  Minimum 
Redemption 

Amount

Strike Level

Minium Redemption Amount 100% 0 100% 100%
Strike Level 100% 1 105% 100%
Gearing 120% 2 115% 100%
Gearing 120% 3 110% 100%

4 115% 100%
5 130% 136% 100% 100%
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Negative overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
Premium Knock-Out Note 
 
Narrative description 
 
A Premium Knock-Out Note will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at the lowest of (a) the Maximum 
Redemption Amount (if applicable) and (b) the highest of (i) the Specified Denomination plus the Premium 

Year Reference 
Level

Redemption  Minimum 
Redemption 

Amount

Strike Level

Minium Redemption 
Amount

100% 0 100% 100%

Strike Level 100% 1 95% 100%
Gearing 120% 2 100% 100%

3 95% 100%
4 90% 100%
5 105% 106% 100% 100%
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Year Reference Level Redemption Minimum 
Redemption 

Amount

Strike Level

Minium Redemption Amount 100% 0 100% 100%
Strike Level 100% 1 90% 100%
Gearing 120% 2 85% 100%

3 90% 100%
4 70% 100%
5 60% 100% 100% 100%
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Amount and (ii) the product of the Specified Denomination and the Final Reference Level divided by the Initial 
Reference Level, if the Premium Knock-Out Event has not occurred. If a Premium Knock-Out Event has 
occurred a Premium Knock-Out Note will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at the lowest of (a) the Maximum 
Redemption Amount (if applicable) and (b) the product of (i) the Specified Denomination and (ii) the Final 
Reference Level divided by the Initial Reference Level. Premium Knock-Out Event shall mean that the 
Reference Level is lower than the Premium Knock-Out Barrier which is specified in the applicable Final Terms. 
The Reference Level is the Single Reference Asset Level, the Average Basket Level or the Worst Performer of 
Basket. The Final Redemption Amount of a Premium Knock-Out Note will therefore have a direct relationship 
with the level or price of the underlying(s) and can be lower (even zero) or higher than the Specified 
Denomination but, if applicable, not higher than the Maximum Redemption Amount. 
 
Numerical and graphical examples 
 
The illustrative examples below represent a positive, neutral (i.e. slightly positive in this case (+5%)) and 
negative overall development of the Reference Level but do not represent the best possible (maximum), the 
worst possible (minimum) outcome, or the outcome which lies exactly in the middle of the maximum and 
minimum outcome given the parameters and reference levels used and stated in the tables below. The examples 
below do not depict each possible return and are hypothetical. The actual return for an investors on a Note will 
depend on the selected parameters and combination of payouts specified in the applicable Final Terms, the 
development of the underlying and all other relevant circumstances disclosed in the in the Level 1 Base 
Prospectus and this Level 2 Base Prospectus, including, without limitation, the risk factors. The hypothetical 
returns below are not indicative for the actual return of a particular Note. 
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Positive overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
Neutral (slightly positive (+5%)) overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
  

Year Reference Level Redemption Denomination + 
Premium

Premium Knock-
Out Barrier

Denomination + Premium 120% 0 100% 120% 80%
Premium Knock-Out Barrier 80% 1 115% 120% 80%
Premium Amount 20% 2 110% 120% 80%

3 135% 120% 80%
4 130% 120% 80%
5 140% 140% 120% 80%
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Year Reference Level Redemption Denomination + 
Premium

Premium Knock-
Out Barrier

Denomination + Premium 120% 0 100% 120% 80%
Premium Knock-Out Barrier 80% 1 115% 120% 80%
Premium Amount 20% 2 125% 120% 80%

3 110% 120% 80%
4 95% 120% 80%
5 105% 120% 120% 80%
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Negative overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
Booster Knock-Out Note 
 
Narrative description 
 
A Booster Knock-Out Note will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at the lowest of (a) (i) the Specified 
Denomination plus (ii) the product of the Specified Denomination, the gearing* and a fraction the numerator of 
which is equal to the Final Reference Level minus the Strike Level and the denominator of which is the Initial 
Reference Level and (b) a Maximum Redemption Amount (if applicable), if on the Final Valuation Date the 
Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Strike Level. If on the Final Valuation Date the Final 
Reference Level is lower than the Strike Level a Booster Knock-Out Note will be redeemed on the Maturity 
Date at the product of (i) the Specified Denomination and (ii) the Final Reference Level divided by the Initial 
Reference Level if a Booster Knock-Out Event has occurred. If a Booster Knock-Out has not occurred a Booster 
Knock-Out Note will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at the amount of the Specified Denomination. A 
Booster Knock-Out Event shall mean that the Reference Level is lower than the Redemption Barrier which is 
specified in the applicable Final Terms. The Reference Level is the Single Reference Asset Level, the Average 
Basket Level or the Worst Performer of Basket. The Final Redemption Amount of a Booster Knock-Out Note 
will therefore have a direct relationship with the level or price of the underlying(s) and can be lower (even zero) 
or higher than the Specified Denomination but, if applicable, not higher than the Maximum Redemption 
Amount. 
 
Consequently, if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Strike 
Level, the holder of a Booster Knock-Out Note will receive a redemption amount which is equal to or which 
exceeds the Specified Denomination of that Note but which is not higher than the Maximum Redemption 
Amount (if applicable). Otherwise, if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is lower than the 
Strike Level, the holder of that Note will receive either a redemption amount which is equal to such Specified 
Denomination if a Booster Knock-Out Event has not occurred or, if a Booster Knock-Out Event has occurred, a 
redemption amount which may be higher or lower than such Specified Denomination. 
 
* If the gearing is 1 (one) or 100% there will effectively be no gearing. 
 
Numerical and graphical examples 
 
The illustrative examples below represent a positive, neutral (i.e. relatively negative in this case (-15%)) and 
negative overall development of the Reference Level but do not represent the best possible (maximum), the 

Year Reference Level Redemption Denomination + 
Premium

Premium Knock-
Out Barrier

Denomination + Premium 120% 0 100% 120% 80%
Premium Knock-Out Barrier 80% 1 110% 120% 80%
Premium Amount 20% 2 95% 120% 80%

3 85% 120% 80%
4 70% 120% 80%
5 50% 50% 120% 80%
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worst possible (minimum) outcome, or the outcome which lies exactly in the middle of the maximum and 
minimum outcome given the parameters and reference levels used and stated in the tables below. The examples 
below do not depict each possible return and are hypothetical. The actual return for an investors on a Note will 
depend on the selected parameters and combination of payouts specified in the applicable Final Terms, the 
development of the underlying and all other relevant circumstances disclosed in the in the Level 1 Base 
Prospectus and this Level 2 Base Prospectus, including, without limitation, the risk factors. The hypothetical 
returns below are not indicative for the actual return of a particular Note. 
 
Positive overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
Neutral (relatively negative (-15%)) overall development of the Reference Level 

 

500% Year Reference Level Redemption Redemption 
Barrier

Strike Level

Redemption Barrier 70% 0 100% 70%
Strike Level 100% 1 115% 70%
Gearing 120% 2 110% 70%

3 135% 70%
4 130% 70%
5 140% 148% 70% 100%
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Premium 500% Year Reference Level Redemption Redemption 
Barrier

Strike Level

Redemption Barrier 70% 0 100% 70%
Strike Level 100% 1 110% 70%
Gearing 120% 2 105% 70%

3 90% 70%
4 95% 70%
5 85% 100% 70% 100%
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Negative overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
Booster Notes 
 
Narrative description 
 
A Booster Note will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at the lowest of (a) (i) the Specified Denomination plus 
(ii) the product of the Specified Denomination, the gearing* and a fraction the numerator of which is equal to 
the Final Reference Level minus the Strike Level and the denominator of which is the Initial Reference Level 
and (b) the Maximum Redemption Amount (if applicable), if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference 
Level is equal to or higher than the Strike Level. If on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is 
lower than the Strike Level, a Booster Note will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at the product of (i) the 
Specified Denomination and (ii) the Final Reference Level divided by the Initial Reference Level. The 
Reference Level is the Single Reference Asset Level, the Average Basket Level or the Worst Performer of 
Basket. The Final Redemption Amount of a Booster Note will therefore have a direct relationship with the level 
or price of the underlying(s) and can be lower (even zero) or higher than the Specified Denomination but, if 
applicable, not higher than the Maximum Redemption Amount. 
 
Consequently, if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Strike 
Level, the holder of a Booster Note will receive a redemption amount which is equal to or which exceeds the 
Specified Denomination of that Note but which is not higher than the Maximum Redemption Amount (if 
applicable). Otherwise, if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is lower than the Strike Level, 
the holder of that Note will receive a redemption amount which may be higher or lower than such Specified 
Denomination. 
 
* If the gearing is 1 (one) or 100% there will effectively be no gearing. 
 
Numerical and graphical examples 
 
The illustrative examples below represent a positive, neutral (i.e. relatively negative in this case (-15%)) and 
negative overall development of the Reference Level but do not represent the best possible (maximum), the 
worst possible (minimum) outcome, or the outcome which lies exactly in the middle of the maximum and 
minimum outcome given the parameters and reference levels used and stated in the tables below. The examples 
below do not depict each possible return and are hypothetical. The actual return for an investors on a Note will 

Premie ####
Premium 500% Year Reference Level Redemption Redemption 

Barrier
Strike Level

Redemption Barrier 70% 0 100% 70%
Strike Level 100% 1 110% 70%
Gearing 120% 2 95% 70%

3 75% 70%
4 60% 70%
5 50% 50% 70% 100%
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depend on the selected parameters and combination of payouts specified in the applicable Final Terms, the 
development of the underlying and all other relevant circumstances disclosed in the in the Level 1 Base 
Prospectus and this Level 2 Base Prospectus, including, without limitation, the risk factors. The hypothetical 
returns below are not indicative for the actual return of a particular Note. 
 
Positive overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
Neutral (relatively negative (-15%)) overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
  

Premie ####
Year Reference Level Redemption Strike Level

Strike Level 100% 0 100%
Gearing 120% 1 115%
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5 140% 148% 100%
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Premie ####
Year Reference Level Redemption Strike Level

Strike Level 100% 0 100%
Gearing 120% 1 110%

2 105%
3 90%
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5 85% 85% 100%
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Negative overall development of the Reference Level 

 
 
Click-In Notes 
 
Narrative description 
 
A Click-In Note will be redeemed on the Maturity Date at the lowest of (a) the Maximum Redemption Amount 
and (b) the highest of (i) the Minimum Redemption Amount, (ii) the Specified Denomination plus the product of 
the Specified Denomination and a fraction the numerator of which is equal to the Final Reference Level and the 
denominator of which is the Initial Reference Level and, if a Click-In Event(i) has occurred, (iii) the product of 
the Specified Denomination and the Maximum Click-In Level. The Reference Level is the Single Reference 
Asset Level, the Average Basket Level or the Worst Performer of Basket. The Final Redemption Amount of a 
Click-In Note will therefore have a direct relationship with the level or price of the underlying(s) and can be 
lower or higher than the Specified Denomination but not higher than the Maximum Redemption Amount (if 
applicable) or lower than the Minimum Redemption Amount. 
 
Consequently, if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is equal to or higher than the Initial 
Reference Level, the holder of a Click-In Note will receive a redemption amount which is equal to or which 
exceeds the Specified Denomination of that Note but which is not higher than the Maximum Redemption 
Amount (if applicable). Otherwise, if on the Final Valuation Date the Final Reference Level is lower than the 
Initial Reference Level, the holder of that Note will receive a redemption amount which may be higher or lower 
than such Specified Denomination but not lower than the Minimum Redemption Amount or, if a Click-In 
Event(i) has occurred, the product of the Specified Denomination and the Maximum Click-In Level]. 
 
Numerical and graphical examples 
 
The illustrative examples below represent a positive, neutral (i.e. relatively negative in this case (-5%)) and 
negative overall development of the Reference Level but do not represent the best possible (maximum), the 
worst possible (minimum) outcome, or the outcome which lies exactly in the middle of the maximum and 
minimum outcome given the parameters and reference levels used and stated in the tables below. The examples 
below do not depict each possible return and are hypothetical. The actual return for an investors on a Note will 
depend on the selected parameters and combination of payouts specified in the applicable Final Terms, the 
development of the underlying and all other relevant circumstances disclosed in the in the Level 1 Base 
Prospectus and this Level 2 Base Prospectus, including, without limitation, the risk factors. The hypothetical 
returns below are not indicative for the actual return of a particular Note. 
 

Premie ####
Year Reference Level Redemption Strike Level

Strike Level 100% 0 100%
Gearing 120% 1 110%

2 95%
3 75%
4 60%
5 50% 50% 100%
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Minimum Redemption 90%
Cap Level 160%
Click1 120%
Click2 140%
Click3 160%

Year Reference Level Redemption
0 100%
1 115%
2 135%
3 150%
4 130%
5 155%
6 175% 160,00%
7

Minimum Redemption
90%
90%

120%
140%
140%
140%
160%

0%

Minimum Redemption 90%
Cap Level 160%
Click1 120%
Click2 140%
Click3 160%

Year Reference Level Redemption
0 100%
1 95%
2 100%
3 95%
4 90%
5 100%
6 95% 95,00%
7

Minimum Redemption
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%

Positive overall development of the Reference Level 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Neutral (relatively negative (-5%)) overall development of the Reference Level 
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Minimum Redemption 90%
Cap Level 160%
Click1 120%
Click2 140%
Click3 160%

Year Reference Level Redemption
0 100%
1 90%
2 80%
3 75%
4 80%
5 65%
6 60% 90,00%
7

Minimum Redemption
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%

Negative overall development of the Reference Level 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Asian-Out 
In case of a Reverse Exchangeable Note, a Participation Note, a Premium Knock-Out Note, a Booster Knock-
Out or a Booster Note the Calculation Agent will determine a final reference level or price by reference to which 
the Calculation Agent will calculate the final redemption amount. Such final reference level or price will be 
determined on a single final valuation date unless "Asian-Out" is specified as being applicable in the applicable 
Final Terms. In such case, such final reference level will be determined on the basis of the levels or prices of the 
underlying(s) on multiple final valuation dates, being the Asian-Out Observation Dates specified in the 
applicable Final Terms, by calculating the arithmetic mean of such levels or prices. Consequently, in such case 
the return on a Note will not be affected by reference levels or prices determined on a single date but by the 
arithmetic mean of levels or prices determined on multiple dates. 
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TAXATION 
 

TAXATION – NETHERLANDS 
General 
 
The following is a general summary of certain Netherlands tax consequences of the acquisition, holding and 
disposal of the Notes. This summary does not purport to describe all possible tax considerations or 
consequences that may be relevant to a holder or prospective holder of Notes and does not purport to deal with 
the tax consequences applicable to all categories of investors, some of which (such as trusts or similar 
arrangements) may be subject to special rules. In view of its general nature, it should be treated with 
corresponding caution. Holders or prospective holders of Notes should consult with their tax advisors with 
regard to the tax consequences of investing in the Notes in their particular circumstances. The discussion below 
is included for general information purposes only.  
 
Except as otherwise indicated, this summary only addresses Netherlands national tax legislation and published 
regulations, whereby the Netherlands means the part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands located in Europe, as in 
effect on the date hereof and as interpreted in published case law until this date, without prejudice to any 
amendment introduced at a later date and implemented with or without retroactive effect.  
Please note that the summary does not describe the Netherlands tax consequences for: 

 
(i) holders of Notes if such holders, and in the case of individuals, his/her partner or certain of their relatives 

by blood or marriage in the direct line (including foster children), have a substantial interest or deemed 
substantial interest in the Issuer under The Netherlands Income Tax Act 2001 (Wet inkomstenbelasting 
2001). Generally speaking, a holder of securities in a company is considered to hold a substantial interest 
in such company, if such holder alone or, in the case of individuals, together with his/her partner (as 
defined in The Netherlands Income Tax Act 2001), directly or indirectly, holds (i) an interest of 5% or 
more of the total issued and outstanding capital of that company or of 5% or more of the issued and 
outstanding capital of a certain class of shares of that company; or (ii) holds rights to acquire, directly or 
indirectly, such interest; or (iii) holds certain profit sharing rights in that company that relate to 5% or 
more of the company's annual profits and/or to 5% or more of the company's liquidation proceeds. A 
deemed substantial interest may arise if a substantial interest (or part thereof) in a company has been 
disposed of, or is deemed to have been disposed of, on a non-recognition basis;  

 
(ii) pension funds, investment institutions (fiscale beleggingsinstellingen), exempt investment institutions 

(vrijgestelde beleggingsinstellingen) (as defined in The Netherlands Corporate Income Tax Act 1969; 
Wet op de vennootschapsbelasting 1969) and other entities that are, in whole or in part, not subject to or 
exempt from Netherlands corporate income tax;  

 
(iii) holders of Notes who receive or have received the Notes as employment income, deemed employment 

income or receive benefits from the Notes as a remuneration or deemed remuneration for activities 
performed by such holders or certain individuals related to such holders (as defined in the Netherlands 
Income Tax Act 2001); and, 

 
(iv) holders of Notes holding Notes that are or are treated as (a) shares (aandelen), (b) profit-sharing 

certificates (winstbewijzen), (c) debt characterized as equity for Netherlands tax purposes or (d) 
redeemable in exchange for, convertible into or linked to shares or other equity instruments issued or to 
be issued by the Issuer or a related entity.  

 
Withholding Tax 
 
All payments of principal or interest made by the Issuer under the Notes may be made free of withholding or 
deduction of any taxes of whatever nature imposed, levied, withheld or assessed by the Netherlands or any 
political subdivision or taxing authority thereof or therein. 
 
Taxes on income and capital gains 
 
Residents of the Netherlands 
 
Generally speaking, if the holder of the Notes is an entity that is a resident or deemed to be resident of the 
Netherlands for Netherlands corporate income tax purposes, any payment under the Notes or any gain or loss 
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realised on the disposal or deemed disposal of the Notes is subject to Netherlands corporate income tax at a rate 
of 20% 
with respect to profits up to €200,000 and 25% with respect to taxable profits in excess of that amount. 
 
If a holder of the Notes is an individual, resident or deemed to be resident of the Netherlands for Netherlands 
income tax purposes, any payment under the Notes or any gain or loss realised on the disposal or deemed 
disposal of the Notes is taxable at the progressive income tax rates (with a maximum of 52 per cent), if:  
 
(i) the Notes are attributable to an enterprise from which the holder of the Notes derives a share of the profit, 

whether as an entrepreneur or as a person who has a co-entitlement to the net worth (medegerechtigd tot 
het vermogen) of such enterprise without being a shareholder (as defined in The Netherlands Income Tax 
Act 2001); or 

 
(ii) the holder of the Notes is considered to perform activities with respect to the Notes that go beyond 

ordinary asset management (normaal, actief vermogensbeheer) or derives benefits from the Notes that 
are taxable as benefits from other activities (resultaat uit overige werkzaamheden). 

 
If the above-mentioned conditions (i) and (ii) do not apply to the individual holder of the Notes, such holder will 
be taxed annually on a deemed income of 4 per cent of his/her net investment assets for the year at an income 
tax rate of 30 per cent. The net investment assets for the year are determined as the fair market value of certain 
qualifying investment assets less the allowable liabilities on 1 January of the relevant calendar year. The Notes 
are included as investment assets. A tax free allowance may be available. Actual income, gains or losses in 
respect of the Notes are as such not subject to Netherlands income tax. 
 
Non-residents of the Netherlands 
 
A holder of Notes that is neither resident nor deemed to be resident of the Netherlands will not be subject to 
Netherlands taxes on income or capital gains in respect of any payment under the Notes or in respect of any gain 
or loss realised on the disposal or deemed disposal of the Notes, provided that: 
 
(i) such holder does not have an interest in an enterprise or deemed enterprise (as defined in The 

Netherlands Income Tax Act 2001 and The Netherlands Corporate Income Tax Act 1969) which, in 
whole or in part, is either effectively managed in the Netherlands or carried on through a permanent 
establishment, a deemed permanent establishment or a permanent representative in the Netherlands and 
to which enterprise or part of an enterprise the Notes are attributable; and 

 
(ii) in the event the holder is an individual, such holder does not carry out any activities in the Netherlands 

with respect to the Notes that go beyond ordinary asset management and does not derive benefits from 
the Notes that are taxable as benefits from other activities in the Netherlands. 

 
Gift and inheritance taxes 
 
Residents of the Netherlands 
 
Gift or inheritance taxes will arise in the Netherlands with respect to a transfer of the Notes by way of a gift by, 
or on behalf of, or on the death of, a holder of such Notes who is resident or deemed resident of the Netherlands 
at the time of the gift or his/her death. 
Non-residents of the Netherlands 
 
No Netherlands gift or inheritance taxes will arise on the transfer of Notes by way of gift by, or on the death of, 
a holder of Notes who is neither resident nor deemed to be resident in the Netherlands, unless: 
(i) in the case of a gift of a Note by, or on behalf of, an individual who at the date of the gift was neither 

resident nor deemed to be resident in the Netherlands, such individual dies within 180 days after the date 
of the gift, while being resident or deemed to be resident in the Netherlands; or 

 
(ii) the transfer is otherwise construed as a gift or inheritance made by, or on behalf of, a person who, at the 

time of the gift or death, is or is deemed to be resident in the Netherlands. 
 
For purposes of Netherlands gift and inheritance taxes, amongst others, a person that holds the Netherlands 
nationality will be deemed to be resident in the Netherlands if such person has been resident in the Netherlands 
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at any time during the ten years preceding the date of the gift or his/her death. Additionally, for purposes of 
Netherlands gift tax, amongst others, a person not holding the Netherlands nationality will be deemed to be 
resident in the Netherlands if such person has been resident in the Netherlands at any time during the twelve 
months preceding the date of the gift. Applicable tax treaties may override deemed residency. 
 
Value added tax (VAT) 
 
No Netherlands VAT will be payable by the holders of the Notes on (i) any payment in consideration for the 
issue of the Notes or (ii) the payment of interest or principal by the Issuer under the Notes.  
 
Other taxes and duties 
 
No Netherlands registration tax, stamp duty or any other similar documentary tax or duty, other than court fees, 
will be payable by the holders of the Notes in respect of (i) the issue of the Notes or (ii) the payment of interest 
or principal by the Issuer under the Notes. 
 

TAXATION – BELGIUM 
General 

 
The following information is general in nature with respect to the tax treatment of Notes. It does not constitute 
tax advice and does not purport to describe all tax considerations or consequences that may be relevant to a 
Noteholder or prospective Noteholder with respect to an investment in the Notes. In certain cases, other rules 
may apply. Moreover, the tax laws and their interpretation are liable to change at any time. Potential investors 
who would like complete information about the tax consequences in Belgium of the acquisition, holding and 
assignment of the Notes should consult their regular financial and tax advisors. 
 
Except as otherwise indicated, this summary only addresses Belgian tax legislation, as in effect and in force at 
the date hereof, as interpreted in published case law, without prejudice to any amendments introduced at a later 
date and implemented with or without retroactive effect. Taking into account that the Issuer is a resident of the 
Netherlands, please refer to the section 'Taxation-Netherlands' for a summary of Dutch taxation rules that may 
apply to non-Dutch investors. 
 
Income tax and withholding tax  
 
For Belgian tax purposes, the following amounts are qualified and taxable as "interest": (i) periodic interest 
income, (ii) amounts paid by the Issuer in excess of the issue price (whether or not on the maturity date), and 
(iii) in case of a realization of the Notes between two interest payment dates, the pro rata of accrued interest 
corresponding to the detention period. For the purposes of the following paragraphs, any such gains and accrued 
interest are therefore referred to as "interest". 
 
(i) Tax rules applicable to Belgian resident individuals 

 
Individuals Noteholders resident in Belgium for tax purposes are, in principle, subject to personal 
income tax in Belgium (impôt des personnes physiques/personenbelasting) and will, in principle, be 
subject to the tax treatment described below insofar as the Notes are concerned. Other rules may apply 
in specific situations, in particular if an individual holds the Notes in the context of a professional 
activity or if the investment in the Notes falls outside the scope of normal wealth management.  
 
Payments of interest on the Notes made through a paying agent in Belgium will in principle be subject 
to a 25% withholding tax in Belgium (computed on the interest received after deduction of any non-
Belgian withholding taxes). The Belgian withholding tax constitutes the final income tax for Belgian 
resident individuals. This means that they do not have to declare the interest obtained on the Notes in 
their personal income tax return, provided Belgian withholding tax was levied on these interest 
payments. 
 
If the interest income is not collected through a paying agent in Belgium, no Belgian withholding tax is 
due. Interest payments that have not undergone the withholding tax, must be declared in the personal 
income tax return and will be taxed separately at a flat rate of 25% (unless the globalisation with the 
other income would be more advantageous). 
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If the interest is received through a foreign paying agent within the meaning of the Savings Directive 
and such agent levied the Home State Tax (as defined in the section "Savings Directive" below), such 
Home State Tax does not relieve the Belgian individual from declaring the interest income in his 
personal income tax return. However, the Home State Tax will be imputed to the beneficiary's tax 
liability. If the Home State Tax exceeds the taxpayer's tax liability, the surplus will be refunded 
provided it is at least € 2.50. The rate of the Home State Tax is currently 35%. 
 
Capital gains realized on the sale of the Notes are in principle tax exempt, unless the capital gains are 
realized outside the scope of the normal management of one's private estate, in the context of a 
professional activity or unless the capital gains qualify as interest (as defined above). Capital losses are 
in principle not tax deductible. 
 

(ii) Tax rules applicable to Belgian resident corporations 
 

Companies Noteholders resident in Belgium for tax purposes are, in principle, subject to corporate 
income tax in Belgium (impôt des sociétés/vennootschapsbelasting) and will, in principle, be subject to 
the tax treatment described below insofar as the Notes are concerned. 
 
Interest derived and capital gains realized on the Notes by Belgian corporate investors will in principle 
be subject to Belgian corporate income tax at a rate of 33.99%. If the income has been subject to a 
foreign withholding tax, a foreign tax credit will be applied on the Belgian tax due. For interest income, 
the foreign tax credit is generally equal to a fraction where the numerator is equal to the foreign tax and 
the denominator is equal to 100 minus the rate of the foreign tax, up to a maximum of 15/85 of the net 
amount received (subject to some further limitations). Capital losses are in principle tax deductible.  
 
To the extent that payments of interest on the Notes are made through a paying agent in Belgium, such 
payments will in principle be subject to a 25% withholding tax in Belgium (computed on the interest 
received after deduction of any non-Belgian withholding taxes). In certain circumstances, exemption 
from withholding tax may be available. The withholding tax that has been levied, if any, is creditable 
against the corporate income tax due subject to certain conditions.  
 

(iii) Tax rules applicable to other legal entities resident in Belgium 
 
Legal entities Noteholders resident in Belgium for tax purposes are, in principle, subject to legal 
entities tax in Belgium (impôt des personnes morales/rechtspersonenbelasting) and will, in principle, 
be subject in Belgium to the tax treatment described below insofar as the Notes are concerned. 
 
Payments of interest on the Notes made through a paying agent in Belgium will in principle be subject 
to a 25% withholding tax in Belgium. No further tax on legal entities will be due on the interest 
payment.  
 
However, if the interest is paid outside Belgium without the intervention of a Belgian paying agent and 
thus without the deduction of Belgian withholding tax, the legal entity itself is responsible for the 
declaration and payment of the 25% withholding tax.  
 
Capital gains realized on the sale of the Notes are in principle not taxable, unless the capital gain 
qualifies as interest (as defined above). Capital losses are in principle not tax deductible. 
 

(iv) Tax rules applicable to non-residents 
 

Noteholders not resident in Belgium for tax purposes are, in principle, subject to non-resident income 
tax in Belgium (impôt des non-résidents/belasting der niet-inwoners) and will, in principle, be subject 
to the tax treatment described below insofar as the Notes are concerned.  
 
Payments of interest on the Notes made through a paying agent in Belgium will in principle be subject 
to a 25% withholding tax, save the application of a double taxation agreement (if any). Non-resident 
investors that do not hold the Notes through a Belgian establishment can also obtain an exemption of 
Belgian withholding tax on interest if certain conditions are met. 
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The non-residents who use the Notes to exercise a professional activity in Belgium through a 
permanent establishment are subject to the same tax rules as the Belgian resident companies (see 
above, section "Tax rules applicable to corporations").  
 
Non-resident Noteholders who do not allocate the Notes to a professional activity in Belgium and who 
do not hold the Notes through a Belgian establishment are not subject to Belgian income tax, save, as 
the case may be, in the form of withholding tax. 
 

Tax on stock exchange transactions 
 
A tax on stock exchange transactions (taxe sur des operations de bourse/taks op de beursverrichtingen) at a rate 
of 0,09% (subject to a maximum amount of EUR 650 per party and per transaction) is due upon the sale and 
purchase of the Notes entered into or settled in Belgium in which a professional intermediary acts for either 
party and to the extent that they relate to public funds. The notion "public funds" refers to all marketable 
securities, which, by their nature, are susceptible of being traded on an organized exchange. The tax is due from 
each of the seller and the purchaser, both collected by the professional intermediary. 
 
The tax is not payable by exempt persons acting for their own account, including investors who are not Belgian 
residents and certain Belgian institutional investors as defined in Article 1261 of the Code governing 
miscellaneous duties, levies and taxes.  
 
Financial Transaction Tax 
  
On 14 February 2013, the European Commission published a proposal (the "Commission’s Proposal") for a 
Directive for a common financial transactions tax ("FTT") in Belgium, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Spain, 
France, Italy, Austria, Portugal, Slovenia and Slovakia (the "participating Member States").  
 
The Commission’s Proposal has very broad scope and could, if introduced, apply to certain dealings in the 
Notes (including secondary market transactions) in certain circumstances. 
 
Under the Commission’s Proposal the FTT could apply in certain circumstances to persons both within and 
outside of the participating Member States. Generally, it would apply to certain dealings in the Notes where at 
least one party is a financial institution, and at least one party is established in a participating Member State. A 
financial institution may be, or be deemed to be, "established" in a participating Member State in a broad range 
of circumstances, including (a) by transacting with a person established in a participating Member State or (b) 
where the financial instrument which is subject to the dealings is issued in a participating Member State. 
 
Joint statements issued by participating Member States indicate an intention to implement the FTT by 1 January 
2016. 
 
However, the FTT proposal remains subject to negotiation between the participating Member States and the 
scope of any such tax is uncertain.  Additional EU Member States may decide to participate. Prospective holders 
of the Notes are advised to seek their own professional advice in relation to the FTT. 
 
The above description does not constitute a summary of the tax laws currently in force, which are liable 
to change and evolve over time. In each case, please consult your tax and financial advisor concerning 
your individual situation as well as further to any change in the tax laws. 

 
TAXATION – LUXEMBOURG 

 
The comments below are intended as a basic summary of certain withholding tax consequences in relation 

to the purchase, ownership and disposition of the Notes under Luxembourg law. Persons who are in any doubt 
as to their tax position should consult a professional tax adviser. 

 
Under Luxembourg tax law currently in effect and with the possible exception of interest paid to certain 

individual Noteholders and to certain entities, there is no Luxembourg withholding tax on payments of at arms’ 
length interest (including accrued but unpaid interest). There is also no Luxembourg withholding tax, with the 
possible exception of payments made to certain individual Noteholders and to certain entities, upon repayment 
of principal in case of reimbursement, redemption, repurchase or exchange of the Notes. 
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Luxembourg residents. In accordance with the law of 23 December 2005, as amended (the "Act"), payments of 
interest or similar income made or deemed to be made by a paying agent (within the meaning of the Act) 
established in Luxembourg (i) to or for the benefit of an individual resident of Luxembourg who is not a tax 
resident of another state and who is the beneficial owner of such payment or (ii) to a residual entity within the 
meaning of the laws of 21 June 2005 implementing Council Directive (EC) 2003/48 of 3 June 2003 (as 
amended) (i.e. an entity without legal personality and whose profits are not taxed under the general 
arrangements for the business taxation and that is not, or has not opted to be considered as, an undertaking for 
collective investment in transferrable securities or UCITS recognized in accordance with Council Directive 
85/611/EEC as repealed and replaced) that have not opted for the exchange of information for the purpose of the 
application of Council Directive (EC) 2003/48 of 3 June 2003 (as amended) and that receive interest or similar 
income for the benefit of an individual resident of Luxembourg who is not a tax resident of another State, are 
subject to a final withholding tax of 10%. 

 
TAXATION IRELAND 

 
The following is a summary of the Irish withholding tax treatment of the Notes. The summary does not purport 
to be a comprehensive description of all of the Irish tax considerations that may be relevant to a decision to 
purchase, own or dispose of the Notes. 
 
The summary is based upon the laws of Ireland and the published practices of the Revenue Commissioners of 
Ireland as in effect on the date of this Level 2 Base Prospectus. Prospective investors in the Notes should consult 
their own advisers as to the Irish or other tax consequences of the purchase, beneficial ownership and 
disposition of the Notes including, in particular, the effect of any state or local law taxes, if applicable.  
 
Irish Withholding Tax 
 
Irish withholding tax applies to certain payments including payments of: 
 

 Irish source yearly interest (yearly interest is interest that is capable of arising for a period 
in excess of one year); 

 
 Irish source annual payments (annual payments are payments that are capable of being 

made for a period in excess of one year and are pure income-profit in the hands of the 
recipient); and 

  
 Distributions (including interest that is treated as a distribution under Irish law) made by 

companies that are resident in Ireland for the purposes of Irish tax; 
 
at the standard rate of income tax (currently 20 per cent).  
 
On the basis that the Issuer is not resident in Ireland for the purposes of Irish tax, nor does the Issuer operate in 
Ireland through a branch or agency with which the issue of the Notes is connected, nor are the Notes held in 
Ireland through a depository or otherwise located in Ireland, then to the extent that payments of interest or 
annual payments arise on the Notes, such payments should not be regarded as payments having an Irish source 
for the purposes of Irish taxation.  
 
Accordingly, the Issuer or any paying agent acting on behalf of the Issuer should not be obliged to deduct any 
amount on account of these Irish withholding taxes from payments made in connection with the Notes.  
 
Separately, for as long as the Notes are quoted on a stock exchange, a purchaser of the Notes should not be 
obliged to deduct any amount on account of Irish tax from a payment made by it in connection with the 
purchase of the Notes.  
 
Irish Encashment Tax 
 
Payments on any Notes paid by a paying agent in Ireland or collected or realised by an agent in Ireland acting on 
behalf of the beneficial owner of Notes will be subject to Irish encashment tax at the standard rate of Irish tax 
(currently 20 per cent), unless it is proved, on a claim made in the required manner to the Revenue 
Commissioners of Ireland, that the beneficial owner of the Notes entitled to the interest or distribution is not 
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resident in Ireland for the purposes of Irish tax and such interest or distribution is not deemed, under the 
provisions of Irish tax legislation, to be income of another person that is resident in Ireland. 

 
TAXATION - SWEDEN 

 
The following is a summary of certain material Swedish tax considerations relating to (i) Notes issued by the 
Issuer where the Noteholder is tax resident in Sweden or has a tax presence in Sweden or (ii) Notes where the 
Paying Agent or custodian is located in Sweden. This summary of certain tax issues that may arise as a result of 
holding Notes is based on current Swedish tax legislation and is intended only as general information for 
Noteholders who are resident or domiciled in Sweden for tax purposes, unless otherwise stated. This description 
does not deal comprehensively with all tax consequences that may occur for Noteholders, nor does it cover the 
specific rules where Notes are held by a partnership or are held as current assets in a business operation. The 
summary does, moreover, not cover Notes held on a so-called investment savings account 
(investeringssparkonto). Special tax consequences that are not described below may also apply for certain 
categories of taxpayers, including investment companies and life insurance companies. It is recommended that 
potential investors in Notes consult their own tax advisers for information with respect to the special tax 
consequences that may arise as a result of holding Notes, including the applicability and effect of foreign 
income tax rules, provisions contained in double taxation treaties and other rules which may be applicable. 
 
Withholding of tax  
 
There is no Swedish withholding tax (källskatt) applicable on payments made by the Issuer in respect of the 
Notes. Sweden operates a system of preliminary tax (preliminärskatt) to secure payment of taxes. In the context 
of the Notes a preliminary tax of 30 per cent. will be deducted from all payments treated as interest in respect of 
the Notes made to any individuals or estates that are resident in Sweden for tax purposes provided the paying 
entity is tax resident in Sweden and subject to reporting obligations. A preliminary tax of 30 per cent. will also 
be deducted from any other payments in respect of the Notes not treated as capital gains, if such payments are 
paid out together with payments treated as interest. Depending on the relevant Noteholder's overall tax liability 
for the relevant fiscal year the preliminary tax may contribute towards, equal or exceed the Noteholder's overall 
tax liability with any balance subsequently to be paid by or to the relevant Noteholder, as applicable. 
 
Taxation of individuals resident in Sweden  

For individuals and estates of deceased Swedish individuals capital gains, interest payments, dividends and 
other income derived from the holding of an asset should be reported as income from capital category. 
 
Capital gains and losses 

Individuals and estates of deceased Swedish individuals, who sell their Notes, are subject to capital gains 
taxation. The current tax rate is 30 per cent. of the gain. The capital gain or loss is equal to the difference 
between the sales proceeds after deduction of sales costs and the acquisition cost of the Notes. The acquisition 
cost is calculated according to the so-called average method. This means that the costs of acquiring all Notes of 
the same type and class are added together and calculated collectively, with respect to changes to the holding. 
Optionally, the so-called standard rule under which the acquisition cost is deemed to be the equivalent of 20 per 
cent. of the net sales price may be applied on the disposal of listed Notes that are taxed in the same manner as 
shares. A Note should be regarded as listed for Swedish tax purposes if it is listed on and admitted to trading on 
the regulated market of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, NYSE Euronext in Amsterdam, NASDAQ 
Stockholm, NDX or any other foreign market that is considered to be a stock exchange under Swedish tax law. 
 
As a main rule, 70 per cent. of a capital loss is deductible against any other taxable income derived from capital.  

Capital losses on listed Notes that are taxed in the same manner as shares, are, however, fully deductible against 
taxable capital gains on such assets or capital gains on listed as well as non-listed shares in Swedish limited 
liability companies and foreign legal entities. Any excess amount is deductible at 70 per cent., according to the 
main rule.  
 
Capital losses on listed Notes qualifying as Swedish receivables (i.e. denominated in SEK) are currently fully 
deductible in the capital income category. Moreover, under EC law receivables denominated in foreign currency 
are also fully deductible. 
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If a deficit arises in the income from capital category, a reduction of the tax on income from employment and 
from business, as well as the tax on real estate, is allowed. The tax reduction allowed amounts to 30 per cent. of 
any deficit not exceeding SEK 100,000 and 21 per cent. of any deficit in excess of SEK 100,000. Deficits may 
not be carried forward to a subsequent fiscal year. 
 
Interest 

Interest as well as other income derived from the holding of an asset is subject to tax at a rate of 30 per cent. The 
tax liability arises when the interest (or other income) is actually paid, in accordance with the so-called cash 
method.  
 
Classification of various Notes and return on such Notes for tax purposes 

Zero-coupon bonds 

No formal interest accrues on zero-coupon bonds. 
 
The profit from a redemption of a zero-coupon bond is regarded as interest, subject to tax at the time of 
redemption. However, the appreciation in value is regarded as interest compensation, should the zero-coupon 
bond be disposed of prior to maturity. If there is a loss on the bond, this is deductible as a capital loss in 
accordance with the principles referred to above.  
 
Share/Share Index linked Notes  

Share/Share Index linked Notes constitute securities that are taxed in the same manner as shares. 
 
Any fixed, guaranteed return is taxed as interest and does not form part of any capital gain. Floating payments 
that cannot be predicted (based on the performance of a Reference Asset, such as an index) are classified as 
capital gains or, if the payoff is provided before the Note is sold, other income derived from the holding of an 
asset. 
  
Upon disposal prior to maturity an annual guaranteed return shall be regarded as interest compensation. Any 
remaining amount shall be treated as capital gain or loss. The acquisition cost for the instrument is calculated to 
equal the difference between the price paid for the Note and any interest compensation amount. 
  
At redemption, a yearly guaranteed return is regarded as interest, whereas any remaining part of a yearly 
floating return shall be treated as other income derived from the holding of an asset. The remainder is taxed as a 
capital gain or loss.  
 
Fund/Fund Index linked Notes 

Fund/Fund Index linked Notes constitute securities that are taxed in the same manner as shares (see further 
above).  
 
Notes linked to a basket of underlyings 

Notes linked to a basket of underlyings are considered as receivables for tax purposes (i.e. not as notes taxed in 
the same manner as shares) if more than 50 per cent. of the return on the instrument derives from assets other 
than equity and vice versa. The assessment is made at the time of the issue.  
 
Gift, Inheritance and Wealth taxes 

There is no gift, inheritance or wealth tax in Sweden. 
 
Taxation of Swedish legal entities  

Limited liability companies and other legal entities, except for estates of deceased Swedish individuals, are 
taxed on all income (including income from the sale of Notes) as income from business activities at a flat rate of 
22 per cent. Regarding the calculation of a capital gain or loss and the acquisition cost, see "Taxation of 
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individuals resident in Sweden" above. However, interest income as well as other income derived from the 
holding of an asset is taxed on an accruals basis.  
Capital losses on Notes that are taxed in the same manner as shares (see further above) incurred by a corporate 
Noteholder may only be offset against taxable capital gains on shares and such Notes. Such capital losses may 
also, under certain circumstances, be deductible against capital gains on shares and Notes that are taxed in the 
same manner as shares within the same group of companies, provided the requirements for group contributions 
(tax consolidation) are met. 
 
Capital losses on shares and Notes that are taxed in the same manner as shares which are not deducted against 
capital gains within a certain year may be carried forward and offset against taxable capital gains on shares and 
Notes taxed in the same manner as shares in the future.  
 
For limited liability companies and economic associations, capital gains on shares and certain share related 
rights held for business purposes are tax exempt. As a result, capital losses on shares and share related rights that 
are held for business purposes are not deductible. Notes under this offer are not treated as share related rights 
held for business purposes. However, a capital loss on the Notes is not deductible should the underlying assets, 
directly or indirectly, consist of shares or certain share related rights held for business purposes. 
  
Taxation of non-residents in Sweden  

Noteholders who are not fiscally resident in Sweden and who are not carrying on business operations from a 
permanent establishment in Sweden are generally not liable for Swedish capital gains taxation on the disposal of 
Notes. The Noteholders may, nevertheless, be subject to tax in their country of residence. However, as far as 
non-resident individuals are concerned, capital gains on the sale of certain Notes (such as Notes taxed in the 
same manners as shares) may in some cases be subject to Swedish tax if the individual has been resident or 
permanently lived in Sweden at any time during the calendar year of the sale or any of the 10 preceding calendar 
years. This provision is, nevertheless, in many cases limited by tax treaties for the avoidance of double taxation, 
which Sweden has concluded with other countries.  
 
Stamp duty  

There is no stamp duty on the issuing, transfer or redemption of Notes in Sweden. 
 

TAXATION - EUROPEAN UNION DIRECTIVE ON TAXATION OF SAVINGS INCOME 
 

Under the European Union Directive on the taxation of savings income (Council Directive 2003/48/EC, the "EU 
Savings Directive"), each Member State is required to provide to the tax authorities of another Member State 
details of payments of interest or other similar income paid by a person within its jurisdiction to, or collected by 
such a person for, an individual resident in that other Member State; however, for a transitional period, Austria 
may instead apply a with-holding system in relation to such payments, deducting tax at a rate of 35%. The 
transitional period is to terminate at the end of the first full fiscal year following agreement by certain non-EU 
countries to the exchange of information relating to such payments. 
 
A number of non-EU countries, and certain dependent or associated territories of certain Member States, have 
agreed to adopt similar measures (either provision of information or transitional withholding) in relation to 
payments made by a person within its jurisdiction to, or collected by such a person for, an individual resident in 
a Member State. In addition, the Member States have entered into reciprocal provision of information 
arrangements or transitional withholding arrangements with certain of those dependent or associated territories 
in relation to payments made by a person in a Member State to, or collected by such a person for, an individual 
resident in one of those territories. 
 
On 24 March 2014, the EU Savings Directive has been amended by the Council Directive 2014/48/EU (the 
"Amending Directive"). The Amending Directive broadens the scope of the requirements described above. 
Member States have until 1 January 2016 to adopt the national legislation necessary to comply with the 
Amending Directive. The Amending Directive will apply from 1 January 2017. The changes made under the 
Amending Directive include extending the scope of the EU Savings Directive to payments made to, or collected 
for, certain other entities and legal arrangements. They also broaden the definition of 'interest payment' to cover 
income that is equivalent to interest. 
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However, the European Commission has proposed the repeal of the EU Savings Directive from 1 January 2017, 
in the case of Austria and from 1 January 2016, in the case of all other Member States (subject to on-going 
requirements to fulfil administrative obligations such as the reporting and exchange of information relating to, 
and accounting for withholding taxes on, payments made before those dates). This is to prevent overlap between 
the EU Savings Directive and a new automatic exchange of information regime to be implemented under 
Council Directive 2011/16/EU on Administrative Cooperation in the field of Taxation (as amended by Council 
Directive 2014/107/EU). The proposal also provides that, if it proceeds, Member States will not be required to 
apply the new requirements of the Amending Directive. 
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SUBSCRIPTION AND SALE 
 

Notes may be offered to any person in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations and the applicable 
selling restrictions set-out below.  
 
The Dealer(s) has/have in a programme agreement dated 27 August 2015 (the "Programme Agreement"), 
agreed with the Issuer a basis upon which it/they or any of them may from time to time agree to purchase Notes. 
Any such agreement will extend to those matters stated under 'Form of the Notes' and 'Terms and Conditions of 
the Notes' above. In the Programme Agreement, the Issuer has agreed to reimburse the Dealer(s) for certain of 
its/their expenses in connection with the establishment and any future update of the Programme and the issue of 
Notes thereunder.  
 
United States of America  
 
1. The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act or with any securities 

regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered, sold or 
delivered within the United States or to, or for the account of, or benefit of, U.S. persons except pursuant 
to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities 
Act. Each Dealer has represented and agreed that it has offered and sold any Notes, and will offer and 
sell any Notes (i) as part of their distribution at any time and (ii) otherwise until 40 days after the 
completion of the distribution of all Notes of the Tranche of which such Notes are a part, as determined 
and notified as provided below, only in accordance with Rule 903 of Regulation S under the Securities 
Act ("Regulation S"). Accordingly, each Dealer had further represented and agreed that it, its affiliates 
or any persons acting on its or their behalf have not engaged and will not engage in any directed selling 
efforts with respect to any Note, and it and they have complied and will comply with the offering 
restrictions requirement of Regulation S. Each Dealer who has subscribed for Notes of a Tranche 
hereunder (or in the case of a sale of a Tranche of Notes issued to or through more than one Dealer, each 
of such Dealers as to the Notes of such Tranche subscribed for by or through it or, in the case of a 
syndicated issue, the relevant Lead Manager) shall determine and notify to the Agent the completion of 
the distribution by it of the Notes of such Tranche. On the basis of such notification or notifications, the 
Agent will notify such Dealer/Lead Manager of the end of the Distribution Compliance Period with 
respect to such Tranche. Each Dealer has also agreed that, at or prior to confirmation of sale of Notes, it 
will have sent to each distributor, dealer or person receiving a selling concession, fee or other 
remuneration that purchases Notes from it during the Distribution Compliance Period a confirmation or 
notice to substantially the following effect: 
 
'The securities covered hereby have not been registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as 
amended (the "Securities Act"), and may not be offered, sold or delivered within the United States or to, 
or for the account or benefit of, U.S. persons as defined in Regulation S under the Securities Act (i) as 
part of their distribution at any time or (ii) otherwise until 40 days after the completion of the 
distribution of the Securities as determined and notified by the Agent for the Securities to the [name of 
the relevant Dealer], except in either case in accordance with Regulation S under the Securities Act. 
Terms used above have the meanings given to them in Regulation S.' 
 
Terms used in this sub-clause 1(1) have the meanings given to them by Regulation S. 
 

2. In addition, until 40 days after the commencement of the offering of Notes comprising any Tranche, any 
offer or sale of Notes within the United States by any dealer (whether or not participating in the offering) 
may violate the registration requirements of the Securities Act if such offer or sale is made otherwise 
than in accordance with an exemption from registration under the Securities Act. 
 
In addition (but only in relation to Notes with an initial maturity in excess of 365 days): 
 
where TEFRA D is specified in the applicable Final Terms: 
 
(a) except to the extent permitted under U.S. Treas. Reg. §1.163-5(c)(2)(i)(D) (the "D Rules"), each 

Dealer (a) represents that it has not offered or sold, and agrees that during the restricted period it 
will not offer or sell, Notes in bearer form to a person who is within the United States or its 
possessions or to a United States person, and (b) represents that it has not delivered and agrees 
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that it will not deliver within the United States or its possessions definitive Notes in bearer form 
that are sold during the restricted period; 

 
(b) each Dealer represents that it has and agrees that throughout the restricted period it will have in 

effect procedures reasonably designed to ensure that its employees or agents who are directly 
engaged in selling Notes in bearer form are aware that such Notes may not be offered or sold 
during the restricted period to a person who is within the United States or its possessions or to a 
United States person, except as permitted by the D Rules; 

 
(c) if it is a United States person, each Dealer represents that it is acquiring the Notes for purposes of 

resale in connection with their original issuance and if it retains Notes in bearer form for its own 
account, it will only do so in accordance with the requirements of U.S. Treas. Reg. §1.163-
5(c)(2)(i)(D)(6); and 

 
(d) with respect to each affiliate that acquires Notes from a Dealer for the purpose of offering or 

selling such Notes during the restricted period, such Dealer repeats and confirms the 
representations and agreements contained in subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) on such affiliate's 
behalf. 

 
Terms used in this paragraph (2) have the meanings given to them by the U.S. Internal Revenue Code 
and regulations thereunder, including the D Rules. 
 
where TEFRA C is specified in the applicable Final Terms: 
 
Each Dealer understands that under U.S. Treas. Reg. §1.163-5(c)(2)(i)(C) (the "C Rules"), Notes in 
bearer form must be issued and delivered outside the United States and its possessions in connection with 
their original issuance. Each Dealer represents and agrees that it has not offered, sold or delivered, and 
will not offer, sell or deliver, directly or indirectly, Notes in bearer form within the United States or its 
possessions in connection with their original issuance. Further, in connection with the original issuance 
of Notes in bearer form, the Dealer has not communicated, and will not communicate, directly or 
indirectly, with a prospective purchaser if either the Dealer or the prospective purchaser is within the 
United States or its possessions or otherwise involve a U.S. office of the Dealer in the offer or sale of 
Notes in bearer form. Terms used in this paragraph (2) have the meanings given to them by the U.S. 
Internal Revenue Code and regulations thereunder, including the C Rules. 
 

European Economic Area  
 
In relation to each Member State of the European Economic Area which has implemented the Prospectus 
Directive (each, a "Relevant Member State"), each Dealer has represented, warranted and agreed, and each 
further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be required to represent, warrant and agree, that with effect 
from and including the date on which the Prospectus Directive is implemented in that Relevant Member State 
(the "Relevant Implementation Date") it has not made and will not make an offer of Notes which are the 
subject of the offering contemplated by this Level 2 Base Prospectus as completed by the Final Terms in 
relation thereto to the public in that Relevant Member State except that it may, with effect from and including 
the Relevant Implementation Date, make an offer of Notes to the public in that Relevant Member State: 
 
(i) at any time to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Directive;  
 
(ii) at any time to fewer than 150, natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the 

Prospectus Directive), subject to obtaining the prior consent of the relevant Dealer or Dealers nominated 
by the Issuer for any such offer; or  

 
(iii) at any time in any other circumstances falling within Article 3(2) of the Prospectus Directive,  
 
provided that no such offer of Notes referred to in (i) to (iii) above shall require the Issuer or any Dealer to 
publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive, or supplement a prospectus pursuant to 
Article 16 of the Prospectus Directive. 
 
For the purposes of this provision, the expression 'an offer of Notes to the public' in relation to any Notes in 
any Relevant Member State means the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient information 
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on the terms of the offer and the Notes to be offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase or 
subscribe the Notes, as the same may be varied in that Relevant Member State by any measure implementing the 
Prospectus Directive in that Relevant Member State, the expression "Prospectus Directive" means Directive 
2003/71/EC as amended (including by Directive 2010/73/EU) and includes any relevant implementing measure 
in the Relevant Member State. 
 
United Kingdom 
 
Each Dealer has represented, warranted and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme 
will be required to represent, warrant and agree that: 
 
(i) it has only communicated or caused to be communicated and will only communicate or cause to be 

communicated any invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of 
Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA 2000")) received by it in connection 
with the issue or sale of any Notes in circumstances in which Section 21(1) of the FSMA 2000 does not, 
or in the case of the Issuer would not, if it was not an authorised person, apply to the Issuer; and 

 
(ii) it has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions of the FSMA 2000 with respect to 

anything done by it in relation to such Notes in, from or otherwise involving the United Kingdom. 
 
The Netherlands  
 
Each Dealer has represented, warranted and agreed, and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme 
will be required to represent and agree, that unless the relevant final terms specify that this provision does not 
apply because the standard exemption wording required by Article 5:20(5) of the Netherlands Act on Financial 
Supervision (Wet op het financieel toezicht) is not applicable, it will not make an offer of Notes to the public in 
the Netherlands in reliance on Article 3(2) of the Prospectus Directive unless (i) such offer is made exclusively 
to persons or entities which are qualified investors as defined in the Prospectus Directive or (ii) standard 
exemption wording is disclosed as required by Article 5:20(5) of the Netherlands Act on Financial Supervision 
(Wet op het financieel toezicht), provided that no such offer of Notes shall require the Issuer or any Dealer to 
publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Directive or supplement a prospectus pursuant to 
Article 16 of the Prospectus Directive. 
 
Each Dealer has represented and agreed that non-interest bearing Notes (as defined below) in definitive form of 
any Issuer may only be transferred and accepted, directly or indirectly, within, from or into the Netherlands 
through the mediation of either the Issuer or a member of Euronext with due observance of the Dutch Savings 
Certificates Act (Wet inzake spaarbewijzen) of 21 May 1985 (as amended) and its implementing regulations. No 
such mediation is required in respect of (a) the transfer and acceptance of rights representing an interest in a 
non-interest bearing Note in global form, or (b) the initial issue of non-interest bearing Notes in definitive form 
to the first holders thereof, or (c) the transfer and acceptance of non-interest bearing Notes in definitive form 
between individuals not acting in the conduct of a business or profession, or (d) the issue and trading of such 
non-interest bearing Notes within, from or into the Netherlands if all non-interest bearing Notes (either in 
definitive form or as rights representing an interest in the non-interest bearing Note in global form) of any 
particular Series are issued outside the Netherlands and are not distributed into the Netherlands in the course of 
their initial distribution or immediately thereafter. In the event that the Dutch Savings Certificates Act applies, 
certain identification requirements in relation to the issue and transfer of, and payments on, non-interest bearing 
Notes have to be complied with and, in addition thereto, if such non-interest bearing Notes in definitive form do 
not qualify as commercial paper traded between professional borrowers and lenders within the meaning of the 
agreement of 2 February 1987, attached to the Royal Decree of 11 March 1987, (Staatsblad 129) (as amended), 
each transfer and acceptance should be recorded in a transaction note, including the name and address of each 
party to the transaction, the nature of the transaction and the details and serial numbers of such Notes. For 
purposes of this paragraph "non-interest bearing Notes" means Notes that are in bearer form and that 
constitute a claim for a fixed sum against the Issuer and on which interest does not become due during their 
tenor or on which no interest is due whatsoever. 
 
Japan 
 
The Notes have not been and will not be registered under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act of Japan 
(the "FIEA") and each Dealer has agreed and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be 
required to agree that it will not offer or sell any Notes, directly or indirectly, in Japan or to, or for the benefit of, 
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any resident of Japan (which term as used herein means any person resident in Japan, including any corporation 
or other entity organised under the laws of Japan), or to others for reoffering or resale, directly or indirectly, in 
Japan or to a resident of Japan except pursuant to an exemption from the registration requirements of or 
otherwise in compliance with the FIEA and any other applicable laws, regulations and ministerial guidelines of 
Japan. 
 
Kingdom of Sweden 
 
Each Dealer has represented and agreed that it has not and will not, directly or indirectly, offer for subscription 
or purchase or issue invitations to subscribe for or buy Notes or distribute any draft or final document in relation 
to any such offer, invitation or sale except in circumstances that will not result in a requirement to prepare a 
prospectus pursuant to the provisions of the Swedish Financial Instruments Trading Act (lag (1991:980) om 
handel med finansiella instrument). 
 
Ireland 
 
Each Dealer has represented, warranted and agreed that (and each further Dealer appointed under the 
Programme will be required to represent, warrant and agree that) it has not offered, sold, placed or underwritten 
and will not offer, sell, place or underwrite the Securities, or do anything in Ireland in respect of the Securities, 
otherwise than in conformity with the provisions of:  
 
(a) any rules issued by the Central Bank of Ireland under section 51 of the Investment Funds, Companies and 
Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 2005 of Ireland, as amended, (the "2005 Act");  
(b) the Irish Companies Acts 1963 to 2012; 
(c) the Irish Central Bank Acts, 1942 to 2011 of Ireland and any codes of conduct made under Section 117(1) 
thereof; 
(d) the provisions of the Prospectus (Directive 2003/71/EC) Regulations 2005 and the Prospectus (Directive 
2003/71/EC) (Amendment) Regulations 2012 of Ireland; (e) the European Communities (Markets in Financial 
Instruments) Regulations 2007 (No.s 1 to 3), as amended, of Ireland and it will conduct itself in accordance with 
any rules or codes of conduct and any conditions or requirements, or any other enactment, imposed or approved 
by the Central Bank of Ireland; and 
(f) the Irish Market Abuse (Directive 2003/6/EC) Regulations 2005 and any rules issued by the Central Bank of 
Ireland under section 34 of the 2005 Act. 
 
General 
 
Each Dealer has represented and agreed and each further Dealer appointed under the Programme will be 
required to represent and agree that it will (to the best of its knowledge and belief) comply with all applicable 
securities laws and regulations in force in any jurisdiction in which it purchases, offers or sells Notes or 
possesses or distributes this Level 2 Base Prospectus and will obtain any consent, approval or permission 
required by it for the purchase, offer, sale or delivery by it of Notes under the laws and regulations in force in 
any jurisdiction to which it is subject or in which it makes such purchases, offers or deliveries and the Issuer 
shall not have any responsibility therefore. Neither the Issuer nor any of the Dealers represents that Notes may at 
any time lawfully be sold in compliance with any applicable registration or other requirements in any 
jurisdiction, or pursuant to any exemption available thereunder, or assumes any responsibility for facilitating 
such sale. With regard to each Tranche, the relevant Dealer will be required to comply with any other additional 
restrictions set out in the applicable Final Terms. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Authorisation  
The establishment of the Programme has been duly authorised by a resolution of the Management Board of the 
Issuer dated 24 February 2014 and the update of the Programme has been duly authorised by a resolution of the 
Management Board of the Issuer dated 15 July 2015. All consents, approvals, authorisations or other orders of 
all regulatory authorities required by the Issuer under the laws of the Netherlands have been given for the issue 
of Notes and for the Issuer to undertake and perform its obligations under the Programme Agreement, the 
Agency Agreement and the Notes.  
 
Listing 
Application may be made for certain series of Notes to be issued under the Programme to be listed on Euronext 
in Amsterdam, the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, NASDAQ Stockholm, NDX or, after a Notification has been 
sent to the relevant competent authority if required, any other exchange. 
 
The Articles of Association of the Issuer will be lodged with the Registre de Commerce et de Sociétés à 
Luxembourg where such documents may be examined and copies obtained. 
  
The Programme also permits Notes to be issued on the basis that they will not be admitted to listing, trading 
and/or quotation by any listing authority, stock exchange and/or quotation system. 
 
Documents Available  
For the life of this Level 2 Base Prospectus and for so long as any Notes are outstanding under the Programme, 
copies of the following documents will, when published, be available free of charge from the registered offices 
of the Issuer, and, for so long as any Notes are admitted to trading, from the specified office of the relevant 
listing agent in Amsterdam, Luxembourg or Sweden:  
 
(a) an English translation of the Deed of Incorporation and the most recent Articles of Association of the 

Issuer and Van Lanschot N.V.;  
(b) an English translation of the publicly available audited consolidated financial statements as of and for the 

financial year ended 31 December 2014 and an English translation of the publicly available audited 
consolidated financial statements as of and for the financial year ended 31 December 2013 of Van 
Lanschot N.V. (including the respective auditor's reports hereon) as included in Van Lanschot N.V.'s 
annual reports over 2014 on page 69 to 211 and 216 and 2013 on page 71 to 208 and 213 respectively; 

(c) an English translation of the publicly available unaudited consolidated interim (semi-annual) financial 
statements of Van Lanschot N.V. as of and for the period ended 30 June 2015 as set forth in the semi-
annual report over that period; 

(d) the terms and conditions as set forth on the following pages of the following Programme prospectuses of 
the Issuer: 

 
 page 37 up to and including 65 of the level 2 base prospectus dated 4 March 2014; and 
 page 42 up to and including 72 of the level 2 base prospectus dated 5 August 2014. 

 
(e) the 2015 Q1 Trading Update Press Release; 
(f) the Agency Agreement dated 27 August 2015 (which contains the forms of the Temporary and 

Permanent Global Notes, the Definitive Notes, the Receipts, the Coupons and the Talons);  
(g) a copy of the Level 1 Base Prospectus;  
(h) a copy of this Level 2 Base Prospectus; 
(i) any future Level 2 Base Prospectuses and supplements to this Level 2 Base Prospectus and any 

documents incorporated herein or therein by reference;  
(j) the Final Terms for each Tranche of listed Notes; and 
(k) the 403-Declaration. 

 
Settlement Systems 
The Notes may be accepted for settlement through Euroclear, Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear 
Netherlands and LCH.Clearnet S.A. Amsterdam Branch. Swedish Notes may be accepted for clearing through 
Euroclear Sweden. The appropriate common code and ISIN for each Tranche allocated by the relevant 
settlement institution and any other relevant security code, will be specified in the applicable Final Terms. If the 
Notes are to settle through an additional or alternative system the appropriate information will be specified in 
the applicable Final Terms.  
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The addresses of the settlement institutions are: Euroclear, 1 Boulevard de Roi Albert II, 1210 Brussels, 
Clearstream Luxembourg, 42 Avenue J.F. Kenney, L-1855 Luxembourg, Luxembourg, Euroclear Netherlands, 
Herengracht 459-469, 1017 BS, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Euroclear Sweden, Klarabergsviadukten 63, PO 
Box 191, SE-101 23 Stockholm, Sweden and LCH.Clearnet S.A. Amsterdam Branch, Beursplein 5, 1012 JW, 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 
 
Significant Change 
There has been no significant change in the financial position of the Issuer or of Van Lanschot N.V. (taken as a 
whole) which has occurred since 30 June 2015. Neither has there been a material adverse change in the 
prospects of the Issuer or of Van Lanschot N.V., (taken as a whole) since 31  December 2014. 
 
Credit Rating Agencies  
If the Notes will be rated, it is expected that the Notes will have credit ratings assigned by the credit rating 
agencies Fitch and S&P. These rating agencies are established in the European Union. As of the date of this 
Level 2 Base Prospectus, each of Fitch and established in the European Union and is registered under 
Regulation (EC) No 1060/2009 of 16 September 2009 on credit rating agencies, as amended (the "CRA 
Regulation"). 
 
Ratings 
On 30 September 2014, Fitch affirmed the Bank's credit rating at "A-" (negative outlook). On 4 November 
2014, S&P affirmed the Bank's credit rating at "BBB+" (stable outlook). 
 
"A" ratings by Fitch denote expectations of low default risk. The capacity for payment of financial commitments 
is considered strong. This capacity may, nevertheless, be more vulnerable to adverse business or economic 
conditions than is the case for higher ratings.  
 
An issuer rated "BBB" by S&P exhibits adequate protection parameters. However, adverse economic conditions 
or changing circumstances are more likely to lead to a weakened capacity of the issuer to meet its financial 
commitments.  
 
The long term ratings by Fitch and S&P may be modified by the addition of a plus ("+") or minus ("-") sign to 
show relative standing within the major rating categories. 
 
CRA Regulation 
Tranches of Notes may be rated or unrated. Where a Tranche of Notes is rated, such rating will not necessarily 
be the same as the ratings assigned to the Notes. A security rating is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold 
securities and may be subject to suspension, reduction or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating agency.  
 
The rating of a certain Series or Tranches of Notes may be specified in the applicable Final Terms. Whether a 
credit rating applied for in relation to a relevant Series or Tranche of Notes will be issued by a credit rating 
agency established in the European Union and registered under the CRA Regulation or by a credit rating agency 
operating in the European Union before 7 June 2010 which has submitted an application for registration in 
accordance with the CRA Regulation will be disclosed clearly and prominently in the applicable Final Terms. 
 
None of these ratings is a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and any of them may be subject to 
suspension, reduction or withdrawal at any time by the assigning rating agency without prior notice. 
 
Litigation 
There are no governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings (including any such proceedings which are pending 
or, as far as the Issuer is aware, threatened) which may have or have had in the 12 months preceding the date of 
this document a significant effect on the financial position or profitability of the Issuer and/or Van Lanschot 
N.V. or on the group of companies to which the Issuer and Van Lanschot N.V. belong taken as a whole. 
 
Auditors 
Ernst & Young Accountants LLP has audited, and rendered unqualified independent auditor's reports on, the 
financial statements of Van Lanschot N.V. for the two years ended 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2013 
respectively. Ernst & Young Accountants LLP has given and has not withdrawn its written consent to 
incorporate by reference the aforementioned reports in this Base Prospectus. Ernst & Young Accountants LLP is 
located in Amsterdam at Cross Towers, Antonio Vivaldistraat 150 (1083 HP), the Netherlands. The auditors of 
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Ernst & Young Accountants LLP are members of the Royal NBA (Koninklijke Nederlandse Beroepsorganisatie 
van Accountants), The Netherlands Institute of Chartered Accountants. 
 
Post-issuance information  
Unless specified otherwise in the Final Terms, the Issuer does not intend to provide post-issuance information. 
 
Method of determining the price and the process for its disclosure 
The price and amount of Notes will be determined by the Issuer and the relevant Dealer at the time of issue in 
accordance with prevailing market conditions. The Issue Price will be disclosed in the Final Terms. 
 
Performance of certain services by third parties and/or Kempen & Co or any of its other affiliates 
The Issuer may enter into arrangements with third parties and/or Kempen & Co or any of its other affiliates to 
perform certain market making activities or to act as Calculation Agent, and/or to provide certain other services 
to the Issuer in respect of one or more Series of Notes. Kempen & Co will act as Dealer, Paying Agent, 
Amsterdam Listing Agent and hedge counterparty to the Issuer. 
 
Yield 
The yield is calculated at the Issue Date on the basis of the Issue Price. It is not an indication of future yield. 
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